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FOREWORD
Research is an embryonic condition of a thought which gets

life and reaches to find it born through the eventual process of search
and findings of meaning and understanding of the conception. Anew
beginning always comes from the understanding of the past which can
lead to the evolutionary perceptions of learning. Genuine scholarship
and conscious effort has definitely confirmed to be crafting and
discovering the deeper reality of living and detecting the essence of
truth.

Spreading in to the world of existence, the universe of
knowledge expands from one point to another leading oneself towards
a ray of understanding of reality still convincing that there is a vast
ocean of knowledge yet to be unravelled and discovered. Though
technology has reached diverse speculations and interpretations, the
philosophy of reality has not found the core of living which takes us to
a world of analysis, observation, understanding, both theoretical and
practical encompassed with philosophy. Research is always conducted
for a purpose of attaining new knowledge. Though it is conducted with
a purpose it is not the end of learning, it only expands the truth of the
hidden realities yet to be searched for. Research conducted in various
disciplines of learning has increased the level of understanding of that
particular compartment of learning in order to create newer and
unexplored truths.

In the current perspective, research and learning are inevitable
and have a great scope and possibilities identified and accepted in a very
competent manner. The prominence of research has been a core value
of this academic Institution. Little Flower College has immensely strived
to keep pace with the advancement of thinking and technological up
gradation through the achievements and contributions in research by
the faculty members of the institution.

It is a great pride to explore the arena of research by publishing
the innovative realisations conducted in multidisciplinary levels by the
faculty members of our instituion through the accredited research papers
since 2019. Erudition- Volume II is a compilation of authentic and quality
assured research inventions proliferated towards the factual and visceral
understanding of life and existence. I express sincere appreciation to
the veteran hands of success.

Sr. Dr. Philomena C.F
Principal , Little Flower College Guruvayoor30/03/2020
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EDITORIAL

                     The Little Flower College offers all the support  to

unveil and unfold  the  research potentials  of the academic fraternity.
The art of writing research articles  stimulates and brightens the
cognitive skills of  brain  which ultimately culminates in academic
excellence and brilliance. Every year the “Research Forum” of  Little
Flower College  collects the scientific  and creative works of the
teachers and publish them . The Editors of the first edition of
“Erudition” have remarkably succeeded to realize the  novel thought
of a multidisciplinary and  multilingual publication without bifurcating
the disciplines of humanities and Science. The second edition of
“Erudition” is published with the same vision of providing the
academicians of Little Flower College a unified platform for
expressing  their  structured thoughts, processed perceptions,
evidence based findings derived through laborious  experiments
based on scientific principles.  We have tried our best to organize
the papers according to the aspirations of the authors. Nevertheless
this is still a new venture  and needs inputs , supports and
encouragement for further progression.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY  OF
KURIKKAL YANAM AND PANAPPAYATTU

WITH KURI COMP ANIES
Sr. Dr. Philomena C.F

Principal , Little Flower College Guruvayoor

‘Kurikkalyanam’ was an indigenous financing system in the
Malabar region of Kerala. This social phenomenon became an
economic trend among the ordinary people of the locality.
‘Panappayattu’ was a well-established financial institution, which
efficiently intermediates between the savers and investors and played
a crucial role in the development of the country by facilitating the
financial flow from enough area to deficit area. It evolved as a social
security measure and all members of society will take part in it
regardless of caste and gender. Both these institutions are based on
the Islamic ideology of ‘interest-free’ financial help to each other.
They aimed at the well-being of each member of society.

Kurikkalyanam in Malabar
 Formal and informal financial sectors controlled the structure of

the economy of developing countries in the world. The informal
financial sectors such as Moneylenders, indigenous bankers, chit
funds and other unregistered non-banking financial institutions
regulated the traditional and rural spheres of the economy.  Most of
the informal financial systems in Kerala were concentrated in central
and southern parts of Kerala. In the Malabar region, the chit funds
and money lending are relatively less. The State Planning Board
report, 2004 observed that from the district wise distribution of chit
funds in Kerala, only 7.42 percent of kuri companies are functioned
in five northern districts of Kerala.92.58 per cent chit funds are
working in the central and southern districts of Kerala. The informal
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financial institutions such as chit funds and money lending are not
flourished in northern Kerala due to the existence of Kurikalyanam/
Panappayattu and other indigenous financial institutions.

 Kurikkalyanam/ Panappayattu was one of the major solutions
for solving the financial problems of bygone societies in Malabar.
Kurikkalyanam may be termed an association of friendship and
pleasure, among the natives of Malabar. It is an entertainment given
by a respectable native, at which all his friends who are invited present
a sum of money to the entertainer. An account is kept of what each
guest offers, and when these guests in their turn announce that an
entertainment is to be given by them, the person who has formerly
had the benefit of an entertainment is expected to be present and to
make a return at least equal, but in general half as much again, and
sometimes double, what he has received.

Panappayattu in North Malabar
Panappayattu is another term used for kurikkalyanam in some

parts of Calicut, some places in Koyilandi Taluk and Vadakara Taluk,
Kannur and North Malabar areas. It is a network of money exchange
in the locality. If a person required money, he used to conduct a
panappayattu. He will inform the people of the locality about his
necessity and a day fixed for panappayattu. The vocal announcement
is enough to attract the dear and near to the place of Payattu. On the
day of payattu, the person will put up a small panthal with three or
four tables and some chairs. The melodious Malayalam movie and
drama songs through the Record Players added its attraction, and
the limited decoration will ensure the publicity of the event. Gradually,
boards have appeared near to the place of the event announcing the
date, time, venue and name of the person who will conduct the
payattu. In majority cases, the tea shop will be the place of event for
the convenience of giving ‘theyilasalkaram’. When they leave, they
will donate whatever they can to the organizer who was in crucial
need for money. The cash gift will be different sums according to
each person’s capacity. An accountant or clerk for the occasion sat
at the entrance of the panthal, collected the money and made a note
of the contributed sum against the name & details of the contributor.
The next time this person is invited to a Payattu by one of the attendees,
he looked up his little notebook and repaid a multiple of the sum that
was contributed.

The study made by Abdulla, V., exclusively dealt with
panampayattu and analysed its nature and significance as a source
of credit. According to him panampayattu promotes social interaction,
co-operation, and communal harmony. Similarly, Ramzan stated that
kurikkalyanam is a model of resource mobilization through mutual
co operation and trustworthiness among the society and in the past, it
was a secular mode of finance and a big platform for community
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living which helped in strengthening the social relations. Normally,
panappayattu and kurikkalyanam were conducted on Fridays
especially among the coastal areas where all belongs to Muslim
fishermen. On Fridays, they were engaged in religious matters and
never go to fishing.

Similarities with Kuri companies
Just like Kuri Company helped ordinary people for saving and

borrowing, kurikkalyanam / pan.appayattu also facilitated people of
a locality to save and borrow through micro-financing. The organisers
have used panappayattu as a source of long-term debt. In
panappayattu, repayment is usually double, and Non-payment
involved gross public humiliation. Panappayattu has helped to
promote and maintain communal, social, and political harmony and
integrity among the people of the area through mutual-help and mutual
co-operation. Purpose of kuri and panappayattu were same, i.e. to
meet the financial necessity of the ordinary people. These two financial
institutions were agents of mobilising savings for capital formation
through micro savings. Both these institutions channelize money from
sufficient area to deficit areas.  These indigenous financial institutions
were a great relief for the lower strata of the society.

Disparities with Kuri Companies
Even though Kurikkalyanam /Panappayattu had certain

similarities with Kuri Company, there were some disparities also.
Panappayattu is considered as a gentlemen’s agreement restricted
to males. If a household headed by female wants to organise
panappayattu, it will be conducted in the names of her son or other
responsible male members of the family. Whereas women can
conduct kuri companies and act as foreman. Women are allowed
to become members or subscribers of kuries. The subscription of
kuri/ chit was provided to each person irrespective of caste and
gender. The repayment of the loan is made compulsory by legal
norms. Interest of the loan was also fixed at the time of taking
loans from the kuri company.

The Moplah Kurikkalyanam is a bit different from kuri
companies. Typically conducted among the Moplah’s and Muslim
fisher folk in North Malabar, a Kurikalyanam is an invitation to a
feast to which the guest is expected to bring a cash gift. When the
host in his turn is invited to a feast by one of the guests, he is
expected to return double the amount, or less if he is perceived to
be poor. Thari kanji is served and usually some music blares out
from loud speakers meant to announce the event held under a
panthal with some coloured ‘Jamukalams’ lining the sides or a palm-
tree frond has been tied on the top of the tea shop, clubs or
community hall which is also decorated by date-palm tree leaves.
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The compulsion of repayment was always moral, not legally
enforced.

 Conclusion
All modern financial institutions extend their help generously to

each and every needy person. But when one receives the help from
such money lending institutions, they are letting themselves into the
clutches of those institutions due to high rate of interest. They will be
unable to pay their debts out of their limited income. Automatically,
they are forced to sell whatever they have, to be freed from this
debt. Those who have no property to sell, will have to take another
loan to solve the problem. If it is not possible, they seek refuge in
suicide which has become common news even not worthy to be
reported. Today, such kinds of suicides are increasing in Kerala and
it is time to find solutions for this problem. An alternative financial
system is necessary to save the lower strata of the society from the
clutches of high interest.

If we could regenerate the financial institutions like
kurikkalyanam/ panappayattu in a scientific manner after rectifying
the former errors, it would bring a marvellous change in the present
plight of Kerala society. It will be a good substitute for modern money
lending practice.

Greed and crookedness must be avoided from the hearts of the
new generation in order to practice the new version of the indigenous
financial institutions in Kerala society. Mutual financial help during
the time of a crucial necessity among the members of a society will
create a bond of relationship stronger than the blood relation. The
number of suicides will decrease, and eradication of poverty and
economic inequalities will come into effect through reviving these
types of indigenous financial institutions for the betterment of society.
A new economic revolution will occur in Kerala by the revival of a
modern scientific form of kurikkalyanam /panappayattu.

END NOTES:-
1. State Planning Board Report, 2004, p.509.
2. Abdulla. V., The Role of Informal Sector in Rural Financial System with

Special  Reference to Panappayattu, M.Phil. Thesis, University of
Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram,  2001.

3.  Shaheed Ramzan. C. P, The Impact of Indigenous Financing Systems
on the   Society: A Case Study of Kurikalyanam in Malabar,
Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis,  University of Calicut, 2008.

4. Sasi Kumar, Panapayattu as Money Gift: Understanding a Complex

Gift Practice in  South Asia. in http://www.accademia.edu.in
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  Study on the properties of
Ionic liquid modified Natural Rubber /

Carbon Nano tube composites

Now a days, nano particle filled polymer composites have
emerged as one of the important materials that have attracted more
attention because they usually exhibit much better performance
properties than traditional composites. Composites obtained by
dispersing nanotubes into different polymeric matrices develop ultra-
lightweight and extremely strong materials.  A composite material is
an engineered or a naturally occurring material    made from two or
more constituent materials, with significantly different  physical or
chemical properties, which remains separated and distinct at a
macroscopic or microscopic  scale within the finished structure. In
polymer composites, filler dispersion as well as interfacial interactions
have been shown to be crucial parameters for enhanced mechanical
properties. In fact, one of the biggest challenges is to obtain a
homogeneous dispersion of carbon nanotubes in a polymer matrix
because van der Waals interactions between individual tubes often
lead to significant aggregation or agglomeration, thus reducing the
expected property improvements of the resulting composite. A review
of Thostenson et al. [1] and Moniruzzanam and Winey [2] illustrates
the significant challenges.  In order  to over come the  challenges
gelled systems are prepared simply by swelling a polymer in an IL[3]
or mixing the polymer and the IL together with a co-solvent which is

Anil Kumar S
HOD & Associate Prof.

N.S.S Hindu College,Changanasery.

Jessy Anto Therattil
Asst.  ProfDepartment of Chemistry,
Little Flower College, Guruvayoor
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subsequently removed. Swelling is the process of dissolution of a
polymer in a defined solvent. At first, the solvent molecules slowly
diffuse into the polymer to produce a swollen gel. In polymers  there
are polymer–polymer intermolecular forces due to crosslinking,
crystallinity, or strong hydrogen bonding,. But, if these forces are
overcome by the introduction of strong polymer–solvent interactions,
the dissolution of the polymer, can take place [4].  During  swellining
of a polymer by a solvent, two ways of mutual effecting of components
may be considered   a free volume effect which  generally leads to
increasing of the diffusivity of components and a coupling effect,
which results from interactions between different molecule species
within the polymer that may increase or decrease their diffusivity
within the membrane .    In this work ,for the swelling  of natural
rubber a promising “ green solvent” ionic liquid used. Greeen nature
of ionic liquid is due to their negligible vapour pressure, they are not
lost into the environment.  In recent times Ionic liquids (IL) in the
field of chemical science is drawing   attention in many ways. They
have tendency to act as electrolyte with high conductivity, high
electrochemical stability, non volatility, non flammability. Room
temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) have generated interest in recent
years because of their unique properties and potential  applications in
various fields which make them striking substitute to various volatile
organic solvents. Recently RTILs can also be employed as solvents
in polymerization reactions to replace conventional solvents[5].
Because of their unique properties, ILs play a potential role in
electrochemical batteries [6], actuators and electronic devices[7].
Ionic liquids are used in the field of elastomers for improving the
dispersion of nanofillers, such as carbon nanotubes or carbon black,
in the rubber matrix as well as for enhancing ionic conductivityand
the thermal and mechanical properties of polymercomposites [8,9].

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

The commercial Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes [MWCNT]
were procured from NANOSHEL, Intelligent Materials Pvt Ltd,
Panchkula. The diameter of the tubes is less than 5 nm and the
average length is 5-1.5 ìm. The carbon content of the material is
more than 95% and the rest is amorphous carbon, ash and impurities.
The Natural rubber ISNR -5 grade was purchased from Rubber
Research Institute of India, Kottayam, Kerala  and , Ionic liquid  1-
butyl 3-methyl imidazolium Chloride [BMIC] was obtained from
Sigma Aldrich, Chemicals  Pvt   Ltd, Bangalore. The chemical
structure of the Ionic liquid   is given below.  Its melting point is 700c.
The zinc oxide (ZnO), stearic acid,  n-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole
sulfenamide   [ CBS ] and sulphur  used in this study were of industrial
grades.
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 2.2. Preparation of Composite

Nano structured polymer composites based on natural rubber with
Multiwalled carbon Nanotube content with varying amount of ionic
liquid were prepared. This preparation was  done by mechanical
mixing in an internal mixer .The natural rubber   masticated in a two
roll- mixing mill (Santosh) at frication ratio   of 1:1.25 as per ASTM
standards  was cut into small pieces. The masticated natural rubber
was mixed with different concentrations of Ionic liquid [BMIC] by
using an internal mixer Brabender at 800c.Two samples of nano
composites (sample 1and sample 2)are prepared . In sample 1 there
is no ionic liquid and it is designated as NR/3CNT/IL0 .in the second
sample IL has added in the ratio1gCNT: 1mmmol of IL and designated
as NR/3CNT/IL1  . After the mixing of BMIC, stearic acid and Zinc
oxide added followed by CNT were to the composites at room
temperature. After that CBS and Sulphur were added  to NR-CNT-
IL mixture.Formulation of the composites given below.

2.3 Swelling experiments
Circular shaped samples having 2cm diameter were punched out
from the prepared sample using a sharp steel die. Initially samples
were dried overnight in a vacuum desiccator and the original weights
were taken. The thickness of the sample was measured using a screw
gauge with an accuracy of 0.01mm. The samples were then immersed
in Toluene solvent in airtight test bottles. At regular intervals, the test
samples were removed from the solvent and dried for 5-10s between
filter papers to remove the excess solvent on the surface. They were
weighed immediately on an electronic balance with an accuracy of
0.0001g. The samples were immediately re-immersed into the solvent
to permit the continuation of the kinetic sorption until saturation in
excess liquid was established. The time for each weighing was kept
as minimum as 30s in order to minimize the error.
The mol uptake (Q

t
) for the solvent by 0.1kg of the polymer for a

specific time (t), under solvent effects, is calculated using the
expression.

[ ]Mass of solvent sorbed/Molar mass of solvent
100

Mass of polymertQ = × …………..(1)
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The Q
t
 values obtained thereby have been plotted as a function of

square root of time, to construct the sorption curves.

2.4 Morphological Analysis
             Transmission electron microscopy [TEM]

For TEM experiments, ultra-thin sections of the rubber
composite were cut by ultra-microtome fitted with a diamond knife
and the images were taken by a JEOL. JEM 2100 transmission
electron microscope was used with an acceleration voltage of 200
kV. More information on the nanocomposites morphology was
obtained by TEM analysis.

 3.         Result and Discussion
3.1 Transmission electron microscopy

           Figure 1(a) shows the micrograph of the sample does not
containing ionic liquid and Figure 1(b) represents the micrograph of
the composite which contain ionic liquid. The dark area shows the
dispersion of MWCNTs in the polymer matrix whereas the bright
area represents the polymer matrix. It shows the homogenous
dispersion MWCNTs in the polymer matrix in the presence of ionic
liquid in the composite.

Since the MWCNTs have a tendency to form entangled bundles, the
chances of development of agglomerates in matrices are high. In
TEM image of sample 1 without ionic liquid [Figure 1     (a)] the
dispersion state of the tubes are not good and a range of small to big
agglomerates can be seen clearly. On the other hand, sample 2 with
ionic liquid [Figure 1( b)] shows a very good dispersion with minimum
agglomerates. This kind of filler dispersion will lead to better
reinforcement property in the composites.
3.2 Transport property
3.2.1 Diffusion
The mechanism of the penetrant transport into a polymer has been
analysed by Fickian equation[10]
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logQ
t
/ Q

x
 = log k + n log t   ………………………….(2)

where Q
t
 is the mol% solvent uptake at a time t and Q

x
 is the

equilibrium mol% solvent uptake.  The factor, k, is a constant and it
depends on the structural characteristics of the polymer and also on
the polymer – solvent interaction.  The value of ‘n’ determines the
mode of sorption mechanism.  For the Fickian mode, the value of n is
0.5 and it occurs when the rates of diffusion of the permeant
molecules are much less than the relaxation rates of the polymer
chains.  If the value of n is 1, the mode of diffusion is non-Fickian
and it arises when the rates of diffusion of permeant molecules are
much faster than the polymer relaxation process. When the value of
‘n’ lies between 0.5 and 1, it is called anomalous mode of diffusion. It
occurs when the rates of permeant mobility and polymer relaxation
process are similar.  Plots of log (Q

t
/Q

x
) vs. log t were constructed

and the data up to 50% sorption from the sorption curves were used
to compute the values of n and k.  A linear regression analysis was
used to get the values of n and k, and the estimated values are shown
in Table 1.  For the two samples at 28oC, the value of ‘n’ is 0.58 and
0.63 respectively, indicating an anomalous mode of diffusion.  Higher
value of k for sample 2 indicates strong interaction of solvent with
polymer matrix.

.2.2 Sorption behaviour
 Sorption studies are carried out using toluene as the solvent. The
sorption curves of samples are represented by plotting square root of
time against mole percentage uptake of toluene as shown in Figure
2. It was found that sample 2 shows maximum uptake of solvent at
280C. It is clear from the graph that the slope of diffusion curve of
sample 2 is much higher than that of sample 1. This indicates maximum
affinity of sample 2 towards organic solvents. The possible reason of
this may be due to strong physical interaction of ð electron cloud of
toluene, which is an aromatic hydrocarbon and the ionic liquid in the
sample
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Conclusion
This work presents an investigation of the effect of ionic liquid on
the morphology and the transport characteristics of Natural rubber-
multi walled carbon nanotube composites prepared by melt blending
technique. Ionic liquids are fluid at room temperature and able to
disperse CNTs by  themselves.   A huge progress in carbon nanotube
applications based on natural rubber composites can only  be achieved
when a proper dispersion of CNT, without damaging their unique
properties. The aim of  this study was to obtain a good dispersion of
CNTs by debundling or isolation of individual tubes from highly
entangled primary agglomerates by the application of  room
temperature Ionic liquid [BMIC]. This method proved to be a
promising and industrially viable one to produce rubber CNT
nanocomposites on a larger scale.  TEM  results show that with the
application of  the Ionic liquid , there is considerable  enhancement in
the uniform dispersion of CNTs  in the NR matrix .   Higher value of
‘k’ for sample with ionic liquid indicates strong interaction of solvent
with polymer matrix. Due to strong physical interaction of ð electron
cloud of toluene, which is an aromatic hydrocarbon and the ionic
liquid sample 2 shows maximum affinity towards organic solvents .
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     Mangifera indica L. (mango) is known to be attacked by about
492 species of insects. Among the insect pests, the mango leaf webber,
Orthaga exvinacea  Hampson, (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) is a major
pest responsible for low productivity (Sreenivasa Reddy, 2013).  The
larvae of O. exvinacea loosely web many  leaves together and from
within they  feed leaving behind the midrib. The totally infested tree
has a burnt appearance. The  early studies of the author showed that
sodium chloride  has caused  feeding inhibition on the  larvae of
mango leaf webber (Orthaga exvinaceae Lepidoptera: Pyralidae)
when they were  fed with leaves dipped in a mixture  of sodium
chloride  and  pyriproxyfen, a juvenile hormone agonist (Thanuja A
Mathew et al., 2018).  The present investigation is an extended work
of  previous studies conducted in our lab and in this study  the   effects
of a few concentrations of  sodium chloride on Orthaga exvinaceae
were carried out to find out whether sodium chloride alone causes
feeding inhibition  and mortality of the larvae of  O. exvinacea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
            About two hundred  larvae were collected from an infested
mango tree   from the   campus of   Little Flower College, Guruvayoor
and  were kept in large glass  bottles  filled with fresh mango leaves
as stock culture and about  hundred  developmentally synchronous
larvae were isolated from the stock culture and were divided into
four   experimental and  one    control set  comprising of  twenty
larvae each. Each set of larvae were reared and maintained in
separate beakers.
 Sodium chloride (Nacl ) Tr eatments
             Different concentrations like  5 % ,15 % , and 20 %  of
Nacl  were prepared in distilled water.  Three sets of experimental
larvae  kept in three separate beakers   were  fed with mango leaves
dipped in  5 % , 15 % , and 20 %  of  Nacl  solution respectively. The
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fourth set of  experimental larvae starved for  three days were  kept
in a separate beaker and were  used for histological studies alone.
The Control larvae were fed with normal and fresh mango leaves.
Prior to the experiment ,  weight of the leaves and larvae were taken
and continued to take on each experimental day to determine the
feeding inhibition of the larvae. The % feeding inhibition over control
were calculated by using the formula (Mounika et al.,2014) . For
histological studies mid guts  of  a few experimental larvae fed with
mango leaves dipped in  20% Nacl , control  and starved larvae were
dissected out on day 3 and  were fixed in 10% formaldehyde,
processed as for  normal histological studies. The microphotographs
of the sections were taken using Magnus Ttrinocular Stero zoom
Microscope
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Histological Studies of Midgut of O.exvinacea

                          Histological studies of midgut of  the experimental
larvae fed with leaves dipped in 20 %  Nacl showed  considerable
disruption in the midgut epithelium  compared to that of the control.
Degenerative morphometric and histological changes had occurred
in the structure and villi formation of the  midgut epithelium.  The
columnar cells of the midgut epithelium were seen vacuolated.
Sloughing off of the apical region of the columnar cells into the lumen
was clearly visible. The section of   the midgut of control showed
intact midgut epithelium  and villi formation at their apical border.
             Histological studies of midgut of  the starved  larvae showed
considerable disruption in the midgut epithelium similar to that of the
experimental compared to that of the control. The degenerative
morphometric and histological changes had occurred  in the structure
of their  midgut epithelium. Unlike that of the experimental sloughing
off of the apical region of the columnar cells into the lumen and their
lysis in the lumen  was found. The villi formation of the midgut
epithelium at their apical border  has not disrupted as that of the
experimental. The cross sections of  the  midguts of starved larvae
showed numerous folded areas in the brush border in the apical region.
The length of villi  in starved larvae was shorter than that of  control

acl
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DISCUSSION

In the present study mortality of insects was observed  in
response to increase in the concentration of sodium chloride. 100%
mortality occurred in Day 4 and Day 5   of experimental larvae fed
with 20% and 15%  Nacl respectively whereas in Day 5 only 25 %
mortality occurred in experimental larvae fed with 5% Nacl.  The
mortality  is thought to be related with the % feeding inhibition as
well as due to degeneration of the midgut epithelium.  Studies of
Corso and Gazoni (1988) show that  sodium chloride increases the
food-touching behaviour, The modification of the feeding habit through
an induction to a more dynamic behaviour can lead to greater
insecticide ingestion, or other forms of contact with poisoned plant
tissues, and thereby be the more probable explanation for the improved
insecticide efficiency . In the present study the feeding was not much
affected by  5%  sodium chloride but with increase of concentration
of  sodium chloride feeding inhibition was also increased. This  might
be due to the effect of Nacl  on the midgut tissues which could have
negatively affected the  feeding of the larvae. 
               Degeneration  of  midgut epithelium of larvae of Orthaga
exvinacea treated with leaf extract of Clerodendrum infortunatum
have been reported by Jagadeesh et al (2016). Insects use digestive
enzymes in their midguts to break down proteins, lipids, and complex
carbohydrates for the nutrients they contain and thereby obtain the
nutrition needed for their growth and development (Byarlay et al
2016). The histological studies show that 20%  sodium chloride  has
damaged midgut tissues which  might have led to  reduced  synthesize
of   essential digestive  enzymes as shown in the studies of  Nath et
al,(1997) Also the degenerated villi might had been incapable of   non-
absorption of  nutrients into the midgut epithelium as shown by Byarlay
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et al,  (2016). Cytoplasmic vacuolization and necrosis of the epithelial
cells and destruction of epithelial cell boundaries were reported in
the larval midgut of S. littoralis treated with Azadiracta indica and
Citrullus colocynthis extracts (Sayed et al,  2011) . Histopathological
changes in midgut epithelial cells induced by ingestion of phorbol-
type compound Jatropherol-I, revealed that it caused disintegration
of the epithelial cells and it led to severe turbulence in insect
metabolism, especially in protein metabolism with alterations in
activities of various midgut enzymes ( Jing et al,2005)
       The cross sections of  the  midguts of starved larvae showed
numerous folded areas in the brush border in the apical region, possibly
indicating damage to the  villi. The length of villi  in starved larvae
was shorter than that of  control. The damage of the absorptive
surface and the epithelial cell layer had  interfered  with the uptake
of nutrients  as reported by  Byarlay et al  (2016). in the starved
Drosophila larvae. The sloughing off of the apical region of the
columnar cells into the lumen and their lysis in the lumen  was found
in the starved larvae. Similar results were reported by Ranjini et al,
(2015) in the studies of the effects of  Clerodendrum infortunatum
and Eupatorium odoratum on the midgut tissue of sixth instar larvae
of Orthaga exvinacea.
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Iron is an essential mineral in all higher animals including fish because
of  its importance in oxygen transport and cellular respiration. The
diet is the main source for essential metals, but in aquatic organisms an
alternative uptake route is available from the water. The present study
is aimed to give a detailed account of dietary iron accumulation in the
intestine of climbing perch, Anabas testudineus under specific Na/K
gradient. The fish were fed normal, low dose and high dose of  iron
diets at different concentration for 48 h and seven days. In the first set
of  experiment, fish were fed with 1000 and 3000 mg Fe kg-1 diet for
48 h in both FW and SA perch. In the second set of experiments, the
FW and SA fish were fed with 500 and 1500 mg Fe kg-1 diet for 7
days. Elevation of  dietary iron caused a significant iron accumulation
in the intestine of both freshwater adapted and seawater acclimated
fish. Treatment of  1000 mg Fe kg-1 diet for 48 h caused significant
reduction in the Na+, K+-ATPase activity in the FW fish. Supplementing
500 mg Fe kg-1 diet for seven days reduced the Na+, K+-ATPase activity
both in the FW and SA fish whereas 1500 mg Fe Kg-1 Fe(II) iron diet
for 7 days reduced the Na+, K+-ATPase activity only  in the FW adapted
fish. In SA fish the Na+, K+-ATPase activity increased significantly at
this concentration. The study demonstrated the pivotal role of intestinal
Na/K gradient in the absorption of dietary iron in climbing perch.
Elevated dietary iron above the normal favoured the accumulation of
iron in the fish intestine at all tested concentrations depending on the
duration of treatment.

     Keywords: Anabas testudineus, Ferrous iron, Diet, Fish,
Intestine, Gill, Na+, K+-ATPase
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Feeding and subsequent nutrient absorption provide life
sustaining energy to animals, and are inevitably accompanied by
physiological consequences. The importance of  trace minerals as
essential ingredients in diets, although in small quantities, is evident in
fish. Fish are unique among the vertebrates, a consequence of having
two routes of metal acquisition, from the diet and from the water
(Bury and Grosell, 2003). Feed is considered as the major source of
Fe for fish because natural water usually contain low amounts of  soluble
Fe. The estimated iron requirement for iron of  teleost fish ranges
between 30 and 170 mg/kg (Watanabe et al., 1997) and aquaculture
practice is to add iron to the feed. Deviations from this supplementation
can compromise fish health, and iron deficient diets result in a reduction
in hepatic iron stores and hematocrit (Andersen, 1997). The maintenance
of iron homeostasis in the body and cells must therefore be balanced
to supply enough iron for metabolism and to avoid excessive toxic
levels. Usually in vertebrates, body iron homeostasis is maintained
through the regulation of its intestinal absorption (Arredondo et al.,
1997).

The concentration of iron in the diet required to prevent signs
of iron deficiency has been reported in many fishes [(Gatlin and Wilson,
1986), (Andersen et al., 1997)]. The daily loss of iron by the freshwater
zebrafish is estimated to be 14 ìg Kg-1day-1 (Bury and Grosell, 2003).
Fish eat approximately 2% of  their body weight of  food a day, then
the diet of a 1kg fish must contain between 1.2 and 2 mg of iron a
day (Jobling,1995). The uptake efficiency of iron from this diet required
to balance iron loss would have to be in the order of 0.7-1.2%. This is
considerably lower than an uptake efficiency of between 5.5 and 16.6%
for humans, based on daily ingest rate of between 12 and 18 mg iron
(Crichton et al., 2002). The disparity may reflect the form in which iron
is present in the feed. Modifying the diet to include more readily
bioavailable forms of  iron will improve the quality of  fish feeds for
the aquaculture industry. Elevation of  dietary iron cause iron
accumulation particular in the stomach, intestine, liver and blood
(Carriquiriborde, et al., 2004).

We tested how the intestine handle Fe(II) iron [(FeSO
4
.7H

2
O)] and

how changes in Na/K gradient affect the Fe absorption when
supplemented through diet both in freshwater adapted  and seawater
acclimated  Anabas testudineus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

As a major site for mineral uptake and transport, the intestinal tissue
of climbing perch (Anabas testudineus Bloch) wereanalyzed for
identifying the mechanism of  absorption of  [Fe (II)] iron.
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Animals _ Healthy adult Anabas testudineus, comprising both sexes
(40±5g body mass) were the collected and in tap water at 28°±1°C
under natural photoperiod (12 L: 12 D) for three weeks The fish
used in this study was either adapted to freshwater (FW) or
acclimated to dilute seawater (20 ppt; SW). They were fed with fish
feed at a ration of 1.5% of body mass per day.

Experimental protocols _  Two experimental approaches were done to
test the concentration and time dependent absorption of dietary iron
by fish intestine and tested wheather it follows any specific pattern of
Na/K gradient

High dose Fe (II) diet for 48 h  _ In this first approach, the effect of  48 h
dietary Fe(II) iron on the intestinal epithelia of  both freshwater-adapted
(experiment A) and seawater-acclimated (experiment B) perch were
studied. To this end, in experiment A, fish were divided into three
groups of  six each. Group I fish were fed with normal feed served as
control. Groups II and III fish were fed a diet supplemented with Fe
(II) iron (FeSO

4
.7H

2
O, SRL) in concentrations of  1000 mg/kg and

3000 mg/kg respectively for 48 h. Fish in all the groups were fed with
respective diet weighing 2% of their body weight. Efforts were made
to feed animals consistently and the unconsumed feed was removed.
In experiment B, dilute seawater-acclimated (20ppt) fish were divided
into three groups of six each together with a group of freshwater fish,
which served as freshwater control. Group II fish were the seawater
fish which required control diet. Groups III and IV fish were
supplemented with 1000 and 3000 mg/kg iron (FeSO

4
.7H

2
O, SRL)

diet for 48 h.

Low dose Fe (II) diet for 7 days _ Here we tested the effect of  seven day
dietary Fe(II) iron on the intestinal epithelia of  both freshwater-adapted
(experiment C) and seawater-acclimated (experiment D) fish. In this
experiment (C), the fish were divided into three groups of six each.
Group I fish were fed with control feed. Groups II and III fish were
fed a diet supplemented with iron Fe(II) (FeSO

4
.7H

2
O, SRL) in

concentrations of  500 and 1500 mg/kg respectively for 7 days. Fish in
all the groups were fed with respective diet weighing 2% of their
body weight. Similar to experiment C, experiment D tested the effects
of  Fe(II) in seawater-acclimated fish which were feed with 500 and
1500 mg/kg Fe(II) for seven days.

Sampling and Analysis _ The food was withdrawn for 24 h prior to
sampling to ensure optimum experimental conditions. The fish were
anaesthetized in 0.1% 2-phenoxyethanol (SRL, Mumbai) and blood
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was taken from the caudal vessels using a heparinised syringe.
Heparinised blood was centrifuged at 5000 g for 5 min at 4ºC to
separate the plasma and stored at -20°C until analysis. The fish were
then sacrificed by spinal transsection and pieces of anterior intestine
close to the stomach were excised and stored at ice-cold 0.25 M SEI
buffer (pH 7.1) and stored at _20ºC.

Na+, K+-ATPase Specific Activity _ The ouabain-sensitive Na+, K+

dependent adenosine triphosphatase (Na+, K+-ATPase, E.C.
3.6.3.9) specific activity was measured in tissue homogenates as
described elsewhere16,17. Saponin (0.2 mg.mg-1 protein) was
routinely added to optimize substrate accessibility. About 100 mg
of intestinal tissues were homogenized in 2 ml of 0.25 M SEI buffer
(pH 7.1) and centrifuged at 700 g for 10 min. The supernatant obtained
was used to measure the specific activity of Na+, K+ ATPase and 10 µl
samples was added to all test tubes containing ATP mixture with
or without ouabain (Sigma, St. Louis). Homogenated samples were
incubated for 15 min at 37ºC in a medium containing 100 mmol. L-

1 NaCl, 30 mmol. L-1 imidazole, pH 7.4, 0.1 mmol. L-1 EDTA, 5 mmol.
L-1 MgCl

2
 and either 15 mmol. L-1 KCl (Medium A) or 1 mmol. L-1

ouabain (medium E).  Na
2
ATP was added to a final concentration

of 3 mmol. L-1. The reaction was stopped by adding 1.5 ml of an
ice-cold 8.6% TCA solution. Liberated inorganic phosphate, Pi,
was quantified spectrophotometrically (Systronics 2202, New
Delhi).  The specific activity of Na+, K+-ATPase was defined as the
difference between the release of Pi in medium A and in medium
E, and was expressed as µmol. Pi. h. mg protein-2.

 Tissue Ions (Na and K) _ The Na and K levels in the tissues were estimated
flame photometrically. The tissues were digested in 65% HNO

3
 and

kept at 60°C overnight. Ions were measured by aspirating the sample
using flame in a Systronics Flame Photometer 129 (New Delhi) using
known standards (Remedix diagnostics, Palakkad) and values are
expressed as µg/g body weight.

Total Iron Content _ The total iron (Fe2+ and Fe3+) content in the
intestine were estimated using Iron-Nitro-Paps kit (Centronic, GmbH,
Germany) and the values were expressed as µg/g.

Statistical analysis _ Before statistical analyses, the data were checked
for normal distribution and variance homogeneity. Two-way
analysis of variance, (ANOVA) followed by Student-Newman-
Keul’s test were employed to test the significant difference
between the treatment groups using Instat-3 Software (GraphPad
Software Inc., San Digeo, California). Significant difference
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between groups was accepted if P <0.05 and the values are in
mean ± SEM (n = 6).

Results
Experiment with dietary Fe(II) iron for 48 h

Na+, K+- ATPase _ The intestinal Na+, K+-ATPase activity in the FW
fish supplemented with 1000 mg/kg of  Fe(II) diet showed significant
(P< 0.01) decrease in its activity (Fig: 2.A), however, the SW fish
supplemented with Fe(II) diet did not produce any marked changes in
the intestinal enzyme activity (Fig: 2.A).

Intestinal ions _ Neither Na nor K showed any marked change in the
intestine of  FW fish supplemented with Fe(II) diet for 48 h (Table 2.1).
However, the SW fish fed with 1000 mg/kg Fe(II) diet showed a
substantial decrease (P< 0.01) in the intestinal Na level (Table 2.2). The
intestinal K of SW fish remained unaffected on supplementation of
Fe(II) diet for 48 h (Table 2.2).

Total Fe content _ Fe(II)-rich diet produced substantial (P< 0.001) increases
in the intestinal Fe content at both 1000 and 3000 mg/kg in FW fish
(Table 2.3), while in the SW fish only  the high dose produced such a
significant (P< 0.001) rise in the intestinal Fe content (Table 2.3).
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Fe(II) concentration (mg/kg)

Fig 2: Na+, K+-ATPase activity in the intestine of freshwater-adapted
(FW) and dilute seawater-acclimated (20ppt; SW) A. testudineus
supplemented  with dietary iron [Fe(II)] as FeSO

4
  for 48 h (A) and

7 days (B). Each point represents mean ± SEM for six fish. * P<
0.05; ** P< 0.01; *** P< 0.001, compared to controls.

Table 2.1 Levels of Na and K (ìg/g) in the intestine of freshwater-
adapted (FW)
A. testudineus supplemented with dietary iron [Fe(II)] as FeSO

4

for 48 h.

Table 2.2 Levels of Na and K (ìg/g) in the intestine of dilute seawa-
ter-acclimated (20ppt; SW) A. testudineus supplemented with di-
etary iron [Fe(II)] as FeSO

4
 for 48 h.
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Experiment with dietary Fe(II) iron for 7 days

Na+, K+- ATPase _ The Na+, K+-ATPase activity in the intestine (P<
0.05) of FW fish supplemented with 1500 mg/kg of Fe(II) diet for 7
days showed a significant reduction in its activity (Fig: 2.B). In SW
acclimated fish, the salinity acclimation produced significant rise in
the Na+, K+-ATPase activity in the intestine (P< 0.05). The SA fish
fed with 500 mg/kg of Fe(II) diet for 7 days produced significant (P<
0.001) decrease in the Na+, K+-ATPase activity in the intestine. On
the  contrary substantial increase was observed in the Na+, K+-ATPase
activity of the intestine (P< 0.001) of SA fish fed with 1500 mg/kg of
Fe(II) diet (Fig:2.B).

Intestinal ions _ The level of both the Na and K in the
intestine of FW fish remained unaffected after the supplementation
of Fe(II)-rich diet for 7 days (Table 2.4) whereas feeding 1500 mg/
kg of Fe(II) diet produced significant (P< 0.05) increase in the Na
level of SA intestine (Table 2.5). A significant (P< 0.001) increase
was observed in the level of intestinal K upon seawater-acclimation
but its level remained unaffected after Fe(II) loading for 7 days (Table
2.5).
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Total Fe content _ The intestinal Fe content showed a significant
(P< 0.01) increase in the FW fish fed with 1500 mg/kg of Fe(II) diet
(Table 2.6). Both 500 (P< 0.001) and 1500 mg/kg (P< 0.05) of Fe(II)
diet significantly increased the SA intestinal Fe content (Table 2.6).

Table 2.4 Levels of Na and K (ìg/g) in the intestine of freshwater-
adapted (FW) A. testudineus supplemented with dietary iron [Fe(II)]
as FeSO

4
 for 7 days.

Values are mean ± SEM for six fish

Table 2.5 Levels of Na and K (ìg/g) in the intestine of dilute seawater-
acclimated (20ppt; SW) A. testudineus supplemented with dietary
iron [Fe(II)] as FeSO

4
 for 7 days
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DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrated the pivotal role of intestinal Na/K
gradient in the absorption of dietary iron in climbing perch. Elevated
dietary iron above the normal favoured the accumulation of iron in
the fish intestine at all tested concentrations depending on the duration
of treatment. This implies that Fe absorption across the intestinal
epithelia is dose-dependent and time-dependent. Several authors have
provided evidences that fish intestine have a dominant role in Fe
homeostasis during dietary Fe intake (Bury et al., 2001; Bury and
Grosell, 2003, Bury et al., 2003)).

A decrease in Na+, K+-ATPase activity occurred in the FW intestine
after diets supplemented for 48 h whereas SA intestine showed an
increase in the activity at 1000 mg/Kg of Fe(II) and a decrease at
3000 mg/Kg. The remarkable reduction in the intestinal Na+, K+-
ATPase activity in these fish may result in high cellular Na gradient,
which would favour the absorption of Fe(II) iron. These shut-off
mechanisms were observed in FW fish treated for 7 days at both
concentrations (500 and 1500 mg Fe Kg-1) and in SA fish at
concentration 500 mg Fe Kg-1. A similar reduction in Fe(II) iron
absorption was evident in the SA fish treated with a high dose of
Fe(II) iron for 48 h.

FW fish fed with higher doses of  Fe diet (1000 and 3000 mg Fe Kg-

1) for 48 h showed significant increase in the intestinal Fe
concentration than treatment with low dose of Fe (500 and 1500 mg
Fe Kg-1) for seven days. In the SA fish, Fe accumulation required a
higher dose (3000 mg Fe Kg-1) for a short-term of 48 h whereas Fe
treatment for 7 days favoured Fe accumulation at both concentrations
(500 and 1500 mg Fe Kg-1).Besides showing the time and
concentration dependent effects, these observations further points
to the sensitivity of intestinal Fe absorption to ambient salinity which
has a profound influence on the status of cellular Na/K gradient.

The differences in the Fe absorption among FW-adapted and SA
fish thus be explained on the basis of the sensitivity of intestinal cells
to regulate its own cellular Na/K gradient, where a low cellular Na
status favours Fe(II) iron absorption. Metals regulate the cellular
expression and activity of Na+, K+-ATPase by interacting with its
metal binding surface (Haya et al., 1983; Anner et al., 1992; Hansen
et al., 1992; Pequeux et al., 1996). Simultaneous exposure to the
combinations Cu+/Fe2+ or Hg2+/Pb2+ caused additive inhibition, while
Cu+/Zn2+ or Fe+/Zn2+ inhibited Na+, K+- ATPase activity synergistically
(Krstic et al., 2005). These metals induce alterations in the enzymatic
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activity which could lead to ionoregulatory and/or osmoregulatory
imbalance in fishes.

In contrast to water-borne iron absorption by gills, the dietary iron
absorption is facilitated in the intestine with the help of gastric intestinal
mucins and the mucus layer covering intestinal wall. Specifically the
layer of mucus acts as a buffer between the lumen fluids and tissues,
generating a pH gradient with mildly acidic conditions close to the
tissue, which aids metal-mucus dissociation and metal/proton
cotransport (Whitehead et al., 1996; Powell et al., 1999). The
movement of Fe through the cotransporting system (Fe+/Zn2+

symporter) requires the movement of two positive charges. The
identification of such counter ions is not yet known, but Na+ or H+ are
candidates (Silvia et al., 2003). In the present study dietary iron status
had no effect on the intestinal Na level in the FW adapted fish treated
for both 48 h and 7 days. On the contrary, significant change in the
intestinal Na was observed in the SA fish. It is suggested that the
cellular Na/K gradient has a decisive role in the Fe accumulation by
intestinal epithelia.

Our data thus indicate that climbing perch possess regulatory
mechanisms to increase Fe availability by regulating Fe(II) iron
acquisition which may depend on changes in cellular Na/K gradient.
These regulating mechanisms thus help the fish to prevent metal
deficiency or toxic excess and help them to access the available
metal load in the water or in the diet. This integrated regulation of
branchial and/or intestinal import of Fe is thus remarkable in this air-
breathing fish species.
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PROSPECTS OF KUDUMBASREE
MOVEMENT  IN KERALA: IMP ACTS   ON

FUTURE GENERATION
                                                                                                  J.BINCY

Assistant Professor, Department of Economics

The world economy has achieved high economic growth over the
past two decades, which has substantially reduced poverty. Despite
this growth, we experience widening disparities in their income and
non income outcomes, between the rich and the poor, and the
disadvantaged sections of the population. This pace of economic
growth and economic development attracted our attention in doing
complex interpretations to arrive at prudent policy framework which
guided development agenda for underprivileged and marginalized
sections of the society. The Approach Papers of 11th Five Year Plan
of Government of India (2007-12) is an evidence of paradigm shift
from Pro Poor Growth (PPG) to Inclusive Growth (IG) and later the
12th Five Year Plan (2012-17) focused on faster, sustainable and
more inclusive growth. Inclusive growth is broad based high growth
in which the poor not only benefits there from but also participate in
the growth process. It not only creates new economic opportunities
but also ensures the equal access to them to become the agents of
development and make the development more sustainable.  In this
context, a growing concern shifted to ensuring that poor people actually
benefited from growth.
            Kudumbasree Mission of Kerala State is like a right based
approach to the targets like poverty reduction and inclusive growth
through which it was proposed to bridge the gap between rich and
poor, urban and rural and other various divide in an economy.
Kudumbasree movements are viable means to handle macro problems
like poverty and unemployment at the grass root level. Projects aiming
to improve the living conditions of the poor became more effective
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through the participation of women in their formulation and
implementation. Women who joined these groups enabled themselves
to face their household poverty through self- employment projects
started at the initiative of these Self Help Groups.
Relevance of the Study
                                      The present study is based on the efforts
and initiatives undertaken by the kudumbasree movement in Kerala
in various aspects of life especially in empowering women through
different ways. There is no doubt that the Kerala Government has
made serious efforts through the Kudumbasree movement to uplift
the status of women and to bring them to the forefront of the society
with its various official schemes. But at present it is necessary to
reorient the system according to the changed life situations and
standard of living of the targeted group. A serious assessment of the
sustainability of this movement to fulfil the targets of accelerating
economic betterment and development has never been done so far.
The study is basically an introspection and assessment of various
strategies followed by the movement in catering to the needs of the
next generation.  This is very significant in the sense that an alternative
strategy for the above purpose- a strategy suit to the developmental
needs of the next generation - is possible only through a deliberate
planned efforts carried on in a systematic way. The employment
strategy designed through the scheme of Kudumbasree has to be
restructured according to the so called needs of the next generation.
Now what needed for the next generation is the skill oriented and
capacity enhancement approach towards employment opportunities.
This paper calls our attention to provide an insight to the new initiatives
into the direction intended to maximize the competitiveness and
development potential of women. On the basis of this information,
Government can develop alternative schemes for strengthening the
process of women empowerment in a new manner. We should base
our  theoretical framework of economic growth on a paradigm shift
from Pro Poor Growth (PPG) to Inclusive Growth (IG) with special
reference to women folk of the society.
                                                    There have been a large number
of research attempts on  the theoretical and policy framework
concerning the need for this  paradigm shift from Pro Poor Growth
(PPG) to Inclusive Growth(IG) . EDA Rural Systems Pvt. Ltd. &
Andhra Pradesh Mahila Abhivruddhi Society (APMAS) (2006)
assessed the social role of Self Help Groups (SHGs) in India, their
outreach and sustainability.  The findings of the study indicate that
progress on both social and economic spheres will require greater
clarity of vision and a systematic approach to building capacity and
providing guidance.McKinley(2010) identifies that inclusive growth
entails achieving sustainable growth that will create and expand
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economic opportunities and ensuring broader access to these
opportunities so that members of society can participate in and benefit
from growth. J.Devika and Binitha V.Thampi (2012) addressed the
issue of transforming the women NHGs into genuine instruments of
women empowerment and they arrived at the conclusion that neither
micro-credit nor micro-enterprise by themselves will necessarily lead
to the empowerment of women. Empowerment requires a conscious
intervention for which the economic activities play a facilitative role.
Praveen K.V and Suresh. A (2015) analyzed the Performance and
Sustainability of Kudumbasree Neighbourhood Groups in Kerala and
found the close link between SHG membership and economic and
social empowerment.
  Methodology
                  The study is both descriptive and empirical in nature
and formal and informal methods are used for the purpose of
exhaustive understanding. The inferences of the study are arrived
through primary source data by administering an interview schedule
and information is collected from the respondents. Personal interviews
with the officials concerned are also e conducted to get the needed
information.
            The twin objective of this paper is 1) to analyse the impact
of the Kudumbasree scheme on the sustainability of economic
enhancement of families of kudumbasree  beneficiaries and 2) to
find out the extend and depth of involvement of younger generation
in Kudumbasree movement.
Result and Discussions
               The Kudumbasree adopted its approach as a strategy for
poverty eradication and gender mainstreaming. But no serious study
or investigation was conducted in Kerala on how far these approaches
will be effective and sustainable as a strategy for development of
future generation and growth stability  . Certain baseline surveys
show that the current movement of Kudumbasree Project failed to
stimulate the beneficiaries to transfer or carry on the spirit of
Kudumbasree to the next generation. The pulse of the survey indicates
that strategies followed in Kudumbasree activities and initiatives will
not be beneficial to the next generation.  More than 50 percent of the
respondents of the survey  express their opinion that they will not be
interested to join their children into this movement  The reasons
identified for this failure were the wrong approach followed by the
Programme, the mismatch between the thread of activities and  the
strategic needs  of the new generation. It is the right time to assess
the sustainability of these projects and initiatives in improving the
status of next generation of beneficiaries of this programme in our
society. However we could see some new ventures in this movement
towards the direction of   a shift from welfare to entitlement in Kerala
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New Initiatives in Kudumbasree Movement in Kerala
Introduction of interest subsidy scheme for ME units
              Like other centrally sponsored schemes Interest subsidy
scheme introduced for Micro Enterprises instead of Capital subsidy
which eventually help to identify potential entrepreneurs and to make
enterprise viable in Kudumbasree  Movement  in Kerala . Jan Ahar
is an example for effective convergence, here Kudumbashree
associated with Southern Railway to run the vegetarian canteen in
Chenagannur Railway station. Amrithashree cafe group having 10
members are engaged in enterprise activity

  Kudumbashree IT units started the data entry of LIFE
SURVEY
         At present there are 63 IT Units in Kudumbashree. The data
entry work started on 22nd February 2017. About 1000 Data entry
operators are working in 3 Shifts to complete the data entry.

  DDU-GKY Programme  and  Grading of Nutrimix units

 The convergence model in which Kudumbashree Apparel
units earn income by stitching the uniforms for DDU-GKY was tried
out in Kerala. At present 5 PIA s has placed orders for Uniforms
and Bags. T shirts, Salwars, Bags, Caps etc are supplied through
Kudumbashree Apparel units. The Nutrimix units are working as
Micro enterprises in separate facilities. Kudumbashree provides timely
assistance for upgrading their quality parameters. The production
protocol is formulated by CPCRI, Kasaragod and proper training is
imparted to each and every unit to follow the prescribed standards.
District and State level capacity building programmes are conducted
periodically in which all the areas are addressed such as management,
Accounts, Tax, food and safety, value addition etc. All the units are
instructed to follow the Standard Operating Procedures. There is a
joint inspection team in every district to monitor and evaluate the
functioning of the units.For fine tuning the activities further and for
continuous improvement and quality assurance, Kudumabshree is
introducing rating scale.

 PSC one time Registration and PSC coaching for tribal
Candidates
            To attracting the tribal youth into Government Job and set
those to competitive exam Kudumbashree initiated the PSC one time
free registration. Kudumbashree identified the youth who are not yet
PSC registration and conducted camp on panchayath basis. There
will be an orientation cum one time registration process with the
participation of Kudumbashree IT units. After registration if required
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and demand of the candidates they will selected for the coaching
classes. The coaching classes also are conducted by sponsorship
programme

  CONCLUSION
Kudumbashree strives to develop the model of a micro

finance led financial security process into a more comprehensive
model of local economic development under the aegis of local
governments. This would hopefully sustain the transformation of the
local governance agenda from welfare to entitlement. Such a
transformation does not come about easily and requires rewriting
established administrative and development practices .. It requires
institutionalizing processes that allow for participation and meaningful
contribution. And when we speak of community we  should speak of
the people for whom government is a palpable entity influencing the
quality of their lives, as well as of the people on the periphery, both
social and physical, for whom manifold deprivations have snuffed
out hope of change.
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NEW MEDIA: PLA TFORM FOR
INNOVATION OR INVASION?

JINSA K JOY
Assistant Professor , Dept. of  Multimedia, L. F. College, Guruvayoor

The 21st  Centuary witnessed the convergence of new forms of
communication than any other period in history. New media function
as the platform which connects the whole world. People live  in  a
busy world where they depend new media facilities for their  fulfilment
of basic needs. New media  enter the whole life of humanity and
changes the life pattern and culture. This study intendes to analyse
whether new media offer platform for  cultural interaction which
produces innovation or invasion.

History of new media
Today we are in the middle of a new media revolution – the shift

of all culture to computer-mediated forms of production, distribution,
and communication. This new revolution is arguably more profound
than the previous ones, and we are just beginning to register its initial
effects. Indeed, the introduction of the printing press affected only
one stage of cultural communication – the distribution of media.
Similarly, the introduction of photography affected only one type of
cultural communication – still images. In contrast, the computer media
revolution affects all stages of communication, including acquisition,
manipulation, storage, and distribution. On August 19, 1839, Louis
Daguerre,  already well known for his Diorama theatre, invented the
new reproduction process called daguerreotype apparatus. Around
1800, J. M. Jacquard invented a loom that was automatically controlled
by punched paper cards. The loom was used to weave intricate
figurative images, including Jacquard’s portrait. This specialized
graphics computer, so to speak, inspired Charles Babbage in 1833  to
design  a device he called “the Analytical Engine”, a general computer
for numerical calculations. In the 1890s modern media took another
step forward as still photographs were put in motion. In January
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1893, the first movie studio – Edison’s “Black Maria” – started
producing twenty-second shorts that were shown in special
Kinetoscope parlors. Two years later the Lumière brothers showed
their new Cinématographie camera/projection hybrid, first to a
scientific audience and later, in December 1895, to the paying public
1890 the U.S. Census Bureau, adopted electric tabulating machines
designed by Herman Hollerith. In1911, Hollerith’s Tabulating Machine
Company was merged with three other companies to form the
Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company.The histories of media
and computing became further entwined when German engineer
Konrad Zuse began building the first working digital computer. One
of his innovations was using punched tape to control computer
programs. The tape Zuse used was actually discarded 35 mm movie
film.6.   In his product, Daguerre’s daguerreotype and Babbage’s
Analytical Engine, the Lumière Cinématographie and Hollerith’s
tabulator  merge into one. All existing media are translated into
numerical data accessible for the computer. The result: graphics,
moving images, sounds, shapes, spaces, and texts become computable,
that is, simply sets of computer data. In the 1950s, connections
between computing and radical art began to grow stronger. It was
not until the 1980s that Alan Kay and his co-workers at Xerox PARC
began to give the computability of a personal computer to the
individual, rather than have a big organization be in charge of this.
“In the late 1980s and early 1990s, however, one seem to witness a
different kind of parallel relationship between social changes
and computer design(Mc luhan).Until the 1980s media relied primarily
upon print and analog broadcast models, such as those
of television and radio. Then there have been the rapid transformation
into media which are predicated upon the use of digital technologies,
such as the Internet and video games. Then media became new
media.  The net is considered to be a product of the cold war, it was
built by the USA military to protect national security in the face of
nuclear attack and the ARPANET succeeded in creating the first
effective long distance computer network. In the late 1980s,Tim
Berners Lee, working in a particle physics lab in CERN, Switzerland,
developed three technical keystones for sharing information in
something he dubbed the World Wide Web. There was a language
for encoding documents (HTML), a system for linking one document
to another (http, a protocol for exchanging data among computers)
and a document-naming system (URL, or Universal Resource
Locator) stemming from the World Wide Web.

             Robert K Logan define “New media” is that they are
digital, they are linked and cross linked with each other and the
information they mediate is very easily processed, stored, transformed,
retrieved, linked and perhaps most radical of all easily searched for
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and accessed.(logan7) Robert Logan writes in his
book Understanding New Media. New media is “very easily
processed, stored, transformed, retrieved, hyperlinked and, perhaps
most radical of all, easily searched for and accessed.” W.Russel
Neuman,a leading writer on new media,argues that new media: will
change the meaning of geographic distance, allow for a huge increase
in the volume of communication, provide the possibility of increasing
the speed of communication, Provide the opportunities for interactive
communication. The so-called new media technologies – often
referred to as Web 2.0 – encompass a wide variety of web-related
communication technologies, such as blogs, wikis, online social
networking, virtual worlds and other social media forms. These social
media forms encounter with different cultures, especially through
social media such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter.

New Media Platform
A new media platform is a service, site, or method that

delivers media to an audience. It’s functions are to deliver, but also
sometimes to allow for feedback, discussion, or sharing. People
watched it on various new media platforms social medias, blog.
Generally, the phrase new media describes content available on-
demand through the Internet. Five critical characteristics of the new
media technolgies – the Five C’s: communication, collaboration,
community, creativity, and convergence. People in a specific area
will often see only the partial effect of the new media revolution.
Thus, for example, a newspaper reporter might note the importance
of blogs; a television producer might be interested in the movement
away from network television to online TV (e.g., watching a full
episode on nbc.com); and so on. Listed below are some examples of
the new media and where to find them.

 Innovation
Innovation is about change1. An innovation is an idea, practice, or

object that is perceived as new. Newness in an innovation need not
just involve new knowledge. The “newness” aspect of an innovation
may be expressed in terms of knowledge, persuasion, or a decision
to adopt. (Rogger11).

New Media innovation
In order to identify important characteristics of media innovation,

this study will emphasise two dimensions of change. The first
dimension is what is changing – what aspect of media is being
innovated? The second dimension is the degree of novelty – how
limited or far-reaching is the innovation, and what effects does it
have? Media innovation can include change in several aspects of the
media landscape – from the development of new media platforms, to
new business models, to new ways of producing media texts. There
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are many ways of conceptualising what kinds of change media
innovation involve. This study applies Francis and Bessant’s (2005)
four Ps of innovation: product, process, position and paradigmatic
innovation.

Product innovation relates to changes in the products/services
offered by an organisation. In a media context, product innovation
may imply the innovation of new media platforms, such as the iPad
or the smartphone, or of new media services, such as web tv,
Wikipedia or media apps for tablets

Process innovation refers to changes in the ways in which products/
services are created and delivered. This includes innovation in media
organisations and how they organise their activities (Bauman, Chapter
5), and also processes outside established institutions in which, for
example, users are increasingly active in driving innovation

Position innovation involves changes in how products/services are
positioned or framed within particular contexts. Central features of
innovative product positioning are the “management of identities,
through advertising, marketing, media, packaging and the manipulation
of various signals”. Media companies who reposition their brand,
product or services are engaging in position innovation.

Paradigmatic innovation includes changes in an organisation’s
mindset, values and business models. When the music industry shifted
from CD sales to streaming services, this represented a paradigmatic
innovation. The newspaper industry is in a similar process, where
focus is no longer primarily on print but increasingly on online services.
Media companies are ever more committed in their search for
sustainable business models for online services.

Invasion
Invasion means an unfair intrusion into someone’s personal space

or private information. History  is full of description of invasion. There
are different types of invasions :

1.Military invasion or “conquest”, this is invasion using martial
might (weapons, soldiers, etc.)

2.Monetary invasion: which means forcefully dominating other
party using financial  means such as money, bond or debt.

3.Colonial invasion: Which means setting in other territories using
civilians .

4.Cultural invasion: which means dominating other parties using
cultural features like art music, food, cloths, architecture. The term
‘cultural invasion’ appeared in the beginning of the 2o th century
though it existed long before. Major means of cultural invasion are
education, audio video, media, print media, and new media.
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Cultural invasion through new media

Throughout human history new technologies of communication
have had a significant impact on cultural transmission. Inevitably in
the early stages of their introduction the impact and the effect of
such innovations were poorly understood. Plato used the voice of
Socrates to raise the alarm about the perils posed by the invention of
writing and of reading. In his ‘Dialogue’, Plato denounced writing as
in human and warned that writing weakened the mind and that it
threatened to destroy people’s memory. Also the invention of the
printing press was at its time perceived as a threat to European culture,
social order and morality. “Ever since they began to practice this
perverse excess of printing books, the church has been greatly
damaged,” lamented Francisco Penna, a Dominican defender of the
Spanish Inquisition. Similar concerns have also been raised in the
aftermath of the ascendancy of the electronic media—television in
particular has been often represented as a corrosive influence on
public life. The arrival of new media followed suite .

Time and again the public is informed that the Internet is
transforming human life towards a more enlightened and creative
existence. The public is constantly told that Big Data and the Internet
are about to revolutionize human existence.The technophile advocates
claime that digital technology will fundamentally transform education,
the way people work, play and interact with one another.They suggest
that these new media will have an even greater impact on human
culture than the invention of writing and reading.

Importance of the study
Our grandparents didn’t really know what ‘media and

communications’ was, but they spoke to each other, they read the
newspaper, they listened to the radio and they watched the television.
They were in a constant state of media and communications. For
many decades, media and communication have contributed
substantially to the general knowledge of international conditions and
processes. With society moving into the electronic age, more people
are communicating in cyberspace through new media and that affect
their culture. They  create a reality of their own (Parks 2005).There
is a revolution occurring in virtually every corner of the world today
– the new media delivery revolution. Children of today and tomorrow
will likely not remember broadcast, radio, music, or any type of
information or entertainment media being limited to one device, one
screen, or one delivery system. The computer may have changed
the 80’s, but communications and media are changing how our world
discovers life today. The new media is at the heart of cultural, social,
political and economic events throughout the world. But now modern
media and communications take on a whole new life and have posed
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unique challenges. People use social media for many reasons. First,
the need for connection and interaction with other people. As supported
by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, people desire to fulfill a sense of
belonging through support from relationships with others. After
obtaining physiological and safety needs, people strive to achieve
Maslow’s third need of belonging. New social media provide this
opportunity where people can communicate with others and belong
to different networks via virtual communities on the Internet. In
relation to interacting with others online, people use social media to
gain knowledge and learn about different opinions and have various
perspectives of issues, topics, and events. Most importantly, new
media is used for socializing; it is a form of media that allows people
to participate in conversations and online dialogue without being face-
to-face with others.

Previous research
The paper  ‘The Impact of New Social Media on Intercultural

Adaptation’ by   Rebecca Sawyer  attempts  to investigate the impact
of using new social media on the intercultural adaptation process.
This study examines how Internet usage of social media sites impacts
the adaptation process for international students at a university in the
United States.As supported by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, people
desire to fulfill a sense of belonging through support from relationships
with others. New social media provide this opportunity where people
can communicate with others and belong to different networks via
virtual communities on the Internet. The author  Slavomir Krekovic
describes in ‘New Media Culture: Internet as a Tool  of Cultural
Transformation in Central and Eastern Europe’ how  the internet
transmitted the life style and standard if living. The main focus of this
paper is on certain aspects of the transformation of the cultural sector
in post-communist countries of Eastern Europe. In  the paper  ‘New
Media and New Culture: The Dependency of Indian Online
Community ’ Dr. Narasimhamurthy N is examining  the relationship
between new media and transforms of culture on online community.
This study uses theoretical frame work of  the dependency theory  in
media and relationships of individuals.

Methodology
The descriptive research was conducted by using the

procedure survey method and it is a one form of methodology in
social sciences studies. Data used in research are originally obtained
through the direct efforts of the researcher through surveys, interviews
and direct observations. Stratified random sample technique is planned
to collect the data
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Expected outcome
1.Finds out cultural impact of new media on society through an

indepth study of new media
2.List out the cultural innovations and  invasions through new

media.
3.Prepare society for a positive new media interaction.
4.Help society  promote innovation and prevent invasion.

Conclusion
The study deals with a survey on the New Media : Platform for

Innovation or Invasion. Positive use of newmedia can develop
academic career, their skills, better living style, to adopt new trends,
fashion, and anthropology so on.
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ELECTRONIC RESOURCES FOR
ENVIRONMENT AL SCIENCES STUDIES

JOICY A.J
Librarian, Little Flower College, Guruvayoor

The epoch of information technology has authenticated considerable
growth in academic libraries throughout the world. Electronic resources
have become the significant part of human life in 21st century. In current
scenario libraries are moving their role from historic have made the use
of mandatory of computers and even unpreventable in almost all fields
of human life. Nowadays academic libraries displace their role from
custodian of traditional information resources to the provider of service
oriented digital information resources. Electronic resources are
comfortably accessible in rural areas. Electronic resources unfold the
storage problems and the flood of information has been controlled. Print
resources are being digitized. The approach of the technology has made
the libraries to add new things. The most eminent among them is e-
resources.

2. NEED FOR ELECTRONIC RESOURCES
There are several justifications to explain the compilation building of

the electronic resources.
ü Ever enlarging price rate of the print journals.
ü Uneven publication and years on end time between publications

of a journal.
ü Complications connected to conversion rate of foreign

currencies.
ü Adjustment in the development of technology.
ü Accessibility of enormous amount of the e-resources in each

field of knowledge.
ü E-resources playa substantial role in facilitating access to

mandatory information to the users in a comfortable and promote manner.
3. ROLE OF E- RESOURCES AND SERVICES IN

DISSEMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE
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The information that is stored in E-resources are electronic and it is
accessible through electronic systems and networks. E- Resources and
services is a comprehensive term that includes a variety of different
publishing models, including OPACs, CD-ROMs, online database, e-
journals, e-books, internet resource, print—on—demand (POD), e-mail
publishing, wireless publishing, electronic link and web publishing etc. E-
Resources are divided into two types: data (information in the form of
numbers, letters, graphics, images, and sound, or a combination thereof)
and programs (Instructions or routines for performing certain tasks
including the processing of data and programs (e.g. online services,
interactive multimedia).
ü The role of e- resources and services are disseminating

knowledge with a certain aim.
ü E-resources play a vital role in information communication

process.
ü Maximum numbers of users are satisfied with the basic

requirements with strong e-book/
e-journal.
ü It increases the level of advantages cannot be executed.

4. IMPACT OF E-RESOURCES AND SERVICES ON
HIGHER EDUCA TION AND RESEARCH
ü Information Technology (IT) had brought rapid changes in

education in 21st Century.
ü On the way to online conventional teaching and learning has

been moved.
ü In current scenario it explains the concept of digital library, virtual

library and electronic
library. In e-publishing there is a fortune of growth are witnessed in

recent years.
ü The information environment has been deteriorated by the

information technology era,
academic libraries and information centres.
5. ENVIRONMENT AL SCIENCE IN INDIA
ü Environment has been the excellent origin of life for the living

beings on earth.
ü Environmental sciences comprehend a number of disciplines in

the natural sciences and it also contains elements of ecology, physics,
geology, geography, atmospheric science and zoology.
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ü The foundation is constructed through the course of study of
biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics. Environmental science is
the branch of biology concerned with the relations between organisms
and their environment.
ü In current scenario there is a continuous growth in providing

the environmental issues and a new research is conducted by the
profession.
ü If environmental science is considered as an employment the

online resources may be helpful.
ü Environmental Sciences is the interdisciplinary study of natural

processes and human impacts in the atmosphere, aquatic systems, and
soils.
ü To protect our environment, continuous steps have been taken

in developing Eco-friendly methods or technologies.

6. IMPOR TANT E- RESOURCES IN
ENVIRONMENT AL SCIENCE

6.1. OPEN ACCESS JOURNALS ON ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

Free open accessibility under publication available content available
by some professionals, few of these publications peer-reviewed in
environmental science today.

• Bioremediation Journal:Per year compeer survey has been
published four times. The topics that are incorporate are water science,
pollution, sustainability, environmental engineering and environmental
studies.

• Environment International: In a broad mode the survey has
taken which includes the environmental research disciplines and all
pollutants of environment International studies and adulterant that impact
the environment.

• International Envir onmental Technology:In analysis of
pollutants this publication scrutinizes the technology developments. Tools
to measure and analyze water, air and gas pollutants are particularly
stressed. New issues are published bimonthly.
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• Green Chemistry Letters and Reviews: It has been
published in quarter part and the journal is peer – reviewed. Procedures
or chemical synthesis that reduce of journal content it stand point on
developments it reduce or limit the formation of hazardous by products.
Twelve principles of green chemistry are applied in every instance.

• Marine and Coastal Fisheries: Dynamic, Management
and Ecosystem Science: In fisheries management this journal announce
the original research and an annual publication of the American Fisheries
Society.

• International Journal of Environmental
Science:International Journal of Environmental Science reports on
current research and developments in the field and it is a quarterly, peer-
reviewed publication.  The multidisciplinary format allows for the
publication of research in all subspecialties of environmental science, as
well as ecology, geosciences, biogeochemistry and law.

• Journal of Environmental Management: Elsevier has been
published monthly on the critical review of environmental management
and peer-reviewed original research the journal focuses broadly on
sustainability and also the result from the use of man’s environment. It
also includes resource analysis, environmental economics, energy
efficiency, waste treatment, and remediation and process modifications
in research specialities.

6.2. ONLINE INDUSTR Y MAGAZINES
The current issue in the industry have been focussed by the industry

trade publications, diverse from scientific journals, are conscious to keep
students, educators and working professionals in trade publications.
Coverage and publicity for conferences, local news events, and up and
coming research on legislative action can all be found.

• Environmental Science & Engineering Magazine:It mainly
targeted does to wastewater industry professionals; this publication speaks
to engineers, builders and operators of municipal water and wastewater
systems. Local news, conference information and legislative updates
are all published monthly.
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• EM: the Air & Waste Management Association in EM will bring
the magazine for environmental managers. It covers crucial issues that
influence environmental managers, offering provocative articles and
columns. Regulatory news, EPA research and new technologies are
just a few of the topics showcased in this publication.

• Envir onmental Science & Technology: Published by the
American Chemical Society, this magazine publishes new research and
objective data, offering analysis and insight into information.

• EARTH:  In environmental scienceThe Science behind the
Headlines interesting publication is ambitioned to students and
professionals. Recent article topics have examined the climatic impact
in winemaking, Antarctic geological research, the logistics industry’s
impact on the environment, and a meeting wrap up from the American
Geophysical Union.

6.3. ENVIRONMENT AL E-PUBLISHERS
• Edward Elgar Publishing: Edward Elgar Publishing is a

leading international academic and professional publisher with aintense
focus on the social sciences and legal fields. They are publishing 350
titles per year and have successfully created constructed a prestigious
list of over 5,500 titles. As the pre-eminent publisher of environment and
ecology titles, Edward Elgar Publishing has a wide and prestigious list
spanning a compass of social science disciplines.  They seek to publish
the highly prime environmental research from around the world,
preserving the high quality and international scope of our extensive list.

• Springer: Springer has one of the dominant STM and HSS
eBook collections and archives, as well as aexpansive range of hybrid
and open access journals.Springer is part of Springer Nature,a global
publisher that delivers and endorses the research community. As part of
Springer Nature, Springer sits in reserve other reliable brands like Nature
Research, BMC andPalgrave Macmillan.In environmental studies
springer’s publications encompass a comprehensive range of journals,
monographs, edited volumes, book series, textbooks and reference works.
Browse our products, join the open access movement, discover more
about our unique multi-format publishing model, and benefit from our
services.
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• Open Book Publishers:Weare developing the essence of
the traditional academic book at Open Book Publishers. Out of which
we have published books in hardback, paperback and e - book editions,
but we also publish free online editions of every title in PDF, HTML and
XML formats that can be read via our website, downloaded, reused or
embedded anywhere. We feel glorious to declare that our books are
presently being accessed freely worldwide by over 20,000 readers per
month and also there is an creating of interactive books, and works that
incorporate moving images, links and sound into the fabric of the text.
Now I bring out that there is an publishing of monographs and textbooks
in all areas, and propose the academic excellence of a traditional press
along with the speed, facility and accessibility of digital publishing. They
won the 2013 IFLA/Brill Open Access award for initiatives in open
access monograph publishingamong journal publishers and content
providers.

• International Research Journal of Environmental
Sciences: International Research Journal of Environmental Scienceshas
been published as an international peer reviewed monthly journal by the
International Science Community Association. The main aim of
International Science Community Association is to publish the research
papers, research articles, review papers, mini review, case study and
short commutations in all areas of human study without financial
restriction. These Journal has encompass different fields such that
Aquatic Sciences, Energy Resources and Conservation, Environmental
Chemistry, Environmental Biology, Environmental Economics,
Environmental Engineering and Environmental Physics.

• Elsevier: According to the boon of the humanity it improves
the performance in institutions and professionals by the Elsevier where
Elsevier is a global information analytics business. Elsevier has been
considered as the leading publisherin the field of Environmental Sciences,
publishing highly respected journals across multiple disciplines, including
prestigious society titles and book series. High-impact journals, award-
winning books and e - books and online solutions in Environmental Science.

6.4. ENVIRONMENT AL SCIENCE BLOGS
There is a blogs that is dedicated according to each ones interest in

environmental science. Some of the blogs which include Conservancy
Talk, Breathing Earth, No Impact Man and Real Climate.
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• Conservancy Talk:This blog features states that professional
description on climate change, green living and the science of
conservation, links to news in conservation, and guest columns by industry
experts.

• Breathing Earth:  This blog mainly focus on tips that are
provided to reduce your carbon footprint by the information climate change
and also it recite that data sources are used to generate the interactive.

• No Impact Man:Beavan is a political activist he applies
environmentally conscious living in Manhattan and also he has published
a book and subject of a documentary.

• RealClimate:Real climate is a court for commentary on
environmental science current by developing stories and through new
research and its abandon the political and policy information.

7. CONCLUSION
The electronic information resources and services are greatly visible

in the services afford by the libraries. Besides using cost and declining
budgets demand expanded the efficiency in terms of organizations and
services, in this situation computing and communication technologies in
libraries is anticipated by many to be the instrument that will enable
these libraries to furnish a cost effective and qualitative service to the
consumers. The library has to maintain more count of e-journals in social
science subject areas. The authorities require making a settlement to
utilize the open access e-resources. Library is the immense source to
the students and teachers to refine their knowledge. Enhancement in
infrastructure like high speed network, LAN portals can be inclined to
enhance the e-resource use practice successfully in academic libraries.
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DOES KERALA  FAVOUR
DIFFERENTL Y  ABLED PERSONS?

An Analysis of the Schemes by National Handicapped and
Finance Development Corporation and its Fund Utilisation

by State Channelising Agency

 Dr Neethu S.Arrakal
    Asst. Professor,  Little Fower College,  Guruvayur

Disability is any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment)
of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range
considered normal for a human being.Handicap is a disadvantage
for a given individual, resulting from an impairment or a disability
that limits or prevents the fulfilment of a role that is normal (depending
on age, sex, and social and cultural factors) for that individual and
impairment is any loss or abnormality of psychological, physiological
or anatomical structure or function

 As per Section 2(i) of the Persons with Disabilities (Equal
Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995,
disability means-(i) blindness; (ii) low vision; (iii) leprosy-cured; (iv)
hearing impairment; (v) loco motor disability;(vi) mental retardation;
(vii) mental illness. The Government has introduced The Rights of
Persons with Disability Bill, 2014 in the Rajya Sabha on 7.02.2014
which recognizes 19 specified disabilities based on an evolving and
dynamic concept. The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill, 2014
mandates framing of guidelines by the Central Government for the
purpose of assessing the extent of specified disability in a person.

Statement of the Problem
As per Census 2011, there are about 2.68 crore persons with

disabilities, out of which there are about 1.18 crore women with
disabilities in India. The data relating to percentage of employment
among women with disabilities is not maintained in the Ministry of
social justice and empowerment. As per Census 2011, there are
65,71,589 children with disabilities in the age-group of 5-19 years.
Out of these, 46,82,885 children belong to rural areas and 18,88,704
children belong to urban areas. The number of persons with disabilities
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has increased from 2.21 crore as per Census 2001 to 2.68 crore as
per Census 2011. The increase cannot be termed as drastic compared
to the increase in total population. According to the 2011 census in
Kerala there are about 7, 61843 disabled persons and the male
population is 51.81% and female population is 48. 19%. The persons
with disabilities deserve proper care, protection, training, employment
and rehabilitation. The Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities,
Protection of Rights & Full Participation) Act, 1995, contains various
provisions for empowerment of persons with disabilities. The Act
casts responsibilities on the States to take various measures in the
area of early intervention, education, health care etc. for children
with disabilities. The Government has introduced the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities Bill, 2014 in the Rajya Sabha on 07.02.2014 which
proposes to cast responsibilities on the States to take measures to
ensure that the persons with disabilities including children with
disabilities enjoy their rights equally with others.

Objectives of the Study
1. Analyse the welfare schemes for differently abled by

the National Handicapped Finance and Development
Corporation(NHFDC)

2. Study the NHFDC fund utilization pattern by the state
channelizing agency(SCA) in Kerala

Database & Methodology
The present article has been prepared on the basis of reliable

secondary data. The researcher used various books, journals and
NHFDC reports over various years as a part of the study.

The National Handicapped Finance and Development
Corporation (NHFDC)  have been set up by the Ministry of Social
Justice & Empowerment, Government of India on 24th January 1997.
The company is registered under Section 25 of the Companies Act,
1956 as a Company not for profit. It is wholly owned by Government
of India and has an authorised share capital of Rs. 400 crores (Rupees
Four Hundred Crores only). The company is managed by Board of
Directors nominated by Government of India. The NHFDC functions
as an Apex institution for channelising the funds to persons with
disabilities through the State Channelising Agencies (SCAs) nominated
by the State Government(s).

Schemes implemented through SCA’S
1. Income generating activities to disabled
2. Loan for education/training to disabled
3. Financial assistance for skill & entrepreneurial development
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4. Micro credit scheme
5. Scheme for parents ‘Association for mentally retarded
6. Scheme for disabled young Professionals

Let’s discuss the schemes one by one.

1. Income generating activities to disabled
 These are
 For setting up small business in Service/Trading Sector:
The small business, project or activity, for which financial

assistance has been sought, will have to be operated by the disabled
person himself and employing at least 15 % disabled persons in his
venture.

 For purchase of vehicle for commercial activity:
The purchase of vehicle including auto rickshaw for commercial

activities is promoted.
 For setting up small industrial unit:
Loan assistance is provided to disabled persons for manufacturing,

fabrication and production. The disabled person will be the owner /
Chief executive of the company and will employ at least 15% disabled
persons.

For Agricultural activities: 
Loan assistance is provided to disabled persons for agricultural

production, irrigation, horticulture, sericulture, purchase of agricultural
machinery/equipment for agricultural service, marketing of agricultural
products etc.

For self-employment amongst persons with mental
retardation, cerebral palsy and autism:

In such cases the financial assistance is extended through parents
or legal guardian or spouse of the dependent mentally disabled person.

Eligibility:
Any disabled person who fulfills the following criteria is eligible to

apply for financial assistance.
Ø Any Indian Citizen with 40% or more disability.
Ø Age above 18 years.
Ø Relevant educational / technical / vocational qualification/

experience and background. 

           Rate of Interest 

Ø Up to Rs. 50,000/- - 5% p.a.
Ø Above Rs. 50,000/- and Up to Rs. 5.0 lakh - 6% p.a.
Ø Above Rs. 5.0 lakh and Up to Rs. 15.0 lakh - 7% p.a.
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Ø Above Rs. 15.0 lakh and Up to Rs. 25.0 lakh - 8% p.a.

In case of VH/HH/MR 

Ø Up to Rs. 50,000/- - 4.5% p.a.
Ø Above Rs. 50,000/- and Up to Rs. 5.0 lakh - 5.5% p.a.
Ø Above Rs. 5.0 lakh and Up to Rs. 15.0 lakh - 6.5% p.a.
Ø Above Rs. 15.0 lakh and Up to Rs. 25.0 lakh - 7.5% p.a.
A rebate of 1 % per annum on interest is given to women

beneficiaries. The various activities and loan sanctioned are given in
the table below.

Maximum loan amount is sanctioned for setting up industries.
From this it is understood that the NHFDC promotes industrial
entrepreneurs.

2. Loan for education/training to disabled

The purpose is to meet tuition and other fees, maintenance costs,
books and equipments etc for professional courses in a recognized
educational institution in India and abroad. Term loan borrowing and
borrowing based on promoter’s contribution is given. For studies in
India and abroad a maximum of 10 lakhs and 20 lakhs is given
respectively. Up to 4 lakhs the promoter need not contribute. But for
studies in India and abroad for an amount above 4 lakhs he needs to
contribute 5% and 15% of loan amount respectively. Rate of interest
is 4% per annum. A rebate of 0.5% is allowed to women beneficiaries.
The loan is to be repaid in 7 years after commencement of repayment
which starts either after 6 months from the completion of course or
after getting the job whichever is earlier.
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3. Financial assistance for skill & entrepreneurial development

It provides training to the disabled persons between 15 and 50
years of age and fulfills the loan eligibility criteria. The 12 month
training makes them capable and self dependent through technical
training in the field of traditional and technical occupations and
entrepreneurship. A stipend of Rs 500 per week per trainee is provided
as a part of recurring training cost to cover transportation and other
incidental expenses. The state channelising agencies may identify
the training institutes as per the proposal.

4. Micro Credit Scheme
The scheme provides financial assistance to weaker section of

the disabled for starting or augmenting income generation activities.
No upper limit of loan in case the scheme is implemented by the
SCA itself for further disbursement by it to PwDs. In case of loan to
NGO either through SCA or directly by NHFDC, the maximum loan
amount shall be limited to Rs.10.0 lakh. In both cases the maximum
amount of loan to a beneficiary will be limited to Rs.50, 000. Interest
payable by the beneficiaries shall not exceed 5% per annum. The
lending rate of NHFDC to the SCA will be 2% per annum. A rebate
of 1% per annum on interest rate will be admissible to women
beneficiaries. In this case, the lending rate of NHFDC to the SCA
will be 1% per annum. A further rebate of 0.5% per annum on interest
rate will be admissible to PwD’s under VH/HH/MR category.
5.      Parents’ Association of Mentally Retarded Persons

The purpose of the scheme is to provide loan to parents associations
of mentally retarded persons to set up an income generating activity
for the benefit of the mentally retarded persons. The income
generating activity will be run by mentally retarded and managed by
the parents association, which is expected to render its services
voluntarily. The parents association should be registered for at least
3 years and have minimum 5 parent members. Quantum of loan to
each Parents Association is limited to Rs. 5.00 lakh. The share of
the Parents Association will be 5% of the project cost. The loan will
be used by the Parents Association to implement a single or multiple
activity project in which the maximum possible participation of the
beneficiaries may be ensured.The interest on the loan amount will be
charged as per following table-i) Up to Rs. 50,000/- - 5% p.a.ii)
Above Rs. 50,000/- and up to Rs. 5.0 lakh. - 6% p.a.A rebate of 1%
p.a. on interest for disabled woman. The loan amount including
interest will be repaid within 10 years in equal quarterly installments.
The loan application under the scheme will be submitted to National
Handicapped Finance and Development Corporation directly by the
Parents Association.
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6.         Scheme For Disabled Young Professional
This scheme is for professionally educated unemployed disabled

youth. In order to inculcate the spirit of self-confidence among such
disabled youths through self employment and utilise their wisdom &
experience gained through professional training & education, the
Corporation provide loan at the rate of 4-8% p.a. to professionally
educated / trained disabled youths.

 Eligibility : 1. Any Indian Citizen with 40% or more disability, 2.
Age between 18 and 45 years, 3. Should have obtained a professional
degree from recognized Institute, 4. The activity proposed should be
directly relevant to the professional degree of the applicant Maximum
Limit of loan: The maximum loan limit is Rs. 25.0 lakh.

 Pattern of Finance :
 i) NHFDC Loan : Up to 85% ii) SCA Loan share : 5% iii)

Beneficiary contribution : up to 10%
Rate of interest :
 i) Up to Rs. 50,000/- - 5% p.a. ii) Above Rs. 50,000/- and up to

Rs. 5.0 lakh - 6% p.a. iii) Above Rs. 5.0 lakh and up to Rs. 15.0 lakh
- 7% p.a.  iv) Above Rs. 15.0 lakh - 8% p.a.

A rebate of 1% p.a. on interest for disabled young women
professional. A special rebate of 0.5% is also available for PwDs
under VH/HH/MR category.

Repayment Period – The loan is to be repaid within 10 years
(including moratorium period).

Working Capital: - NHFDC will consider a working capital margin
of up to 30% of the estimated requirement.

From the study it is understood that various welfare schemes are
implemented by NHFDC .A lot of disabled persons has made use of
these schemes to either to venture out or for their studies. Let us
also examine the fund utilization pattern by the state channelizing
agencies (SCA).There are two state channelizing agencies in Kerala
namely Kerala State Handicapped Persons Welfare Corporation
(KSHPWC) and Kerala State Women’s Development Corporation
(KSWDC).In the present study the researcher takes into account
the fund utiliisation of Kerala State Handicapped Persons Welfare
Corporation. As Kerala State Women’s Development Corporation is
not implementing the NHFDC Schemes since 2005-06, its fund
utilization is not studied.

Table 1.2 Sanctioned and disbursed fund details
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 From the table it is understood that in most of the years the SCA
disbursed almost the complete sanctioned amount. But in years like
2000-01, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2006-07 and 2014-15 it has not fully
disbursed the sanctioned amount. In 2001-02 and 2004-05 the SCA
disbursed an amount in excess of the sanctioned fund. But in all
other years it either disbursed the full amount or an amount less than
the sanctioned amount. Fewer amounts are disbursed because of
less fund utilization by the sanctioned beneficiaries. Regarding
repayment status there is a total due of Rs 25, 47, 59,820 of which
Rs 21, 19, 73,361 is paid. The outstanding due is Rs 4, 27, 86,459 thus
making the percentage of repayment as 83.83 %.
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Findings & Conclusion
üThe NFDC assists differently abled by providing loans for self-
employment and other economic ventures at lower interest rates

üThe NHFDC also provides various schemes for disabled and
professionally qualified youth to find jobs and undertake training

üPercentage of fund utilisation by SCA’s is 95.79ü
There is a pending utilisation of 138.42 lakhs by SCA’s which is to
be refunded

üSCA almost disbursed the sanctioned amount to the sanctioned
beneficiaries

üWhen percentage of utilization (95.39) and repayment(83.83) are
compared ,the number of defaulters is more

ü SCA has to make repayment of overdue of Rs.427.86 lakhs
ü More thrust to be given for repayment
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MICRO FINANCE AS A TOOL
FOR FINANCIAL

INCLUSION & REDUCTION OF  POVERTY

RAJI .T.A
ASSISTANT PROF.ON CONTRACT,  L F COLLEGE, GURUVAYOOR

Microfinance has assumed immense importance throughout the
world in view of its efficacy in credit dispensation, loan repayment
and reduction of poverty. The experience world over has proved
that hassle free and repetitive dose of credit is the basic need of the
poor which has become the hallmark of microfinance. Several
countries like Bangladesh, Indonesia, Philippines, Kenya and Bolivia
have implemented microfinance programmes with encouraging
results.

MICRO FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR FINANCIAL  INCLUSION &
REDUCTION OF POVERTY

All over the world, there are nearly 100 crore poor people who
have no access to formal financial services. Of these, nearly 20%
live in India. Development of local resource based economy will
provide additional employment and income to people living in poverty
both in urban & rural area. In this context it is observed that countries
with surplus labour & scarce capital centre strategy. It is essential
for employment maximisation & poverty eradication. In this difficult
juncture micro finance hold up good position to help socially backward
& economically weaker section is marginalised income groups.

Micro finance can be defined as providing credit, thrift &
finance related services & products of very small amount so as top
improve the living standards of poor & the donntrodden. Micro finance
is the supply of loans, savings & other basic financial services to the
poor.

In the Indian context, micro finance sector has witnessed an
unprecedented growth in the last few years & has established itself
as significant potential contributor in the governments agenda of
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“financial inclusion”, financial services for the poor have proved to
be powerful instrument for, poverty reduction that enables, the poor
to build assets, increase income  and reduce their vulnerability to
economic stress.

History of Microfinance
Microfinance is not a new concept. Small operations have existed

since the 18th century. The first occurrence of microlending is
attributed to the Irish Loan Fund system, introduced by Jonathan
Swift, which sought to improve conditions for impoverished Irish
citizens. In its modern form, microfinancing became popular on a
large scale in the 1970s.

The first organization to receive attention was the Grameen Bank,
which was started in 1976 by Muhammad Yunus in Bangladesh. In
addition to providing loans to its clients, the Grameen Bank also
suggests that its customers subscribe to its “16 Decisions,” a basic
list of ways that the poor can improve their lives.

FINANCIAL INCLUSION:
Financial inclusion is delivery of banking services at an

affordable cost to the vast sections of disadvantaged & low income
groups. By financial inclusion we mean the provision of affordable
financial services viz, access to payment & remittance facilities,
savings loan & insurance services by the formal system to those
who tend to be excluded. In India the focus of the financial inclusion
at present is confined to ensuring a base minimum access to a savings
bank account without frills, to all.

IMPENDING FINANCIAL INCLUSION:
There are several reasons for banks to shy away from the under

privileged.
1. Irregular income patterns
2. Inadequate credit information
3. Lack of collateral
4. Illiteracy
5. High transaction costs due to small sized loans
6. Psychological & cultural barriers
7. Population lacks knowledge of financial services.
SALIENT  FEATURES OF MICRO FINANCE
Salient features of Micro finances are
1. It is a tool for empowerment of the poorest women.
2. It is essentially for promoting self employment
3. It is not just a financing system, but a tool for social change,

specially for women.
4. The amount of loan is small usually lessthan Rs.20,000.
5. It is lent for income generating activities.
6. The recovery rates are typically above 95 percent of the

aggregate loans advanced.
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MICRO FINANCE INSTITUTIONS
Micro finance institutions (MFIs) have emerged as important

players in the rural credit delivery system. A micro finance institution
is an organisation that offers financial services to low income
populations. MFIs can take many forms, but can be broadly grouped
into following categories:

· Non-Banking finance companies (NBFC)
· Private Commercial Banks
· Non Government Organisations (NGO)
· Non-for-profit companies registered under section 25 of the

companies Act, 1956.
· Cooperative Societies & Sections of Government banks.
MICRO FINANCE AS A TOOL FOR FINANCIAL

INCLUSION
Indian microfinance has continued growing rapidly towards

the main objective of financial inclusion, extending outreach to a
growing share of poor household & to the approximately 80 percent
of the population, which has yet to be reached directly by the banks.
Micro finance is the new fad in the Indian financial system. It is
growing rapidly and getting a lot of attention from financial institutions,
non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and the government, as an
instrument of financial inclusion that can transform the lives of the
poor. A vibrant and developed micro finance sector can significantly
impact economic development and distribution of wealth.

MICROFINANCE AS A TOOL FOR POVERTY
REDUCTION

Micro finance has attracted considerable attention as a suitable
poverty reduction strategy given its potential to increase the physical
capital of the poor while simultancously building human and social
capital. Micro credit must reach the poor, building their capacity to
absorb higher credit, & also ensure greater availability of credit for
small enterprises, said Indian prime minister Manmohan Singh,
announcing the governments intention to introduce legislation that
would create a friendly policy environment for microfinance services.

Twentieth century witnessed large scale conscious efforts
at social change to improve the quality of life of the disadvantaged.
The concept of micro finance emerged from the experiences of these
efforts. It was recognised that making financial services available to
the poor is a necessary though not sufficient, condition for improving
the quality of their life. Therefore, development thinkers in different
parts of the world made efforts to make financial services, including
savings and credit, available to the disadvantaged. Poverty reduction
involves the transfer to and building up of essential human, social
and physical capital for the poor. Some innovative efforts in India
and Bangladesh demonstrated that it was possible to extend financial
services to the poor if:
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a) Banking is made easy for them, with simplified procedures.
b) Transaction costs are reduced for both the borrower and the

lender.
c) The person is financed not the project
d) Peers in the community are involved in appraisal and follow-

ups.
e) Repayments are designed to fit the cash flows of the

borrower.
f) Small sums are collected at regular intervals instead of lump-

sum payments.

GOVERNMENT  INITIA TIVES FOR PROMOTION OF
MICROFINANCE TO ALLEVIA TE POVERTY

· As part of the poverty alleviation measures, the government
of India (GOI) launched the Swarnajayanti gram swarozgar Yojana
(SGSY) in 1999 where the major emphasis is on self-help group
(SHG) formation, social mobilisation & economic activation through
micro-credit finance.

· Besides this, the Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (National Credit
fund for women) and the Department of women and child development
have their own programmes under which micro credit is being provided
for economic empowerment of the rural poor.

· The year 2001-02 marked a decade of self group-bank linkage
programme in India. With the growing importance of micro credit
through SHG-bank linkage in India, the RBI in 1996 included financing
to SHGs as a main stream activity of banks under their priority sector
lending.

· An internal group of the reserve bank on rural credit & micro
finance was setup to examine the issues relating to micro finance.
To encourage foreign participation in micro finance projects, foreign
direct investment (FDI) was allowed in micro and rural credit in
2001.

ROAD BLOCKS FOR MICRO FINANCE
As part of this growth stage micro finance in India is under

going rapid changes & discovering new challenges. The challenges
of the micro finances are

· Time consuming
· Financial viability
· Capacity building of the SHGs
· Inflexibility & Delay
· High transaction costs
· Lack of trained staff
· Lack of training
· Social obligation, not a business opportunity.
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CONCLUSION
Micro finance has assumed immense importance throughout the

world in view of its efficacy in credit dispensation loan repayment
and reduction of poverty. In the Indian context the micro finance
sector has witnessed an unprecedented growth in the last few years
& has firmly established itself as significant potential contributor in
the governments agenda of financial inclusion. This paper also
highlights the govt. Initiative for promotion of micro finance to alleviate
poverty. Micro financing sector faces many challenges also. Inspite
of these, micro finance, micro finance serves as an umbrella term
that describes the provision of banking services by poverty focused
financial institutions to poor parts of the population that are not being
served by mainstream, financial services providers.

REFERENCE :
Micro finance & Women empowerment (part II) – Dr. Rais Ahmed, Journal of Business

Management and social science research.
www.investopedia.com
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MALA VAZHIY ATTAM : A RITUAL  AS
WELL  AS  HISTORY

                                                                                                         PRIYANKA.E.K.
 ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,HISTORYDEPARTMENT. L.F. COLLEGE,   GURUVAYUR

Malavazhiyattam is a ritual conducted by Parayas. It is a yearly
offering to Kalladikode Neeli in which one of the male members of
the family will perform dressed like Neeli. In this ritual the performer
uses particular dress,hairstyle, ornaments and uses colours to paint
face.The performance was accompanied by ritual song and music of
drum and kurumkuzhal.

Malavazhiyattam tells the story of Neeli and her brother Kalladi
Muthan.  According to this song Neeli and her brother were childrens
of Udipanathappan (identified as Lord Shiva).They went to heaven
to receive the boon from Udipanathappan. When they get boon,
they returned to earth and settled in Kalladikode.  From Kalladikode
they started their Journey and visited places like Kongunadu, Palakkad,
Thirunavaya, Kozhikode, Triprayar etc. and finally settled at Vayyanad
where they became agricultural labourers.  But finally they returned
to Kalladikode, ended their life and became deified.  This is the story
of Malavazhiyattam.

   In the beginning of Malavazhiyattam, they invoke Siva, Parvathy
and Saraswathi and narrate the origins of Devas and Asuras and the
war held between them.

The later part tells the story of Neeli and her brother Kalladi
Muthan.  While playing at Attamanappuram, Neeli and her brother
get a copper plate from the bottom of the tamarind tree.  They see
Vettezhuthu, Kolezhuthu and the figure of Udipanathappan in it.  To
read this copper plate, they decide to go to heaven and see the
Devachari.  They reach the heaven, where they pray that they should
reach heaven if the copper plate is truthful; they meet Devachari and
give the copper plate to him.  On seeing the copper plate, Devachari
tells that it belongs to the Udipanathappan and it should be bought to
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Udipanam.  The children of God go to Udipanathappan and request
for the god’s boon.  But Udipanathappan says that he had given the
boon to the whole children of god and hence no such children of god
exist in the earth.  They are disappointed on hearing these words.  By
this time, Udipanathappan feels that his power has deteriorated.  He
understands that the guests are not human beings but they really have
the essence of God.

Then he opens his third eye, calls them back and gives the boon.
Another boon is given to them that they will get food offering
sreebhodam (a kind of offering to spirits) to Pazhadiyan.  After giving
the Copper plate, they pray with closed eyes and land in a valley
where the rocks had collapsed.  They call that valley as Kalladikode.
They see all the 72 corners of that mountain, build a Karinkotta and
settle there, facing the west.  Then Neeli tells her brother that they
should not sit only at the valley but they should enter Malayalam.
They start their Journey to Malayalanadu through Kongunadu which
lies right near the valley.  After buying the white Ox from the Veerappan
Chetti of Kongunadu, they go to the west.  They further go to the
west after tying the white ox in the Maniambalam of Palakkad.  Later
they reach Thirunavaya to see the Kooth performed during the four-
teenth day of Mamankam.  The children of god see Mamankam and
go further to the South.  They see the nadu and nagaram of Kozhikode
and buy the Akkandam (five pieces?) cloth for 5000 panam and
Mukkandam (three pieces?) cloth for 3000 panam.  Then they reach
Thiruthikkad by turning towards South.  While washing face and legs
in the Muykulam the Thiruthikkad, they happen to hear the Kottu
(drumming) and Thottam (singing) of Injikattu Muthappan.  They
happen to like the hand weapon and body weapon of Injikattu
Muthappan( ancestral deity) and acquire one hand weapon of that
kind before going to the North and Meet Kakkad Muthappan.  They
buy a piece of land measuring up to the size of the muram (bamboo-
plate) of Muthappan of Kolladi and settle there.  These gods of the
mountains agree to be with the dwellers of the land in their child birth,
theft etc and travel through Vayyanad.  Neeli sees Thriprayarappan
in her dreams when they were sitting in the shade of the Ilampilavu at
Vayyanad.  She satisfies her lust by going to Triprayar and returns.
By this time they hear the hue of Nayadi Nankuravan for hunting and
Kalladi Muthan goes for hunting.  After hunting they hear the hue of
Ariyathiru Vallothi, Neeli goes for the puncha cultivation at
Ariyampadam.  Later the various steps of cultivation are described.
At one side they plough, at another side break the lump, then the
shoots come out, they are grown as the beans, spikes come out, and
the harvest begins.  The sheaf are bound, after binding the sheaf,
they are brought to the Mana of Azhuvancheri.  There comes the
time of making hay after the Pathamudayam (tenth sunrise) of the
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month Makaram. On the return after making the hay, Neeli, Kalladi
Muthan and Ariyathiruvallothi buy toddy in return for the boiled bran
of rice from the house of Korappan Thandan.  Then they return to
Vayyanad.  They decide to go back to Kalladikode because it was a
long time since they had visited Kalladikode.  On reaching Kalladikode,
they find that the door of the Kariankotta remains closed before them.
On making hue for Udipanathappan, a new Vellikulam (tank) was
formed.  After making ritual dipping (purification ceremony) three
times in the pond, they did not have the towel to wipe.  They wipe
themselves by tearing the corner of the Kalikarinkacha (a type of
black cloth).  When they hue to Udipanathappan in darkness, they
get a two headed torch.  On going to open the doors of Karinkotta,
they happen to hear themselves being called   by the magical incanta-
tions to the yard of Pazhadiyan.  The song says that Neeli starts for
the holy yard of Pazhadiyan ‘without paying attention to the closing
eyes’.

The song later tells about the deification of Neeli.  This portion
says that, on going for hunting after paying offerings to Neeli, they
can do well at hunting.  This portion says that the offerings are made
such that the hunted deer will be offered and they get a deer at hunt-
ing.   The Malamkuravan, who is the head of the hunters climbs the
Kalladikkode hill and prays to the Goddess that if hunts a deer he will
offer its meat to the goddess.  Then the story of the Mudiyattam is
told.  The pea –hen searches for a forest to lay eggs.  The pea-cock
tells her to lay eggs in the Pullanikkadu.  The pea-hen does not dare
to do that in the fear that Ariyathiruvallothi, who will come to cut
wood in pullanikkadu, will steal her children.  But the pea-cock asks
her to lay the eggs in the seam of the bamboo.  They offer to play
Mudiyattom if the eggs are not damaged. Then Pakkanar comes to
cut the bamboo.  The eggs aren’t damaged, when Pakkanar came to
cut the bamboo and hence the pea-cocks play Mudiyattam.  This is
the content of Malavazhiyattam.

This narrative is now performed purely as a ritual for goddess
Neeli. But the text makes it clear that the performance reenacts the
story of making of a goddess which is drawn from distant memories
hence it is possible to historicize such a legend. Before that there is a
need to present a brief overview of the social background in which
the story has taken place.

 Agriculture was an important factor for the social formation in
Kerala. All important events in Kerala, in a way associated with ag-
riculture. The development of wet land agriculture, the migrations
took place as a part of it and the acquisition of power over these
agricultural areas resulted in the emergence of Nadus and Swroopams.
The migration that took place as a part of the development of agricul-
ture played a role in the formation of caste system in Kerala. It was
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the migration of Brahmins that furthered the growth of an agrarian
society.

   Even though Megalithic period represented a stage of transfor-
mation of society from food gathering to food producing, spread of
agriculture was only on a small scale. But agriculture became more
widespread during Sangam period. Sangam texts provide description
about different stages of cultivation from clearing of forest to the
preservation of grains. But in Sangam period, most of the cultivation
was done in the hilly areas and it was mainly Punam cultivation and
most of the settlements were also in the hilly areas. But later with the
development of agriculture people began to settle down in midland
and low land areas because they were more suitable for cultivation.

    By 5th to 11th centuries, the earlier tribal forms had      disap-
peared and most of the earlier tribal; systems were transformed in to
Nadus. Most of the nadus emerged around the agrarian settlements.
Land became an important component of production. As a result the
people who were involved in food gathering were being transformed
in to agricultural producers.  They migrated to agricultural areas and
became part of agricultural production. This also led to the emer-
gence of new social relations ie.land-lord tenant relations. The social
groups involved in agricultural production were Karalar, Kudikal and
Adiyar. The Adiyar community consisted of Pulaya’s, Paraya’s,
Kanakkan’s, Channar etc.

The song of Malavazhiyattam is not in a written form.  Instead it
was orally transmitted from one generation to the other.  So like other
oral traditions, it also had some limitations.

At first, we can classify the story of Neeli and her brother in to 3
parts.  The first part says that Neeli and her brother were the chil-
dren of god and their journey to Udipanam.  The second part deals
with the journey conducted by Neeli and her brother, after their re-
turn from Udippanam.  The third part speaks about the deification of
Neeli.

The first part of the story can be considered only as a myth, be-
cause the indication of Copper plate and their Journey to Udipanam
and visiting Udipanathappan was only for giving to their activities a
supernatural status and in that way legitimize their activities at a later
date.  Copper plate and the Vattezhuthu and Kolezhuthu represent a
literate society.  The Devachari, who was mentioned in this song,
may be a person who can read and write.   The term achari may
have originated from the term ‘Acharya’, which means a sculptor.
They were the people who carve inscriptions.  In several inscriptions
we have references about the Acari, who are mentioned as writing
the inscription (Ezhuttu).  From these aspects it is clear that this por-
tion of song was a later addition.  As this was a ritual seen among
Parayas, we can believe that this portion was added by them to at-
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tribute greatness to their caste.
The people who beat a drum called para were known as

Parayar in sangam period.  They had a high position in society during
that period, because they were the people who made announcements
and proclamations by beating the drum.  They also were the people
who made drums by collecting animal skins and barks of trees from
the forests.  But later when the power of tribal chiefs reduced along
with the Brahmin migration they became lowest in the caste hierar-
chy.  So in order to attribute a divine origin and greatness to their
caste, they might have constructed such a story.  The Udipanathappan
who was mentioned in this story was identified as Lord Siva.
Udipanathappan is supposed to have opened the third eye and identi-
fied Neeli and Kalladi as the children of God.    If it is correct we can
assume that this story emerged as a part of Saivism.  Because the
only name mentioned in this part of story was Lord Siva, Parvathy
and Saraswathi, there was no mention of Vishnu or other gods.  Hence,
we may assume that this is a Saivite text.

In some places, there was no connection between story and per-
formance.  Many parts which can be performed are performed after
singing that part.  The original performance in such places has been
done only after singing.  For example there are parts like Neeli and
her brother doing cultivation, making the straw, and after that they
are going to the thandan to drink toddy.  But while singing this part,
the performers just keep walking along the thara.    From this the fact
that is revealed to us is that among song and performance, the per-
formance might have been modified in later periods, while the song
was retained as such. It is also possible that the malavazhiyattam
was performed in a larger space, which allowed for the performer to
move easily, and later was shifted to courtyards of houses.  They
may cut short the performance due to the lack of space.  Besides, in
order to entertain the viewers, the events of the immediate surround-
ings of the region where the performance takes place are also per-
formed satirically.  This kind of interpolation was common in every
medieval performance.

Another problem relating to this song is its chronology.  We
don’t know that whether the whole song was compiled in same pe-
riod.  While describing a society that lived on hunting it also refers to
a society based on agriculture. The references about Vattezhuthu
and Kolezhuthu indicate a period in which language was being devel-
oped.  The use of the term Kozhikode and Mamakam make it clear
that it was a product of medieval period, as definite evidence on
Mamakam is available only from 13th century.  As we can see differ-
ent periods n the same song we can assume that the song was com-
piled in different periods and several additions were made to it in
different period before it was finally compile, even though the story
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had archaic elements.  Major portions of the song represents medi-
eval period.  We can see the presence of Chembola or Copper plate1

from 8th Century onwards and Saivism was also a product of 8th and
9th century.  The terms Kozhikode and Mamakam were used from
12th Century onwards.  So from this we can conclude that the period
of Malavazhiyattam was in between 8th and 12th century.

Even though Malavazhiyattam has many limitations of oral tradi-
tion, it contains lot of historical fact.  Malavazhiyattam not only points
to the story of Neeli, and her brother, but also the social changes that
occurred in the Paraya community.  It could be understood from this
that how the Parayas; who once had the higher position in the society
turned to be agricultural labourers.  Along with this, it also gives the
clear idea about how the people lived over mountain top changed
their abode to lower places.  It involves descriptions about the fa-
mous medieval fastival, Mamakam.  Moreover, it refers to the many
places like Kongunadu, Kozhikode, Palakkad, Kakkad etc, which were
famous at that period.

A society which had given equal importance to both agriculture
and hunting could be seen in this.  The song clearly explains about
Neeli going for cultivation and her brother for hunting.  Hence it could
be understood from this that during that period, men used to do hunt-
ing and women did cultivation.  The existence of hunting and agricul-
ture jointly indicates the geographical peculiarity of Kerala.  Kerala
was an inclined region with hills and their valleys.  So the existence of
hunting and agriculture was due to the geographical peculiarities that
the people in hilly areas practiced hunting and the people in adjacent
valleys practice agriculture. Every kind of people had taken part in
trade.  The main trading system was barter.  The things for every-
day life were the main items of this barter system.  Rice, grains veg-
etables, fruits, oils etc, were the main items of the trade.  According
to this barter system explained in the song, it could be summrised
that, the period of Malavazhiyattam was the early days of agricul-
ture.  In Malavazhiyattam there is a description about Neeli and her
brother buying toddy by giving bran of rice.  Money is mentioned only
once in the song.   In the song Neeli and her brother went to visit
Kozhikode. Nadu and Nagaram and they bought Akkandam cloth for
five thousand panam and Mukkandam cloth for three thousand panam.
Only at this portion of song contains the description of money.  Hence
it is clear that money used to be a system of exchange only in the
cities.  Also it is clear that money was used only for the transaction of
luxurious things.

 Hence the path through which Neeli and her brother travelled
might be the standard routes used by traders.  The indication of
Mamakam itself shows that they were trade routes because;
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Mamakam was an important trading festival of medieval time.  The
references about chetti also describe its relation with trade.  In this
story, Neeli and her brother went to visit Kozhikode nadu and nagaram
and they bought Akkandam cloth for five thousand panam and
Mukkandam cloth for three thousand panam.  Nadu and nagaram is
the standard dualism appearing in songs indicating agrarian and trad-
ing regions. This also gave information about the cloth trade and trad-
ing centers in Kozhikode.

Parayas were a tribal group who were referred in Sangam works
like Ettutokai, Pattu Pattu, Patinenkizhkanaku etc.  They also bear
certain features of Megalithic culture. It was because of the use of
Parai, a Particular drum they came to be known as parayar.  They
were mainly seen in Kurinji-Palai or Mullai-Palai bleinding zones.
But there is an argument that they were not a tribal group lived on the
basis of tinai, but they emerged from the tribals with the development
of agriculture, trade and administration.

In early period, parayas enjoyed a high position in the society.  But
with the development of agriculture and trade they become agricul-
tural labourers.  There were references in the contemporary records
about the all labourers consisting parayas, pulayas, kanakkans etc.
In this story Neeli represents a community and this story can be con-
sidered as a justification for their transformation as agriuclutral
laboureres.  In Malavazhiyattam, the land cultivated by neeli and her
brother belonged to Azhvancheri Mana.  So it is clear that Neeli and
her brother were the labourers of Ariyathiruvallothi who was the ten-
ant of Azhvancheri Tamprakal.

So from the above mentioned factors we can assume that a tribal
group who resides in hilltop, lived on hunting lost their subsistence
with the decline of hill chiefdom, joins with traders and visited places
like Thirunavaya, Kakkad, Kozhikode etc.  And finally become agri-
cultural labourers.

Malavazhiyzttam can be considered as a Mnemonic ritual.  A
ritual conducted to rememorize the older days.  The returning of Neeli
and her brother to Kalladikode can be seen as a Mnemonic because
they were visiting a place which was their original home land which
they had to abdicate because of various reasons and they settled in
other places.  So in order to regenerate their memories they visited
those places.  So the final journey of Neeli and her brother to
Kalladikode can be considered as a mnemonic one.

Neeli who come back to Kalladikode become deified.  It was only
for legitimizing the purification and deification of Neeli.  The last part
of the song was added i.e. the bathing scene.  The purification ritual
indicates that the society was already familiar with the concepts of
purity and pollution, but that did not prevent a lower caste woman like
Neeli being purified and deified as Goddess. The narrative also claims
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that Siva himself took part in the purification process by preparing the
‘silver pond’. So Neeli can be considered as incarnation of god whose
goal was to bring Parayas to social system and made them agricul-
tural labourers.  Neeli and her brother succeeded in it and Neeli be-
came a goddess she also became the protector of the forest.
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT & MSMES
SERENE THOMAS

Assistant Professor on Contract, Economics Departmentm LF COLLEGE

Women are the largest untapped reservoirs of talent in the world.
To tap their potential, empowerment of women have to be ensured.
This empowerment is a multidimensional concept with many aspects
including safety, education, economic support, political power sharing
and equality in status.

EMPOWERING THROUGH KNOWLEDGE – EDUCATION:
In Kerala the literacy rate is very high (93.9%)according to the

2011 census, of that female literacy is at 92.07%. The ministry of
statistics &programme implementation publisheda survey which says
99.5%girls in Kerala complete plus two education as againstnational
average of 77.5%.Identifying the need for a literate population and
facilityof elementary education the state government with the back-
ing of the central government, launched a number of plans and pro-
grams over the past years to enable the provision of free and compul-
sory education with satisfactory quality to all children at least up to
the age of 14 years. ‘AksharaKeralam’ Project introduced in the early
1990s was one such project initiated with the aim of bringing the maxi-
mum number of illiterates to schools and other study centres. Despite
these large strides, Kerala continues to have one of the highest unem-
ployment rates in the country.

History perspective
Women empowerment in ancient India transports to a terrain of

mixed views. In ancient India, there are many examples of women
enjoying equal status with men. It is documented that women were
trained in the art of warfare by choice. The story of Rani
AbbakkaChowta is a classic example.

ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT THROUGH MSMES:
The MSME sector has emerged as a vibrant and dynamic sector
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of the Indian economy. MSMEs play a key role in providing large
employment opportunities given their comparatively low capital costs
and their upstream and down stream linkages with other sectors.
MSMEs are complementary to large industries as ancillary units, and
this sector contributes significantly to the socio-economic develop-
ment of the country. The sector consisting 36 million units, as of to-
day, provides employment to over 80 million persons. MSME contrib-
utes 6 per cent to the country’s GDP, 33.0 per cent to value added by
the manufacturing sector and 45 per cent to the country’s exports.
MSME has a potential to solve structural problems like women un-
employment and also regional imbalances.

The government has implemented many schemes to promote mi-
cro, small and medium size institutions. They are PMEGPE, CGTMSE
and CLCSS.

State Profile of the MSME Sector
Kerala, with its excellent connectivity, communication network,

availability of highly skilled human resources and relatively good in-
dustrial infrastructure, is highly suited for the growth of the MSME
Sector.The potential of IT industry in this sector is enormous,the skilled
and technically qualified citizens can avail this opportunity in the state
itself.The MSME sector helps in industrialisation of rural and back-
ward areas and provides employment to youth and socially disadvan-
taged groups such as SC, ST, women and physically challenged per-
sons. The sector contributes to the socio-economic development of
the State.

A recent report by the Kerala State Planning Board finds that
employment in the organised sector has declined by 4% over a period
of 15 years. The 2016 Economic Review states, “Persons employed
in organised sector decreased from 12.26 lakh in 2000 to 11.75 lakh
in 2016.In this context it is important to promote MSME in a state like
Kerala.

The Directorate of Industries and Commerce (DIC) acts as a
facilitator for the growth of the MSME and traditional industrial sec-
tors in Kerala. The agencies under the Directorate are: Directorate
of Handloom and Textiles, Directorate of Coir Development and
Khadi and Village Industries Board.

Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises, popularly known
as the engine of growth in the country and incubators of entrepre-
neurship has emerged as the torchbearers of women empowerment
on a global platform. Last year, on the eve of International Women’s
day 2018, Ministry of MSME launched UdyamSakhi, a network for
nurturing social entrepreneurship creating business models revolving
around low-cost products and services to resolve social inequities.
Indian government has been incessantly involved in revolutionising
the role of women outside the four walls of their home. Women,
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nowadays, take risks, trust their vision and settle for nothing less.
· MSME- Transforming Homemaker to Entrepreneur
Women are the pillars of society and when women are empow-

ered, the whole world is empowered. Ministry of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSME) is empowering women entrepreneurs
through its different schemes helping women spark their talent and
build their own identity. 1.38 lakh projects have been set up by the
women entrepreneurs under Prime Minister’s Employment Genera-
tion Programme (PMEGP) Scheme since inception and upto January
2019.

· Governments schemes to transform women from home-
makers to Entrepreneurs

The projects set up by women entrepreneurs are about 30% of
total projects set up under PMEGP. Under the scheme, women en-
trepreneurs are covered under Special Category and are entitled to
25-35%. For women beneficiaries, own contribution is only 5% of
the project cost while for general category it is 10%. Under the
KhadiProgramme of KVIC, women entrepreneurs have set up 30437
projects for which margin money of 85,305 lakh Rupees have been
disbursed.Not only MSME, the Government of India has taken vari-
ous steps towards women empowerment and safety. Initiatives like
BetiBachao, BetiPadhao, Stand Up India, Mission Indradhanush,
Mudra Yojana Scheme, TREAD (Trade Related Entrepreneurship
Assistance and Development) Scheme, MahilaUdyamNidhi Scheme,
Annapurna Scheme, Stree Shakti Package for Women Entrepreneurs,
BhartiyaMahila Business Bank Loan, Dena Shakti Scheme, Udyogini
Scheme, Cent Kalyani Scheme and many more have added to the
welfare of the women population in India.

· Barriers in Gender Empowerment
Many of the barriers to women’s empowerment and equity lie

ingrained in cultural norms.
It is ironical that a country, which has recently acclaimed the sta-

tus of the first Asian country to accomplish its Mars mission in the
maiden attempt, is positioned at the 108th rank among 146 countries
in World Economic Forum (WEF) gender gap index, same as 2017.
India has the second-largest artificial intelligence (AI) workforce but
one of the largest AI gender gaps, with only 22% of roles filled by
women which is equally disheartening.

For Indian women, empowerment can be an uphill task: they need
to strike astute balance with customs and traditions. While the Indian
Government is incessantly working for the upliftment of women,
women, too, need to become aware of their rights, schemes and ben-
efits that can help achieve overall empowerment. The illiterate and
semi-literate women entrepreneurs from both rural and urban areas,
have availed benefits of certain schemes under Indian Government
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to help start or run a company.
· Mor e Power, Less Fear
Swami Vivekananda, one of the greatest sons of India, quoted

that, “There is no chance for the welfare of the world unless the
condition of women is improved, It is not possible for a bird to fly on
only one wing.” Therefore, the inclusion of ‘Women Empowerment’
as one of the prime goals in the eight Millennium Development Goals
underscores the relevance of this fact. Countries around the world
have taken the theme to their heart and kick-started a conversation
about sexual assault in the beginning of the year, and this lead to
#MeToo Movement. Surprisingly, this movement turned out to be hot
topic throughout the year, and sent many accused behind the bars for
good reasons. Treading the path, in order to achieve the status of a
developed country, India too needs to transform its colossal women
force into an effective human resource and this is possible only through
the empowerment of women.

Political representation is taken as an important dimension to mea-
sure gender position in many of the indices currently being used.
Democracy will be complete only when the women get equal partici-
pation in direct decision making too. Women must occupy leadership
positions in decision making bodies. In Kerala, where 50 per cent of
the seats are reserved for women including the higher positions in the
local bodies.

However, gender empowerment is politically meaningful only if
women have decision making powers in higher bodies like State leg-
islatures and Parliaments.

· Crimes against Women
As per the figures brought out by the State Crime Records Bu-

reau, the total reported cases of crime against women are increasing
over the period. Government have implemented several schemes to
protect our women.

Gender Budgeting
As policies and programmes have a differential impact on women

and men, it is necessary to strengthen Gender Responsive Budget-
ing. Gender Budget is not a separate budget for women but one in
which gender has been mainstreamed.
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CONCLUSION
Economic empowerment and social empowerment are comple-

mentary to each other. The economic empowerment of women is
attained when they become an integral part of labour force and are
gainfully employed without having to bear the full burden of house-
hold and care responsibilities.

REFERENCES:
(Source: Annual Report 2016-17, Ministry of Micro, Small and

Medium Enterprises, Government of India).
http://spb.kerala.gov.in/ER2017/web_e/ch313.php?id=31&ch=313

Hence the picture if we take the latest data is one of declining
Female Workforce Participation Rates (FWPR) in Kerala as for all-
India.  In four districts of the state, namely: Kannur, Kozhikode,
Malappuram and Pathanamthitta, have FWPR lower than that of the
state as a whole. Moreover, the performance of Kozhikode and
Malappuram is very low. Two districts, namely Wayanad and Idukki
have FWPR which is higher than the all-India rate. Idukki has the
highest FWPR in the state as the women in the rural sector of the
agrarian district are more economically active.

Both the Census and NSSO estimates depict a picture of low
work participation rates of women. As is well known it has been
debated extensively in the literature that work participation of women
is much higher than what is measured, given the invisibility or non-
recognition of economic work that women do at home.

The role of self-employment in enhancing the share of economi-
cally active women is very important in a state like Kerala where the
educational level of women is very high and women appear unwilling
to take up wage employment in low paid informal jobs.
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ss__nƒ ssien-Ifpw sNm√p-Ifpw

   tIcfob \mtSmSn hmMva-b-ß-fn¬

tUm. jo_ F. kn.

Akn. s{]m^k¿ Un∏m¿´vsa‚ v Hm^v ae-bmfw, en‰n¬ ̂ vfh¿ tImtf-Pv

      ̀ mc-Xob kwkvIm-c-Øns‚ hm-l-I-ß-fmb ]pcm-tW-Xn-lm-k-
ß-fp-tSbpw {Zmhn-U-kw-kvIm-c-Øns‚ {]Xn -̂e-\-ß-fmb anØp-I-
fp-tSbpw \mtSmSn kwkvIm-c-Øn-s‚bpw sshtZ-io-b-amb a‰-t\Iw
kwkvIm-c-ß-fp-tSbpw kwK-a-th-Zn-bmWv ae-bmfkmln-Xy-w.  kz`m-
hn-I-ambpw sslµh]pcm-Wß-sfbpw CXn-lm-k-ß-sfbpw ]pcm-hr-
Ø-ßsfpw ASn-ÿm-\-am-°n-bp-ff {]ta-b-ßfpw- _nw-_m-h-enI-fp-amWv
]sØm-ºXmw \qd-dm-≠p-hsc aebmfkmln-Xy-c-N-\-I-fn¬ km¿∆-{Xn-
I-ambn {]Xy-£-s∏-́ n-cp-∂Xv. F∂m¬,- ]sØm-ºXmw \qd-dm-≠papX¬
ss__n-fns‚ {]Xy-£tam ]tcm-£tam Bb kº¿°-ß-fn-eqsS
Dcp-Øn-cn--™ ]pXn-sbmcp am\-hnIZ¿i-\hpw BJym\k{º-Zm-b-hpw
ae-bmfØns‚ Iem-kmw-kvIm-cnI cwK-ß-fn¬ {]Xy£-s∏-Sm≥ XpS-
ßn. PmXnaX-h¿§-t`-Z-sat\y kmlnXyImc∑mcpsS k¿§mflI
cN\Ifn¬ ZriyamIp∂ Cu kzm[o\X t_m[]q¿∆amb Hcp
{iaØns‚ `mKa√; adn®v, kzm`mhnIXbpsS BhnjvIcWßfm-
Wv. hntZi`m-j-I-fn-¬ hnc-Nn-°-s∏ v́ hnh¿Ø-\-Øn-eqsS ae-bmf`mj-
bn-te°v ]dn-®p-\´ ae-bmfss__n-fn¬ tZio-bhpw sshtZ-in-I-hp-
amb ̀ m-jm-kw-kvImckzm[o-\-ßƒ IS∂p-h-cnI kzm`m-hn-I-am-Wv.

ss__nfns‚ ae-bmf ]cn`m -j-Iƒv DS -se -Sp -°p -∂-
Xn\papºpXs∂, ss__nfns‚ {]Xy-£tam ]tcm£tamBb
kzm[o\ßƒ tIcf°cbn¬ \ne\n∂ncp∂p F∂-Xn-\v {InkvXy≥
\m-tSmSnkmln-Xy-amXr-IIƒ Dƒs∏-sS-bp≈ kmln-Xy-Ir-Xn-Iƒ
sXfn-hp-Iƒ \¬Ip∂p. F∂m¬, ]sØm-ºXmw \qd-dm-≠pap-X¬
ss__nƒ hnh¿Ø-\-b-Xv\-ßfpw {InkvXp-a-X-{]-N-mc-W kwcw-̀ -ß-
fpw tIc-f-Øn¬ kPo-h-ambtXmsS ss__n-fns‚ kmwkvImcnI
k¶-e-\-Øn\v B°wIq´pIbpw kmln-Xy-Im-c-∑m-cpsS A\p-̀ -hm-hn-
jvI-c-W-Øns‚ ̀ n∂-X-e-ß-fnepw ̀ n∂-cq-]-ß-fnepw ss__n-fns‚
kzm[o\X IqSp-X¬ {]I-S-am-hpIbpw sNbvXp. ss__n-fns‚ {]Xy-
£tam ]tcm-£tam Bb kº¿°-ß-fn-eqsS Dcp-Øn-cn-™ ]pXn-
sbmcp am\-hnI Z¿i-\hpw BJym\ k{º-Zm-b-hpw B[p-\nI kmln-
Xy-cq-]-ßƒ kzmwio-I-cn-°m≥ XpSßnbXv C°meØm-Wv.
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""]sØm-ºXmw \qd-dm-≠n¬ KZy-`m-j-bpsS cq]o-I-c-W-Ønepw
hf¿®bn-ep-amWv ss__nƒ hnh¿Ø-\-ßƒ t\cn v́ kzm[o\w sNep-
Øn-b-sX-¶n¬ Ccp-]Xmw \qd-dm-≠ns‚ DØ-cm¿≤-tØmsS `mj
F∂ am[y-a-Øns‚ Xew hn´v kmln-Xy-Im-c-∑m-cpsS A\p-`-hm-hn-
jvIm-c-Øns‚ ̀ n∂Xe-ß-fn¬ hnizm-k-]-c-amb A¥-co£w kw{I-
an®p hcp-∂-Xmbn ImWmw. ss__nƒ Ah-X-cn-∏n-°p∂ Hcp ]pXnb
am\-hn-IX tIc-f-kw-kvIm-c--Øns‚ Hcp ̀ mK-ambnØo¿∂n-cn-°p-Ibm-
Wv. `uXn-Ihpw Bflo-b-hp-amb [m¿ΩnIk¶-ev]ßfpw kl-\-
sØbpw ]p\-cp-∞m-\sØbpw°pdn-®p--ff kphn-tijZ¿i-\hpw ]m]-
t_m-[-Øn-s‚bpw am\-km-¥-c-Øns‚bpw ⁄m\-kv\m-\-Øn-s‚bpw
_en-I¿Ω-Øn-s‚bpw cIvXkm£nXzØn-s‚bpw k¿∆-P-\-\o-Xn-bp-
tSbpw ]pØ≥ Z¿i-\-ßfpw \ne-]m-Sp-Ifpw Cu ss__nƒ kwkvIm-
c-Øns‚ Nne hi-ßƒ am{X-am-Wv.'' (tdmkn Xºn 2008:97-)

a-\p-jym-kvXn-XzsØ kw_-‘n® k¶o¿ÆkXy-ßsf emfn-Xy-
tØmsS {]Xn-]m-Zn-®ncn°p∂ ss__n-fns‚ kwthZ\\obX
BhnjvImckt¶-X-ß-fmbn kzoI-cn-®-Xns‚ sXfn-hmWv ae-bmf-
Ønse kmln-Xy-Øn-s‚bpw Ie-Ifp-tSbpw kmt¶-Xn-I-hnZy-
IfpsSbpw taJe-I-fn¬ _lp-kzc-X-bpsS AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Ø-ep-I-fmbn
amdn-°-gn-™n-cn-°p-∂ ss__nƒ ssienIfpw sNm√pIfpw. BZy-
Imew apXepff ae-bmfkmln-Xy-cq-]-ß-fn¬ {]I-So`hn-°p∂
CØcw ss__nƒssienIfpsSbpw sNm√pIfpsSbpw {]k-cWw
hy‡am°m≥ GXm\pw Nne amXrIIƒ hni-I-e\w sNømw.
\mtSmSn kmln-Xy-Øn¬

Hcp {]tXyI P\hn`m-K-Øns‚- tZio-b-X-bp-tSbpw hwio-b-X-
bptSbpw AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Ø-ep-I-fmb \mtSmSn hg-°-ß-fp-sSbpw
hmsamgn ]mc-º-cy-ß-fp-tSbpw  Iem-cq-]-ß-fp-tSbpw BsI-Øp-I-
bmWv \mtSmSnkmlnXyw. hmsam-gn- {]-[m-\-hpw tZi-kw-kvIm-c-Øns‚
ssPh-kz-̀ mhw Bhm-ln-°p-∂-h-bp-amb  ssien-Iƒ°pw sNm√p-I-
ƒ°pw \m´ph-g-°-ß-fpsS kzm[o-\-X-Iƒ Ie¿∏n√m-sX {]Xn-̂ -en-
∏n-°m≥- km-[n°pw. tIc-f-ss{I-kvXh¿, Xßƒ ]pXp-Xmbn kzoI-
cn® ss{IkvXhhnizm-k-Øn\pw aqey-t_m-[-ßƒ°a\p-krX-ambn
aXm-\p-jvTm-\-ßfpw hnizmkmNm-cßfpw cq]-s∏-Sp-Øn-b-t∏mƒ AXp-
h-sc Xßƒ A\p-h¿Øn®pt]m∂ Pohn-X-NcyIfpw A\p-jvTm-\-ß-
fpw ]mtS Dt]-£n-°m\√, ss{IkvX-hoIcn°m\mWv Ah¿ {i≤n-
®Xv.  CXns‚ {]Xn^-e-\-amWv tIc-f-ss{I-kvX-h-cpsS \mtSmSn
kmln-Xy-Øn¬ ImWp∂ ss__nƒ kzm[o-\-XIƒ.

 tIc-f-ss{I-kvX-h-cpsS BZy-Ime Bcm-[\m-̀ mj kpdn-bm-\n-bm-
bn-cp-∂Xn\m¬ hntZiob-cmb ]mXncnamcpw \m´nse ]ptcmlnX{]ap-
Jcpw ss__nƒ kw_‘nbmbn ae-bm-f-Øn¬ FgpXn Xømdm°nb
{]m¿Y\Ifpw kvtXm{XIo¿Ø\ßfpamWv Ah¿ Bcm[\bv°v
D]tbmKn®ncp∂Xv. \memw \qd-dm-≠p-ap-X-¬ {]NmcØnen-cp∂Xpw
tIc-f-°-c-bnse ss__nƒ kzm[o-\-X-bp-sS BZy shfns∏-Sp-Ø-ep-
I-fpamb ]≈n-∏m-´p-Iƒ Cu hn`m-K-Øn¬ {]m[m\ya¿ln-°p-∂-p.
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""\memw \qd-dm-≠p-ap-X-¬ kpdn-bm\n kzm[o\w Bcm-[-\m-{I-a-Øn¬
{]I-S-am-bn-cp-∂p. ]f-fn-bn¬ Bcm-[-\-°p-]-tbm-Kn-®n-cp∂ ̀ mj kpdn-
bm-\n-bm-bn-cp-∂-Xp-sIm≠v kpdn-bm\n CuW-Øn-emWv BZy-Im-eØv
]m´p-Iƒ ]mSn-bn-cp-∂-Xv. ]n∂oSv Bcm-[-\m-{Iaw ae-bm-f-Øn-em-°n-
b -t∏mgpw ]m´p -Iƒ°v kpdn -bm\n CuWw \ne-\n¿Øn
t]m∂p.''(tdmkn Xºn 2008 :147) Bcm-[-\m-{Iaw ae-bm-f-Øn-te°v
amdn-bn´pw C∂pw kpdn-bm-\n-°m-cpsS ss__nƒ hm-b-\-bnepw
hmNnI{]m¿Y-\-I-fnepw  kpdn-bm\n CuWw Dƒt®¿∂n-cn°p∂Xns‚
ImcWw CXn¬\n∂v hy‡-am-Ip-∂p.

sshtZ-in-Iamb hnizm-k-kw-lnX A\p-h¿Øn-°p-∂-h-sc∂ \ne-
bn¬ Xßƒ AwKß-fm-bn-cn-°p∂ tZi-kw-kvIm-c-Øns‚ aXm-\p-
jvTm-\-ß-fn¬\n∂v hyXy-kvX-amb Bcm-[-\m-co-Xn-Ifpw aXI¿Ω-
ßfpw A-\p-jvTn°m≥ _m[y-ÿ-cmWv Xßƒ F∂ Ah-
t_m[ap≠m-bn-cp∂ tIcf ss{IkvX-h¿ AXn-\mbn Xßƒ°v Nnc-
]-cn -Nn -X-am -bn -cp∂ \mtSmSn kmlnXyØns‚ ioepIfpw
sNm¬hSnIfpw Iemcq]ßfpw ss__nƒ hnjbIambn
AhXcn∏n°m≥ D’m-ln-®p. ]q¿∆butk∏ns‚ h´°fn, aqibpsS
h´°fn, BZØns‚ h´°fn, hn[ntNmZyw h´°fn, hmgph -́°-fn,
tXm_nbm kns‚ ]m´v, Hcp]-tZiw h-´-°-fn, bu\m≥\nhymbpsS
]m v́, am¿ tbml∂m≥ amwKvZm\bpsS ]m v́, I∂nDΩmsS ]m v́, am¿
A{_mlw sa{Xms‚ ]m´v, aninlmbpsS ]m´v F∂o ]m´pI-fpsS
D¤h ]›m-Øew CXm-Wv.  (Ipcymkv Ipºft»cn 2006:26). t]cv
hy‡am°p-∂-Xp-t]m-se- Ch-tbm-tcm∂pw ss__nƒ ss__nƒ
{]tab-ß-fpsS t\cn-́ p-ff Iem-hn-jvIm-c-ßfm-Wv.

Bemlm \mb≥ Xp-W-bmse sNm√p-∂p
A≥s]mSp \√ hnti-j-ß¬ sNm√p-hm≥ (-hmgp h -́°-fn)

BZn-bn-emZw ]ng-®Xp Xo¿∏m≥
Beml ]pØn-c≥ Xm≥ h∂p ]nd∂p.(am¿ A{_mlw sa{Xms‚ ]m v́)

Bemlm Xrss°-bmte BZw a\-b-s∏´p
]men-®-Mvlm-ZsØ ]dp-Zokm X∂n-em°n       (B-Z-Øns‚ h -́-°fn)

CXp-t]mse {InkvXy≥ \mtSmSn ]m´p-I-fn-se√mwImWp∂ {]ta-
b-ßƒ ss__n-fns‚ Pohn-X-_-‘n-bmb Bhn-jvIm-c-ß-fm-Wv.
]gs©m√pIfn¬

tZi-Ø-\n-a-bpsS as‰mcp -apJ-amWv ]g-s©m-√p-I-fn¬ ImWm≥
Ign-bp -I. P¿Ω≥ anj\dnbpw aebmf sshbmIcW\pw
\nL≠pI¿Ømhpw ss__nƒ hnh¿ØI\pamb sl¿Ω≥
Kp≠¿´,v aebmfØnse \mtSmSn kmlnXyØn\v \¬Inb
hensbmcp kw`mh\bmWv "]gs©m¬ame'. A∂phsc tIc-fØn¬
{]NmcØnencp∂ ]gs©m√pIsf tiJcn®v hnjbmSnÿm\Øn¬
Ahsb {]tXyI io¿jIambn t{ImUoIcn®v  Hcp ss__nƒ
sNm√ns‚ shfn®Øn¬ hniZoIcn°p∂ coXn-bmWv Cu IrXn-bn¬
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Kp≠¿´v A\p-h¿Øn-®n-cn-°p-∂-Xv. CXn-s\-°-dn®v Un. s_©an≥
Cßs\bmWv tcJ-s∏-Sp-Øn-bn-cn-°p-∂-Xv:""Iocnsb I≠ k¿∏w
t]mse, hnjlmcnsb I≠ ]mºpt]mse, Nq´pI≠ apb¬ t]mse,
CSn tI´ ]mºpt]mse F∂nßs\bp≈ sNm√pIƒ"`bw'F∂
io¿jIØn\Snbn¬ hn\ykn∏n®v Cßs\bpw tbip F∂
c£nXmhv Ahsc sI´gn®v D≤cn°pw\mƒhsc tamlØn\pw
`bØn\pw Zmkcmbn he™p InS°p∂p F∂ XncphN\w D≤cn®v
ka¿∞n®ncn°p∂p.'' (sl¿Ω≥ Kp≠¿ v́) C{]-Imcaff Bhn-jvI-
c-W-ß-fn-eqsS  ]pXnb \nb-a-Ønse ssZh-imkv{X Nn¥-Iƒ GI-
tZiw ]q¿Æ-am-bn-Øs∂ "]g-s©m¬am-e-'bn¬ sIm≠p-hcm≥
Kp≠¿´n\v km[n-®n´p-≠vv.

 Kp≠¿´ns‚ ]g-s©m¬am-e-bn¬ tN¿Øncn-°p∂ Hcp ]g-
s©m√mWv. ""sskØpw aqtdm\pw ]qimØ \o Ft∂mSp ]bp-
∂pthm?''F∂-Xv. IqZm-i-I-sfm∂pw kzoI-cn-®n-´n-√mØh\mb \o
Ft∂mSv Ie-ln-°mdmtbm? F∂mWv CXns‚ hnh-£. (sskØpw
aqtdm-\p-sa√mw IqZm-im\pjvTm-\-ß-fpambn _‘-s∏´ A`n-tjI
ssXe-ß-fm-Wv) {Ko-°n¬\n∂v kpdn-bm-\n-bn-te°pw IS-∂p-h∂
sskØpw aqtdm-\pwt]mep≈ sshtZ-in-I-ssien-I-fp-tSbpw sNm√p-
I-fp-tSbpw- kzoIm-cyXsIm≠pw ae-bm-f-`m-jsb kº-∂-am-°m≥
Kp≠¿´ns‚"]gs©m¬ame'°pw "Bbncw ]gs©m√'n\pw km[y-am-
bn. ̀ mj-bpsS P\n-XI kz`mhw shfn-s∏-Sp-Øp∂ ae-bmfssien-I-
fpw sNm√p-Ifp-w kmam-\y-t_m-[-Øns‚bpw khn-ti-jm¿Y-ß-fp-tS-
bpw AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Ø-ep-I-fmb sshtZ-inI ssien-Ifpw ̀ mj-tbmSv
hfsc kzm`m-hn-I-am-bn-Øs∂ Cgp-In-t®-¿∂Xv kmwkvIm-cnI k¶-
e-\-Øn\v B°w Iq´n. "hmbn¬ shf-fn-°-c-≠n-bp-ambn P\n-®-h≥'
(Born with a silver spoon),  sNIp-Øm\pw IS-en\pw at[y (In be-
tween devil and the deep sea), hd-N-́ n-bn¬\n∂v Fcn-Xo-bnte°v NmSn-
bXpw (From frying pan to fire), Ie-°-sh-f-f-Ønse ao≥ ]nSn®Xpw
(To fish in troubled water) thZ-tam-Xp∂ ]nim-Nv (Devil quoting
Scriptuers) ae-bm-f-°-c-bn-te°v IS-∂p-h-∂-Xp-sams° Aß-s\-bm-
sW∂v ]d-bmw.
]m\∏m´pIfn¬

ss__nƒ CXnhrØw kpLSnXamb coXnbn¬
BJym\hnt[bam°nb  ]Zyhn`mKØn¬s∏´ BZyIrXnbmb
A¿tWmkv ]mXncnbpsS "aninlmNcn{Xw ]pØ≥]m\'. temI-kr-
jvSn-ap-X¬ tbiphns‚ D∞m\whscbp≈ {InkvXpkw`hßƒ
{InkvXobamb sNm¬hSnhn¬ ̀ ‡n\n¿`chpw sshImcnIhpambn
Bhn-jvI-cn-®n-cn-°p-∂- ]m\-∏m´m-WnXv.

BZw sNbvX ]ng-bmte h∂Xpw tJZ-\m-ihpw c£bp-≠m-bXpw
in£-bmw-hÆw sNm√p∂p kXzcw kq£vaamw IY tIƒt°-a-

ta-hcpwF∂ IY-bpsS ss¢amIvkv Ipcn-in¬ acn® {]nb]p{Xs‚
Xncp-ta\n aSn-bn-¬ tN¿Øp-sh-®v hnXp-ºp∂ ssZhamXm-hns‚ \ne-
°mØ Zp:JØnemWv. ]pØ≥]m\-bpsS 12-˛mw ]mZ-amb hymIp-e-
{]-em]w Cßs\ Bcw-̀ n-°p-∂p.
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AΩ I\yma-Wn Xs‚ \n¿Ωe ZpxJß-fn-t∏mƒ
D◊-tbmsS a\-�p‰p tI´p-sIm-≠mepw
ZpxJ-sams° ]d-hmt\m hm°p t]mcm am\p-j¿°v
Dƒ°-t\ Nn¥n®p sImƒhm≥ _p≤nbpw t]m-cm.

(]pØ≥]m\)
F∂p XpSßn tbip-hns‚ a\p-jym-h-Xmcw ]oUm-k-l-\w, Ipcn-ip-
a-cWw F∂o Zmcp-Wm-\p-̀ -h-ß-fn-eqsS a\�m IS-∂p-t]m-Ip∂ ssZh-
am-Xm-hns‚ hymIp-e-ß-fmWv  ]pØ≥]m\-bnse hymIpe{]em]w
A\m-h-cWw sNøp-∂-Xv.

I√n-s\-°m-fp-d-t∏dpw bqZ¿ Xs‚ a\-�tøm
sX√p-IqsSbep-hn√m F¥nXp ]p{Xm...
ac-Ømte h∂ tZmjw, ac-Ømtesbmgn-∏m-\mbv
ac-Øn-t∑¬ Xqßn \obpw acnt®m? ]p{Xm. (hymIp-e-{]em]w-)
tIcfØnseØnb hntZianjWdnam¿ ss__nƒ kwth-Z-

\sØ ap≥\n-dpØn ChnSsØ kmwkvImcnImSnØdbpw
kmlnXy{KŸßfpw ]Tn®dnbpIbpw A\pIcn°pIbpw
sNbvXXns‚ kZv̂ eßfnsem-∂m-Wv -"aninlmNcn{Xw ]pØ≥]m\'.
ac-Ømte h∂ tZmjw, ac-Ømtesbmgn-∏n°p-I, -ac-Øn-t∑¬ Xqßn
acn°pI F∂o ssieo-{]-tbm-K-ßƒ Cu IyXn°v \¬Ip∂ ̀ mh-
Xo-{hX A]cn-ta-b-am-Wv.

acWtijap≈ a\pjys‚ Bflobmhÿsb°pdn®p≈
{InkvXob {]t_m[\amb "NXpc¥y'Øn¬ . ac-W-tijw P∑-`q-
an-tbbpw _‘p-P-\-ß-sfbpw hn v́ bm{X-Xn-cn-°p∂ Bflm-hns‚ {]e-
]\w apg-ßn-t°ƒ°mw.]pØ≥]m\ IqSmsX NXpc¥yw, DΩmsS
ZpxJw, hymIpe{]_‘w, Pt\mh]¿∆w, Bflm-\p-Xm]w XpSßnb
Imhyßfpw ]mXncnbptSXmbn´p≠v.

Fßo∂p t]mIp-∂-sX-∂X-dn™p Rm≥
Ftßm´p bm{X-sb-∂X-dn-™n-√. 7(N-Xp-c-¥yw)
A¿tWmkv ]mXncn°vtijw h∂ anj\dnam¿ kmln-Xy-{]-

h¿Ø-\-ßtf-°mƒ ss__nƒ hnh¿Ø\w, ̀ mjm]-T-\-Øn-\p-]-bp-
‡-amb \nL≠p \n¿Ωm-Ww, ssh⁄m\nI kmlnXyØns‚
]p\cp÷oh\w F∂nhbn¬ IqSp-X¬ {i≤ ]Xn-∏n-®-Xn\m¬
]pØ≥]m\-t]m-ep≈ DXvIrjvS Imhy-ß-ƒ tIc-f-Øn\v \jvS-ambn.

ss__nƒ hnc-Nn-X-am-bXv ]uc-kvXy-tZ-i-ß-fn-em-sW-¶nepw
{InkvXp-aX ktµ-i-hp-ambn tbipinjy∑m¿ BZyw sNs∂-Øn-bXv
tdmam-km-{am-Py-Øns‚ hnhn[`mK-ßfn-em-bn-cp-∂Xn\m¬  ss__nƒ
kzm[o\w G‰hpw IqSp-X¬ A\p-̀ -h-th-Zy-am-bXv ]m›m-Xy-tZ-i-ß-
fn -em -bncp -∂p.  F∂m¬, G.Un. 1˛mw \q‰m≠papXepff
{InkvXpaXkzm[o\X Ah-Im-i-s∏-Sp∂ tIcfss{IkvX-h¿
hnizmkImcy-ß-fn¬ ss{IkvX-hn-I-X-tbbpw BNm-cm-\p-jvTm-\-ß-
fn¬ tZi-h-g-°-ß-tfbpw ]n≥]-‰n hf¿∂p-h-∂-Xv. CXv Ah-cpsS aX-
]-chpw kmwkvImcnIhpw Iem]-chpamb Pohn-XsØ hf-sc-tbsd
kzm[o-\n-°p-Ibpw sNbvXp F∂-Xns‚ sXfn-hm-Wn-sX-√mw.
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IpSpw-_-kzØpw
kv{XobpsS Ah-Im-ihpw

hn\oX tPm¿÷v
Akn. s{]m^-k¿ ae-bm-f-hn-`mKw, en‰n¬ ̂ vfh¿ tImtfPv

C¥y≥ ̀ c-W-L-S\ A\p-k-cn®v kv{Xo°pw ]pcp-j\pw \nb-
a-]-c-ambn Htc ]uc-Xz-- am-Wp-≈-Xv. cmjv{S-Øn¬ kv{Xobpw ]pcp-
j\pw Xpey-A-h-Im-iØn\v A¿l-cp-am-Wv. F∂m¬ GXp-ta-J-e-
bnepw kv{XobpsS ÿm\w ]pcp-j-s\-°mƒ Gsd Xmsg-bm-Wv. enwK-
]-Z-hn-bn-e-[n-jvTn-X-amb Cu D®-\o-N-XzØn\pw ]m¿iz-h-XvI-c-
WØn\pw hnth-N-\Øn\pw Nqj-WØn\pw FXnscbp≈
kv{XobpsS \nba˛ a\p-jym-h-Im-i-ßƒ°p-th-≠n-bp≈ t]mcm´w
tIcfNcn-{X-Øns‚ ̀ mK-am-Wv.  P∑n-Ø-k-{º-Zm-b-Ønepw apX-em-fn-
Ø-hy-h-ÿn-Xn-bnepw kv{XoIƒs°-Xn-sc-bp≈ hnth-N\w cq£-hpw
{]Xy-£hpam-bn-cps∂-¶nepw aX-kmw-kvIm-cn-I-aq-ey-ßƒ CØcw
hyh-ÿIsf km[q-I-cn-®n-cp∂p.A°m-esØ aqey-hy-hÿ  enwK-
]-Z-hn-bp-ambn _‘-s∏´ Xß-fpsS \oNm-h-ÿsb At_m-[-]q¿∆w
AwKo-I-cn-°m≥ ]mI-Øn¬ kv{Xokaq-l-sØ ]cp-h-s∏-Sp-ØpIbpw
sNbvXn-cp-∂p. kv{Xohn-cp-≤-amb aqey-hy-h-ÿ-bvs°Xn-sc-bp≈
{]h¿Ø-\-ßƒ ANn-¥-\o-b-am-bn-cp∂ ImeØp≠m-bn-´p≈
kv{XohmZ-]-c-amb  Ah-Im-iX¿°-ßfpsS tIc-fo-bm\p-`-h-ßƒ
tImhn-es‚ X´Iw F∂ t\mh-ens\ ap≥\n¿Øn ]Tn-°p-I-bmWv
Cu {]_-‘-Øn¬ sNøp-∂-Xv.

X -́Iw F∂ t\mh-ens‚ c≠mw-̀ m-Kw -B[p-\n-I-X-bpsS Ncn-
{X-am-Wv.kmap-Zm-bnIt\Xm-°-fn-eq-sSbpw kmwkvIm-cnI {]ÿm-\-ß-
fn-eq-sSbpw apt∂-dp∂ tIc-f-Øns‚ kmaq-lnI]ptcm-K-Xn-tbmSv
CS™pw Cgp-Inbpw hf-cp∂ ap∏n-en-t»-cn-bpsS Ncn-{X-Øn¬ hfsc
{][m-\-s∏´ km∂n-≤y-ambn \mcm-b-W-Kpcp, ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏≥,
anX-hmZn IrjvW≥ XpS-ßnb kmap-Zm-bn-I-t\-Xm-°ƒ  {]Xy-£-s∏-
Sp-∂p.t\cn v́ Hcp IYm-]m-{X-ambn BJym-\-Øn-te°v IS-∂p-h-cp-∂n-
s√-¶n-epw- Zq-Xm-fp-I-fn-eqsS Kpcp-hns‚ D]-tZ-i-ßƒ kzoI-cn-°p-Ibpw
AX-\p-k-cn®v {]h¿Øn-°p-Ibpw sNøp∂ bph-X-e-ap-d-bn-eqsS \mcm-
b-W-Kp-cphpw ap∏n-en-t»-cn-bpsS Ncn-{X-c-N-\-bn¬ ]¶m-fn-bm-Ip-∂p.
\mcm-b-W-Kp-cphns‚ kap-Zm-b-t£-a-{]-h¿Ø-\-ßsfbpw aZy-hn-cp-≤-
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ap-t∂-‰-sØbpw X≈p-Ibpw sIm≈p-Ibpw sNbvX ap∏n-en-t»-cn-bnse
c≠p Xe-ap-d-sbbmWv tImhn-e≥ bYm-XYw t\mh-en¬ Nn{Xo-
Icn°p∂Xv.

s]¨a-°ƒ°v ]nXm-hns‚ kzØn¬ B¨a°ƒs°m∏w
Xpeym-h-Imiw D∂-bn-®p-sIm≠v C¥y-bn¬Øs∂ \S∂ BZy-sØ
hy-h-lmcsØ°p-dn®p≈ hy‡-amb ]cm-a¿i-ßƒ t\mh-enep≠v.
]nXm-hns‚ kzØn¬ aIƒ°v Ah-Imiw C√ F∂ hyhÿ
am‰m\p≈ ]pXnb Iogvhg°w D≠m-°m\mWv Ip™n-°-Wm-c≥
Xs‚ AΩm-h-∑m¿s°-Xnsc tIkp sImSp-Ø-Xv. ap∏n-en-t»-cn-bpsS
`mK-t[bw \n¿Æ-bn-°p∂ hyXy-kvX-amb c≠p Xe-ap-d-I-fpsS
h‡m-°-fmbn´mWv ssXØd DWn∏md\pw  DÆn-∏m-ds‚ aI≥
Ip™n-°-Wm-c\pw t\mh-en¬ Ah-X-cn-∏n-°-s∏-Sp-∂-Xv.   A∂v \ne-
\n-∂n-cp∂ Iogvhg°ßƒ°pw kmap-Zm-bnI hyh-ÿbv°pw FXn-
sc-bm-bn-cp∂p DWn-∏m-ds‚ aI≥ Ip™n-°-Wm-cs‚ k‘n-bn√mka-
cw. AΩ-bpsS t]cp -t]mepw apØ-—s‚ `mKm-[m-c -Øn¬
C√mXncp∂XmWv ka-c-Øn\p ImcWw. apØ-—s‚ Bdv B¨
a°ƒs°m∏w Xs‚ AΩbv°pw Ah-Imiw \¬IWw F∂-Xm-bn-
cp∂p Ip™n-°-Wm-cs‚ hmZw.

Bdph¿jw tIkv \S-∂n´pw aZn-cmin sslt°m-S-Xn tI-kn¬
Xo¿∏p Iev]n-®n-√. D∂-bn-°-s∏´ kzØ-h-Im-i-Ø-¿°w hwio-bhpw
AXp-sIm-≠p-Xs∂ {]mtZ-in-I-hp-am-bXn-\memWv ]uc-{]-am-Wn-am-cmb
ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏\pw anX-hmZn IrjvW\pw tImSXn ka≥kv Ab-
®-Xv. tI�ns‚ \nP-ÿnXn At\z-jn®v -tImSXnsb Adnbn°m\mWv
Ah¿ \ntbm-Kn°s∏´Xv. hnπh-Im-cn-bmb Cu ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏-
\mWv BWn\pw s]Æn\pw Xpeym-h-Im-iw, DZv_p-≤-cmb bphm-°ƒ
apt∂m-́ ph-c-Ww F∂v Blzm\-w sNbvXpsIm≠v s]¨a-°ƒ°pw
kzØ-h-Imiw thWw F∂ {]iv\w tIc-f-Øn¬ ̨  C¥y-bn¬ Xs∂
BZy-ambn D∂-bn-®Xv F∂pw t\mh-en¬ kqN-\-bp-≠v. (tImhn-
e≥,2013:185)F∂m¬ bmYm-ÿn-XnIkaq-l-Øns‚ \oXn-c-ln-X-amb
]mc-º-cy-ß-sfbpw Iogvhg-°-ß-sfbpw Xncp-Øm\pw hnπ-hm-fl-I-
amb Hcp am‰-Øn\p XpS°w Ipdn-°m-\p-ap≈ [oc-amb \o°w Ah-
cn¬ \n∂pw D≠m-bn√ F∂ hna¿i\w  t\mh-¬ Db¿Øp-∂p.
F∂pam{X-a√ Ime-Øns‚ Cu ]pXnb \oXn-t_m[w DƒsIm-≈m≥
am{Xw kap-Zmbw hf¿∂n-´n√ F∂p tImS-Xn°p samgn sImSpØv
Cu kmap-Zmbn-I-t\-Xm-°ƒ bmYm-ÿn-Xn-I-k-aq-l-Øns‚ sNm¬h-
gn°p Iog-S-ßp-Ibpw sNbvXp."kap-Zmbw bmYm-ÿn-Xn-I-am-bn-cn-°-
sIm≠v ]nXm-hns‚ ̀ uXn-Im¿PnXßfn¬ aIƒ D∂-bn-°p∂ Ah-
Im-i-hmZw Ct∏mƒ AwKo-I-cn-°m≥ hø' F∂mbn-cp∂p anX-hm-
ZnbpsS samgn.(tImhn-e≥,2013:63) ktlm-Zcy{]t_m-[-I-\mb Aø-
∏-s‚ samgnsb tImhn-e≥ Bhn-jvI-cn-°p∂Xn-{]-Im-c-amWv: ""Ah-
Imit_m[w ]ptcm-K-a-\-Øns‚ e£-W-am-Ip-∂p. ]pXnb \oXn-
t_m[w ]cs° hf-c-Ww, a\p-jy≥ hf-c-Ww. PmXn th≠, aXw
th≠, ssZhw th≠ a\p-jy\v, [¿aw am{Xw aXn. B [¿a-t_m-[-
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Øn-te°v a\pjy\pw kaq-lhpw hf-c-Ww. At∏mƒ am{Xsa ]p{Xn-
bpsS kz-Ø-h-Im-i-Ø¿°w kwK-X-am-°m≥ km[y-X-Iƒ ImWp-
∂p-≈p. \ne-hn-en-cn-°p∂ N -́ßƒ amd-Ww. am‰p-hn≥ N -́ßsf F∂
alm-I-hn-bpsS DZvt_m-[-\w....'' F∂n-ßs\ ktlm-Z-cs‚  tImSXn
{]`m-j-W-sØ A¿∞-K¿ -̀ambn \n¿Øn-®p-sIm≠v tImSXn tIkv
X≈n F∂v tImhn-e≥ Fgp-Xp-tºmƒ AXn\v Bt£]hna¿i-\-
Øns‚ kz`mhw ssIh-cp-∂p-≠v. (tImhn-e≥,2013:64)tIc-f-Ønse
kmap-Zm-bn-I]-cn-jvIm-c-ßƒ°p t\XrXzw \¬Inb ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-
∏≥, anX-hmZn IrjvW≥ F∂o -t\-Xm°sf {]Xn-°q-́ n¬ \n¿Øp∂
X´-I-I-Ym-Im-c≥ tIc-f-Øns‚ Fgp-X-s∏-SmsXt]mb Ncn-
{XbmYm¿∞y-ßƒ°p t\mh-en¬ CSw \¬Ip-I am{X-a√ sNøp-∂-
Xv. kv{Xo]p-cp-j-]-Z-hn-bn-e-[n-jvTn-X-amb hnth-N-\-ßƒ XpS-®p-\o°n
kv{Xo°p ]pcp-j-t\mfw A[n-Im-chpw Ah-Im-ihpw e`n-°m≥ th≠n
\S-Ønb tIkv \ncp-]m-[nIw X≈-s∏-́ -Xns‚ DØ-c-hm-ZnXzw tImSXn
\ntbm-Kn® IΩo-j-\n¬ AwK-ß-fm-bn-cp∂ Cu kmap-Zm-bn-I-t\-
Xm°ƒ°mWv F∂v shfn-s∏-Sp-Øp-- ∂p.  H∏w kap-Zm-b]cn-jvI¿Øm-
°-fmb t\Xm-°-∑mcn¬ ad \oßn-sØ-fn-bp∂ kv{Xohn-cp-≤-a-t\m-
`mhsØ  t\mh-en¬  hna¿i-\-hnt[-b-am-°p-Ibpw sNøp-∂p.

Ip™n-°-Wm-cs‚ k¥-X-k-l-Nm-cn-bmb I≠¿, tIkv
tXm‰-X-√, tXmev]n-®XmsW∂pw ]{Xm-[n-]cpw kzk-ap-Zm-b-t\-Xmhpw
AΩm-h-∑m-cpsS D‰-_-‘p-°-fm-bn-cp∂p F∂pw k¶-S-tØm-sS Hm¿°p-
∂p-≠v. \thm-∞m-\-]-c-amb Nn¥-I-fm¬ \mSns\ DW¿Ønb Cu
t\Xm-°-∑m¿ AΩm-h-∑m-cpsS kzm[o-\-Øn\p hg-ßmsX tIkn\p
A\p-Iq-e-amb \ne-]mSv kzoI-cn-®n-cp-∂p-sh-¶n¬ AXv kv{Xoim-‡o-
I-c-W-taJ-e-bn¬ Hcp ]pXp-bp-K-Øns‚ XpS-°-am-Ip-am-bn-cp∂p. ap∏n-
en-t»cn F∂ I≠m-W-t»-cnbpw ssXØd DÆn-∏m-ds‚ aI≥ Ip™n-
°-Wm-c\pw tIc-f-N-cn-{X-Øn¬ Xs∂ CSw-]n-Sn-°p-am-bn-cp-∂p.

tI�n¬ tXm¬∏n-®-Xn\p ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏t\mSp≈
Ip™n-°-Wm-cs‚ {]Xn-I-cWhpw t\mh-en¬ hnh-cn-°p-∂p-≠v.

""ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø∏s‚ ap∂n¬ Ip∏n Xpd-°Ww F∂m-bn-
cp∂p hmin........... alm-tZ-hs‚ Xncp-\-S-bn¬ ktlm-Z-cs\  Is≠-
Øn. Ib¿sØm∂pw IWm-tc-́ ≥ ]d-™n-√.

FSp-°Sm I≠tc Ip∏n. ktlm-Z-cs‚ ap∂n¬ Ip∏n Xpd-
∂p.

PmXn th≠, aXw th≠, ssZhw th≠. a\p-jy\p aZyw
am{Xw aXn,

CsX¥v IWmcm F∂v ktlm-Z-c≥.
Hgn™ Ip∏n ktlm-Z-cs‚ Im¬°¬ ]≠m-c-a-d™v IWm-tc-´≥
Xp∏n, Xv^q! kap-Zm-b-tk-h\w.. DZv_p-≤-cmb bphm-°ƒ ˛ Xv^q!
alm-tZ-hs‚ Xncp-\-S-bn¬'' (tImhn-e≥,2013:67)
sR´-tem-sS- I-≠¿ Cu cwKw Hm¿°p-tºmƒ CXv Ncn-{X-Øns‚
s]mfn-s®-gp-Ømbn amdp-I-bm-Wv. alm-\mb Hcp hnπ-hIm-cn-bpsS A¥-
�-gn -bp∂ kml-N -cy -am -bn -´mWv t\mh-enÃv  Cu
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kzØhImitIkns\ hne-bn-cpØp-∂-Xv.
aZyw hnj-am-Wv. AXv h¿Pn-°-W-sa∂p]-tZ-in® kap-Zm-b-

t\-Xm-°-fpsS Ah-k-c-Øn-s\mØv Db-cp∂ {]mtbm-Kn-I-X-bpsS Cc-
bmWv Hc¿∞-Øn¬ ap∏n-en-t»-cn-bnse ]nXm-°-fn¬ Hcm-fmb Ip™n-
°-Wm-c≥. t\m´-sa-Øm-X{X \nehpw ]d-ºp-Ifpw kzØpw s\√pw
]Whpw ssXØ-d-bn¬ Ip™n-°-Wm-c-\p-≠m-bn-cp-∂p. F∂n´pw
AΩ-bpsS HmlcnkzØn-\p-th≠n Ip™n-°-Wm-c≥ AΩm-
h∑m¿s°-Xnsc tIkv sImSp-Øp. kzØn-t\m-Sp≈ B¿-Øn-bm-bn-cp-
∂n√ tIkp sImSp-°m≥ Abmsf t{]cn-∏n-®-Xv. BWn\pw s]Æn\pw
Xpeym-h-Im-iw e`n-°m≥, AXn\p th≠n s]mcp-Xm≥ DZv_p-≤-cmb
bphm-°ƒ apt∂m-́ ph-c-Ww F∂ ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏-s‚ Blzm\-
amWv Ip™n-°-Wm-cs\ Bthiw sIm≈n-®-Xv. kaq-l-Øn¬ \ne-
\n¬°p∂ kv{Xo]p-cp-j-k-¶-ev]-ßƒ AXm-Xp-{]-tZ-i-ß-fnse
kwkvImchpw ]mc-º-cyhpw Iogvhg-°-ß-fp-ambn _‘-s∏-́ m-Wn-cn-
°p-∂-Xv. C¥y-bn¬, tIc-f-Øn¬ hnti-jn®pw CXv PmXn-bn-epw ]pcp-
j-ta-[m-hn-Xz-Ønepw A-[n-jvTn-X-amb aqey-hy-h-ÿ-bp-ambn _‘-
s∏-́ n-cn-°p-∂p. \ne-\n¬°p∂ \m´p-\-S-∏nse ]pcp-jm-[n-]-Xy-]-c-amb
A\o-Xnbv°pw kv{Xohncp-≤hpw A\ym-b-hpamb Iogvhg-°-Øn\pw
FXnscbp≈ Dev]-Xn-jvWp-hmb ap∏n-en-t»-cn-°m-cs‚ ]S-\o-°-am-
bn-cp∂p Cu kzØ-h-Im-i-Ø¿°w. F∂m¬ AXns\ tXmev]n-®Xv
Ah-k-c-Øn-s\mØv Imep-amdn®hn-́ nb, Dd-®p-\n¬°m≥ am{Xw hy‡-
amb \ne-]mSn√msXt]mb kmap-Zm-bnI t\Xm-°ƒ Bbn-cp-∂p-sh∂v
t\mh¬ ÿm]n-°p-∂p. ]n∂o-S-tßm-´p≈ Ip™n-°-Wm-cs‚
XI¿®bv°pw Xf¿®bv°pw Imc-Whpw CXpXs∂bmbn-cp∂p. AΩ-
bpsS HmlcnkzØn\p {]_-ecpw alm-{]-am-Wn-am-cp-am-bn-cp∂ Bdv
AΩm-h∑m¿s°-Xnsc tIkp sImSp-°p-hm≥ hmc-∏-d-ºn¬ ssXØd
Ip™n-°-Wm-cs\ t{]cn-∏n-®Xv ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏s‚bpw anX-hmZn
IrjvWs‚bpw Blzm-\-ß-fm-bn-cp∂p F∂-Xpw ]mc-º-cy-
Iogvhg°ßsf°pdn®p≈ t\Xm-°-fpsS \n-e-]m-Sp -Ifnse
sshcp≤ym-fl-IXsb- shfn-®-Øp-sIm-≠p-h-cn-Ibpw sNøp-∂p.

ChnsS kv{XobpsS I¿XrXzsØ ]mc-º-cy-Øns‚ taJ-e-
bmbn AS-bm-f-s∏-SpØp∂ Imcy-Øn¬ bmYm-ÿn-Xn-Icpw kmaq-ly-
]-cn-jv°¿Øm-°fpw Htc ho£Ww ̨  ]pcp-j-tI-{µn-X-amb ho£Ww
Xs∂-bmWv ]¶n-´n-cp-∂Xv F∂p tImhn-e≥ ÿm]n-°p-∂p. ]pcp-
js\m∏w kv{Xo°p≈ Ah-Im-isØ [zw-kn°p∂ Cu hnj-b-Øn\p
\nb-a-]-c-amb km[pX IqSn t\Sns°mSpØ kmaq-ly-]-cn-jvI¿Øm-
°fpsS apºn¬ XnI™ DXv]XnjvWp°fmb ap∏n-en-t»-cn-°m-cpsS
kzX{¥ho£WsØ tImhn-e≥ Db¿Øn-∏n-Sn-°p-Ibpw sNøp-∂p.

 tIc-f-Øns‚ Ncn-{X-Øn¬ hy‡-ambn ÿm\-s∏-Sp∂ ˛
kmap-Zm-bn-I-]-cn-jvIm-c-ß-ƒ°v Np°m≥ ]nSn® al-Xvhy-‡n-I-fmbn
Adnbs∏-Sp∂hsc-°p-dn-®p≈ Cu ]cm-a¿i-ßsf tcJobNcn-
{Xßsf s]mfn-s®-gp-Xp∂ shfn-s∏-S-ep-I-fmbn thWw ImWm≥.
""Cu temI-Øn¬ tImt´]-d-º≥ Aø-∏\pw ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏\pw
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Zu¿∫-ey-ß-fp≈ c≠p a\p-jy¿ am{X-am-Ip-∂p.''F∂v k®n-Zm-\-
µ≥(2013:319) Fgp-Xp-tºmƒ tImhn-e≥ ad \o°n-°m-Wn-°m≥ {ian-
°p∂ tcJobN-cn-{X-Øns‚ sshcp-≤yßƒ°v Hcp ASnhc IqSn
h∂p hogp-∂p. Ncn-{X-Ønse A`m-h-ß-sfbpw adhn-I-sfbpw am{X-
a-√, AXns‚ ad-I-sfbpw \o°n -bm-Ym¿∞y-ßƒ ]pd-Øp-sIm-≠p-
h-cnI F∂Xpw kmln-Xy-Øns‚ [¿Ω-am-sW∂p X´Iw sXfn-bn-
°p-∂p. Aßs\ {]mam-WnINcn-{XsØ°mƒ hkvXp-\njvTamb
Ncn{XmJym-\-ambn t\mh¬ amdp-∂p.

\mcm-b-W-Kp-cphpw ktlm-Z-c≥ Aø-∏\pw anX-hmZn
IrjvW≥ h°oepw Aøm-°p´n PUvPnbpw CXp-t]m-ep≈ Ncn-{X-
]p-cp-j-∑mcpw X -́I-Øns‚ Bhn-jvIm-c-Øn-\n-Sbv°p IS-∂p-h-cp-∂p-
s≠-¶nepw Ah-cmcpa√ Xs‚ {]tabsa∂pw Ah-cp-ambn AKm-[-
ambn _‘-ap≈ ]nXm-°sf Ah-X-cn-∏n-°p-I-bm-bn-cp∂p Xs‚
e£yw F∂pw tImhn-e≥ ]d-bp-∂p-≠v. (tImhn-e≥,2006:116) ktlm-
Z-c≥ Aø-∏s\bpw anX-hm-Zn-sbbpw Aøm-°p-́ n-sbbpw Ipdn-®v Ncn-
{X-Øn\p ]cn-Nn-X-a-√mØ hkvXp-XIƒ X -́I-Øns‚ cN-\-bn¬ I-
S-∂p-h-cp-∂-Xn-s\-°p-dn®p tImhn-e≥ ]d-bp-∂Xv ""X´-I-Øn¬ hcp-
∂Xv Fs‚ hne-bn-cp-Ø-e-√, Fs‚ ]nXm-°-fpsS hne-bn-cp-Ø¬'
BsW∂m-Wv.(tImhn-e≥,2006:116) tImhn-es‚ Cu {]kvXm-h\bn¬
Xs∂ AXnse -bm-Ym¿∞yw Dƒs°m-≈p-∂p-≠v.
IpSpw-_Ønse kv{XobpsS Ah-Im-i-ßsf kw_-‘n® X¿°w
C¥y-bn¬ Hcp hnj-b-am-Ip-∂-Xn\pw F{Xtbm Ime-ßƒ°p apºp
Xs∂ tIc-f-Ønse Hcpƒ\m-S≥ {Kma-Øn¬ kw -̀hn®p  F∂Xv am{X-
a√ X -́I-Ønse Cu Ncn-{X-hn-h-c-WsØ {]k-‡-am-°p∂ LS-Iw.
adn®v \q‰m-≠p-Iƒ ]n∂n-́ n´pw A\p-Iq-e-amb tImS-Xn-hn[nIƒ t\Sn-
sb-Sp-Øn´pw kv{XobpsS Ah-Im-i-ßƒ ]q¿Æ-ambn t\Sn-sb-Sp-°m≥
Ign-™n-´n√ F∂-XmWv. \q‰m-≠p-Ifmbn \o≠p-\n¬°p∂ Cu
kv{XohmZt]mcm´Øns‚ tIc-fobNcn{Xw XpS-ßp-∂Xv ]ptcm-K-a-\-
hm-Zn-bmb Hcp ]pcp-j-\n¬ \n∂m-sW∂ hkvXp-Xbpw {]tXy-I-]-cn-
K-W-\-b¿ln-°p-∂p.
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sI.-B¿. aoc-bpsS IY-I-fnse

kv{Xoa-\�v
tUm.-ssjPn kn apcn-ßm-tØcn

Akn-Ã‚ v s{]m^-k¿, ae-bmf hn`mKw,

en‰n¬ ̂ vfh¿ tImtf-Pv, Kpcp-hm-bq¿

ka-Im-enI Fgp-Øp-Im-cnbmWv  sI.-B¿.-aoc. hnj-b-ssh-

hn[yw sIm≠pw ]cn-N-c-W-coXn sIm≠pw sI.-B¿. aoc-bpsS IY-

Iƒ an-I-®v \n¬°p-∂p. kv{Xo a\-�ns‚ {]tXy-IX Ah-ÿ-Ifpw

{]iv\-ßfpw \∂mbn a\-�n-em-°nb Fgp-Øp-Im-cnbmWv sI.-B¿.-

aoc

ìî" "_mly-hpw ÿqe-hp-amb kmaq-lnI bmYm¿∞y-ßƒ°-∏pdw  a\-

�ns‚ \nKq-V-XIfn-te°v IS∂p sN√p-tºm-gmWv kmlnXyw AXn-

s‚ e£yw  ssIh-cn-°p-∂-Xv.''1 kv{Xo a\-�ns‚ kq£va-amb hni-

I-e-\-amWv sI.-B¿. aoc-bpsS IY-I-fn¬ Bhn-jvI-cn-®n-cn-°p-∂-Xv.

"tamla™'' "hy‡n-]-c-amb ]q®,' iq¿∏-WL' "acn-®-h-cpsS

IeymWw' F∂o IY-Isf B[m-c-am°n sI.-B¿.-ao-c-bpsS IYI-

fnse kv{Xo a\-�ns‚ hnhn[ Xe-ßsf At\z-jn-°p-I-bmWv Cu

{]_-‘w.

""tamla™'' F∂ IY-bn¬ \m¬∏-Ønb©p  hb-�p≈

]pcp-j\pw ap∏-Ø-©p-h-b-�p≈ kv{Xobp-amWv IYm-]m-{X-ßƒ. ]c-

kv]cw kvt\lw e`n-°m≥  th≠n kvt\ln-°-s∏-Sp∂ c≠p hy‡n-

I-fmWv Ah¿.  tcmKn-I-fmb c≠p-t]¿ Bip-]-{Xn-bn¬ h®v ImWp∂p,

]cn-N-b-s∏-Sp-∂. AXp-Xs∂ ]c-kv]cw F√mw ad∂v H∂m-Ip-∂p.

""hfsc Ime-Øn\p tijw Hcp ]pcp-js‚ IÆp-Iƒ Xs∂ tXSp-

Ibpw Xs∂-bmWv tXSp-∂-sX∂v t_m≤y-s∏-Sp-Ibpw sNøp-tºmƒan-

°-hmdpw s]Æp-ßƒ°v Cßs\ lrZbw \nd™p t]mIpw AXm-

Wt√m s]Æp-ß-fpsS Hcp KpWw'' 2 kv{Xo a\-�nse ]pcp-j-k-¶¬∏-

sØ-bmWv aoc sshIm-cn-I-amb ̀ mh-tØmsS Bhn-jv°-cn-®n-cn-°p-∂Xv.
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hnhm-l-tam-Nn-X-bmb kv{Xo°v hfsc  Ime-Øn-\p-tijw Hcp

]pcp-j-t\mSv aXn∏p tXm∂p-∂p. Ahƒ- A∂p hsc A\p-̀ -hn®

kwL¿j-ß-fn¬ \n∂p≈ Bizm-k-ambn Abmsf ImWp-∂p.. Bip-

]-{X-bn¬ h®v Xe-I-dßn hoW Ahsf  sXm -́SpØ temUvPnte°v

sIm≠p-t]m-Ip-∂p. AXp-hscbp≈ F√mw ad∂v Ah¿ kzmX{¥yw

A\p-̀ -hn-°p-∂p.-]n-∂oSv Abm-fpsS acWw  Ahƒ IS-emkp IjvW-

-Øn¬ \n∂mWv Adn-bp-∂-Xv. AXv Afhn¬ \n∂v ]I¿∂ a™-

]nØw aqe-am-bn-cp-∂p.-F-{X-sbms° kv{Xo]-£-hm-[n-I-fm-sW-¶nepw

Ah-cpsS D≈ns‚bp≈n¬ Ah¿ ]pcpjkvt\-l-am-{K-ln-°p-Ibpw ]pcp-

j-t\m-sSmØp≈ PohnXw kz]v\w ImWp-Ibpw sNøp-∂p-≠v.-F∂v

IYm-Imcn Hm¿Ωn-∏n-°p-∂p.

"tamla™'  F∂ IYm-k-am-lm-c-Ønse "acn-®-h-fpsS

IeymWw ' F∂ IY hfsc hyXykvX amb coXn-bn-emWv Ah-X-cn-

∏n-®-Xv. tI{µ-I-Ym-]m-{XsØ "Ahƒ ' F∂mWv  kwt_m-[\ sNøp-

∂-Xv.  Imk¿tKmUv F∂ ÿe-Øp≈ BZn-hmkn tKm{X-Ip-Spw-_-

Ønse s]¨Ip-́ n-bm-Wv Ahƒ. ImWm≥ N¥-an-√mØ Ahƒ B

Ipdhv hnZym`ym-k-Øn-eqsS adn-I-S-∂p. hmb\m ioew hfscb-[nIw

D≈ Ahƒ°v Ah-fpsS amjn-t\mSv CjvSw tXm∂n XpSßn .

Imk¿tKmUv \n∂v Xncp-h-¥-]p-c-tØ°v D]-cn-]-T\-Øn-\mbn t]mb-

t∏mƒ AhnsSbffh¿ F√mw Ah-fpsS Ccp≠\nd-tØbpw Npcp≠

Xe-ap-Sn-tb-bpw A‰w \o≠ aq°n-t\bpw ]cn-lm-k-tØmtSbpw Ah-

fpsS am¿°v enkv‰n\v  A‘hn-izmk-tØm-sSbpw t\m°p-∂-h-cm-bn-cp-

∂p. ]t£ , At∏mtg°pw Ahƒ Abmsf Is≠-Øn-bn-cp-∂p.

""Abmƒ Ahƒ°v samØ-ambpw Hcp ]pcp-j-\m-bn-cp-∂p. shbn-

eØvv XW¬ Xcp∂ acw t]mse Hcmƒ Nmcn \nev°p-tºmƒ Nm™p-

t]m-Im-ØXv Ce-sbßs\ , thsc-ßns\ , XS-sb-ß-s\˛Ahƒ Hcn-

°epw ]cn-tim-[n-®n-́ n-√.' Ahƒ°v  XW¬ am{Xta th≠n-bn-cp-∂p≈q

XW¬ \evIp∂ hr£-Øn-\-∏pdw Ahƒ Abm-fn¬ \n∂pw H∂pw

B{K-ln-®n-cp-∂n-√. Abmƒ°v AXp-a-\-�n-em-bn-√. HSp-hn¬ F√mw Xncn-

®-dn-™-t∏m-tg°pw Ahƒ Cu ̀ qtem-IØv \n∂v t]mbn-cp-∂p.

Xs‚ ZpJ-ßƒ°v  Bizm-k-am-Im≥ Xe-Nm-bv°m≥ Hcp

XW¬ ac-am-Im≥ ]pcp-j\v Ignbpw F∂ Nn¥-bmWv IYm-]m-{XsØ

apt∂m v́ sIm≠p-t]m-Ip-∂-Xv. F∂m¬ sI. B¿.-aoc ]pcp-js\ X≈n-

∏-d-bp-∂n-√. Abmƒ°v Abm-fp-tS-Xmb CjvS-ßfpw {]Xo-£-Ifpw

D≠m-bn-cn-°pw. ]t£ Ahƒ°v Abm-fptSXm-b-C-jvS-ß-fpw {]Xo-

£-Ifpw D≠m-bn-cn-°pw. -]t£ Ahƒ°v Abmƒ F√m-am-bn-cp-∂p..
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Hcp ]pcp-j\n¬ \n∂v e`n-°p∂ AwKo-Im-chpw kvt\l-hp-amWv

kv{Xosb kw_-‘n-®n-S-tØmfw  B\µw \evIp-∂-Xv.-Po-hn-XsØ

A{]-Xo-£nX tImWp-I-fn¬\n∂p  hmbn-°m-\p≈ IYm-Im-cn-bpsS

a\�v Cu IY-bn¬ \n∂pw hmbn-s®-Sp-°mw.

"hy‡n-]-c-am-b- ]q®'  F∂ IY-bn¬  tI{µ-I-Ym-]m-{X-amb

kpNn-{Xsb ]q®-tbmSv D]-an-°p-∂p.-Hcp taep-tZym-K-ÿ-t\mSv IogvPo-

h-\-°m-cn°v tXm∂p-∂ Bflm¿∞-amb kvt\lw BWv CXn¬ Bhn-

jv°-cn-®n-cn-°p-∂-Xv. Fs∂-sbm∂p kvt\ln°p F∂ \n»-_vZ-amb

\ne-hn-fntbmsS  Ahƒ IS-∂p-h-∂p. kv{XobpsS \njvIf¶-Xbpw

kvt\ln°s∏-Sm-\p-≈-hy-{K-X-bp-amWv ChnsS ImWn-°p-∂-Xv. ""]q®-

Iƒ°v Hcp XI-cm-dp-≠v. Hma-\n-°m≥  XpS-ßn-bm¬ Hma-\n-®p-sIm-t≠-

bn-cn-°Ww . Cs√-¶n¬ _lp-cmjv{S Iº-\n-bm-sW∂ Hm¿Ω IqSn-bn-

√msX Hm^okv apdn-bnepw ]cn-k-cØpw  Ae™p \S°pw . Hcp

Xtem-S-en-t\m, Hma-\n-°-en-t\m, th≠n  \mW-an-√mØ kacw  sNøpw.

Nne-t∏mƒ ho´n¬ InS-∏-dbnepw IS-∂p-hcpw . ̀ mcysb X≈n-\o°n

B ÿm\Øv ÿew Is≠-Øpw, s\©n¬ ]‰n tN¿∂v DS-a-ÿ-h-

Imiw ÿm]n-°pw.''4

]pcp-js‚ kvt\lhpw emf-\bpw kv{Xo°v  hf-sc-b-[nIw

Bizmkw \evIp-∂p. F∂m¬ Hm^o-knse kl-{]-h¿Ø-IcpsS D]-

tZiw kzoI-cn®v Abmƒ Ahsf Hgnhm-°p-∂p. ]pcp-js‚ kvt\lw

B{K-ln-°p-∂-hcmWv kv{XoIƒ Ah¿ F{X-sbms° s^an-\nÃv

Bi-b-ßƒ ]d™p \S-∂mepw ]pcp-j-\n¬- B-Ir-jvS-bm-Ip-∂p.

F∂mWv hkvXp-X. C∂sØ s]Æns‚ Ah-ÿ-Isf  s^an-\n-k-

Øns‚ AXn-cp-Iƒ°-∏p-d-tØ°v sIm≠p-t]mbn  Bhn-jvI-cn-°m≥

aoc°p Ign-bp-∂p.

"iq¿∏-WJ' F∂ IY-bnse IYm-]m-{X-amb ]n.-hn. A\ne

"iq¿∏-WJ' F∂v hnfn-°p∂ kz¥w hn≤ym¿∞n-I-tfmSv {]Xn-I-cn-

°p-∂n-√. AtX kabw ""ankv Hcp s^an-\n-Ã-t√˛ t_¨ Zn {_m'

{]ÿm-\-sØIp-dn®v tNmZn-°p∂ hnZym¿∞n-tbmSv hfsc hy‡-ambn

{]Xn-I-cn-°p-∂p.-kvXm-\¿_pZw h∂v Bip-]-{Xn-bn-em-b-A-\L Hm∏-

td-j-\v -apºv aIsf hnfn®p hcpØn GsX-¶nepw B{Klw km[n®p

Xcm-\pt≠m? F∂v tNmZn-°p-∂p. "AΩ-bpsS ]m¬'' F∂v adp-]Sn ]d-

bp-∂p. Iym≥k¿sIm≠v hnßn-®p-h∂ ape-I-fn¬ \n∂v ]m¬ IpSn-®p-

sIm-≈m≥ A\p-h-Zn-®-t∏mƒ "F\n°v emIvtSm-P≥' aXn F∂v hnlz-

e-X-tbmsS Ahƒ {]Xn-I-cn-®p. ""\nßƒ°v ape-∏m-en-√. AXp-sIm≠v

ape-bq-́ -ens‚ thZ-\-b-dn-bn-√. Zwjv{S-ßƒ D≈n-e-S-°nb Ip™p-tam-
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W-I-fpsS i‡n, sXmen-b-S-cp∂ amwkw, \od¬-̨ -hn-ß¬ thZ\''6kv{Xo

shdp-samcp ]oV\ hkvXp-h-s√∂ Xncn-®-dnhv Cu IYm-]m{X Nn{Xo-

I-c-W-Øn-eqsS IYm-Imcn hy‡-am-°p-∂p. aoc-bpsS IY-I-fn¬ Xo¿®-

bmbpw Hcp s^an-\nÃv kzXzw D≠v. iq¿∏-WJ F∂ IY-bn-eqsS

AXv {]Jym-]n-°p-Ibpw sNøp-∂p.

CXn-s\-∏‰n aoc Xs∂ ]d-bp-∂p. "iq¿∏-WJ G‰hpw sX‰n

hmbn-°-s∏´ IY-bm-Wv. F√m-hcpw ]d™p AXv B‚n-s -̂an-\Ãv

IY-bm-sW∂v. ]s£ s^an-\nÃv F∂ \ne-bn¬ Fs‚ hyY-Iƒ

BW-Xn¬. Rms\mcp s^an-\nÃv BsW∂v ]d-bm≥ CjvS-s∏-Sp-∂-

bm-fm-Wv. s^an-\n-ksØ Rm≥ Hcp ]m¿´n-bm-b√ ImWp-∂-Xv. AXn-

s\mcp kwL-S\m kz`mhw hcp-tºmƒ F\n°v Xm¬]-cy-an-√. \nßƒ

Cu ̀ mj kwkm-cn-°-Ww, hm°p-Iƒ D]-tbm-Kn-°-Ww, C∂ thjw

[cn-°Ww Fs∂m∂pw Ft∂mSv ]d-b-cp-Xv. Cu \nanjw Fßs\

Pohn-°m≥ B{Klw tXm∂p-∂pthm Aßs\ Pohn-°m≥ kzmX{¥yw

\¬Ip∂ {]Xyb imkv{X-amWv Fs‚ s^an-\n-kw. iq¿∏-W-J-bpsS

Imcy-Ønse \Ωƒ hniz-kn-°p∂ Hcp {]Xyb imkv{Xw ASpØ

Xe-ap-dbpw \ΩpsS kl-Po-hn-Ifpw Fßs\ ho£n-°p∂p F∂v tcJ-

s∏-Sp-Øm-\mWv Rm≥ {ian-®-Xv.

Cu IY-I-fn-se√mw ]pcp-js\ kvt\ln-°p-Ibpw B{K-ln-

°p-Ibpw sNøp∂ kv{XoIYm-]m-{X-ßsf ImWmw. kv{Xo a\�v

hy‡-ambn ]Tn®v Xs‚ ImgvN-∏mSn¬ hni-I-e\w sNøp-I-bmWv sI.-

B¿ aoc. kv{Xoa-\-�ns\ bmsXm-cp-hn[ ad-I-fp-an-√msX Ah-X-cn-∏n®p

F∂p ]d-bmw. Cu IY-I-fn¬ CXn-hr-Ø-ambn Nq≠n-°m-Wn-°m-hp-

∂Xv kv{Xo°v ]pcp-j-t\m-Sp≈ \njvI-f-¶-amb kvt\l-am-Wv. kvt\l-

Øn-\p-th≠n bmNn-°p∂ kv{Xo IYm-]m-{X-ß-fmWv Ch-tcm-cp-Ø-cpw.

ae-bmf IYm-km-ln-Xy-Øns‚ {it≤-b-amb i_vZ-amWv sI.-

B¿.-ao-c. hyXy-kvX-amb Bi-b-ß-fmWv Xs‚ IY-I-fn¬ sI.-B¿.-

aoc Ah-X-cn-∏n-°p-∂-Xv. kaq-l-Øn¬ B{K-l-ßƒ \ntj-[n-°-s∏-

Sp∂ kv{XoI-fpsS thZ-\-Ifpw {]Xn-tj-[-ß-fp-amWv aoc Xs‚ IYm-

]m-{X-ß-fpsS {]h¿Øn-I-fn-eq-sSbpw at\m-hn-Im-c-ß-fn-eq-sSbpw Ah-

X-cn-∏n-°p-∂-Xv. a‰p kv{Xo]£ cN-\-I-fn¬ \n∂v hyXy-kvX-ambn Xs‚

ho£-W-Øn¬ \n∂v sIm≠v kv{Xosb bYm¿∞-h¬°-cn®p ImWn-

°p-I-bmWvv aoc Xs‚ IY-I-fn¬ ]pcp-j-t\mSv tN¿∂v \n¬°m-\mWv

kv{Xo°v CjvSw F∂v aoc Xs‚ IY-I-fn-eqsS Bhn-jvI-cn-°p-∂p.

kv{Xo a\-�ns\ hfsc Bg-Øn¬ Bhn-jvI-cn-°m≥ aoc°p Ign-

™n-́ p-≠v.
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hnh¿Ø\hpw {]Xn-tcm-[-hpw
(Fgp-Ø-—s‚ Infn-∏m-́ p-Im-hy-ß-sf

B[m-c-am°nbp≈ ]T\w)
tUm. A∂w-kn\n F.-]n.

Akn.- s{]m-^-k¿, en‰n¬ ̂ vfh¿ tImtfPv

hnh¿Ø-\sØ Ipdn-®p≈ B[p-\n-I-amb kn≤m-¥-ßƒ aqe-
IrXn F∂ k¶-ev]sØ tNmZyw sNøm≥ Xp-S-ßp-∂-Xn\pw
F{Xtbm apºv Xs∂ ̀ mc-Xo-b¿ B k¶-ev]sØ A´n-a-dn-°p-I-bp-
≠mbn.  hnh¿Ø\w F∂ ]Zw Xs∂ thZm -¥-Ønse
hnh¿Ø]ZØn¬ \n∂v \njv]m-Zn-∏n-°mhp∂-XmWv.  temIw F-∂m¬
{_“-Øns‚ hnh¿Ø-am-Wv.  Hcp ÿnc-k-Ø-bpsS ]e {]Xn-̀ m-k-
ßƒ BWv {]]-©-h-kvXp-°ƒ. CØ-c-Øn¬ t\m°p-tºmƒ Hmtcm
hnh¿Øhpw km[y-amb At\Iw {]Xn-̀ m-k-ß-fn¬ H∂p-am-{X-amWv
F∂v hcp-∂p.1 AXp-t]m-se-bmWv hnh-Ø-\-ßfpw. hnh¿Ø-\-Øn\v
AXn-t‚-Xmb Hcp cm{„o-b-ap-≠v.  A¤p-X-ßƒ°pw Bi-b-ßƒ°pw
hnh-£Iƒ°pw Bhn-jvIr-X-am-Ip∂ kwkv°m-c-Øn\pw Hmtcm ]cn-
`m-j-bnepw hyXy-kvX-amb [¿Ω-ßfmWv \n¿∆-ln-°m-\p-≈Xv.
Aßs\ hcp-tºmƒ Hmtcm -hn-h¿Ø-\IrXnbpw kmay-ßƒ sIm≠-
√, Ah-bn¬ \ne-\n¬°p∂ {]mtZ-inI t`Z-ßfpw {]Xn-tcm-[-Nn-”-
ßfpw Is≠-Sp-°pI hgn-bmWv auen-IXzw ssIh-cn°p-∂-Xv. Npcp-
°n-∏-d-™m¬ h¿Wm-{i-a-[¿ΩsØ \ncm-I-cn-®p-sIm≠v ̀ ‡n-]m-c-
º-cy-Øns‚ P\m-[n-]Xy kØ kzmb-Ø-am°n Hcp `mj-tbbpw
kwkv°m-c-tØbpw hos≠-Sp-°p∂ {]{In-b-bmbn A≤ymflcmam-
bW {io alm-`m-cX hnh¿Ø-\-ßƒ amdp∂p.2

]utcm-ln-Xyhpw A[n-Im-chpw Iq´ntN¿Øv kr„n-s®-Sp-°p-∂
A[oi {]Xyb imkv{X-Øns‚ Bi-b-ßsf {]Xn-tcm-[n-°pI
F∂Xv Hcp-Im-eØpw Ffp-∏-a-√.  A[n-Im-chpw ⁄m\hpw
Hcpt]mse ssItIm¿Øp \n¬°p-tºm-gm-Is´ CXv A]-I-S-I-c-amb
Hcp {]Xn-k-‘n-bmbn amdp∂p. {]Xn-tcm[ k-÷-cm-tI-≠-hsc A[o-
i-h¿§-ßƒ kzm[o-\n-°p-Ibpw kz¥w Xm¬∏-cy-ßƒ°-\p-Kp-W-am-
Ipw-hn[w Ah-cpsS ka-hmbw t\Sp-Ibpw sNøp-∂Xv hgn Xs‚ LS-
\sb Dd-∏n®v \n¿Øp-hm≥ ̀ c-W-I¿Øm-°ƒ°v Ign-bp-∂p.  F°m-
eØpw CXn\v aX-Øn-s‚bpw ]utcm-ln-Xy-Øn-s‚bpw klmbw
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D≠m-bn-́ p-≠v.  ChnsS thZßfpw B≤ym-flnI ⁄m\-ßfpw htc-
Wy-h¿§-Øns‚ IpØ-I-bmbn amdnb Ime-Øv, A[o-i-cpsS ⁄m\-
cq-]-ßƒ {]mtZ-inI`mj-I-fn-te°v ]cn-̀ mj sNbvXv AXn¬ KqV-
ambn h®n-cp∂ Adnhns\ km[m-c-W-°m-cn-te°v FØn-°pI F∂
[¿Ω-amWv Fgp-Ø-—≥ \n¿∆-ln-®-Xv. ]n¬°m-eØv CtX- ]-cn-̀ mjm
{]{In-b A[n-Im-c-L-S-\sb Dd-∏n®v \n¿Øp-hm\pw {]tbm-P-\-s∏-Sp-
Øp-I-bp-≠m-bn.  sImtfm-Wn-b¬ Ime-L-´-Øn¬ hnh¿Ø-\-ßƒ
Ccp [¿Ω-ßfpw \n¿∆-ln-°pIbp≠mbn F∂v ImWmw. Htc kabw
\n{K-lm-\p-{Kl i‡n-bmbn amdp-∂-XmWv hnh¿Ø-\w.3 hnh¿Ø-
Is‚ e£yw CXn¬ hfsc {][m-\-am-Wv. Cusbmcp {]Xn-tcm-[-
km-[yX Is≠Øn {]tbm-K-h-Xv°-cn-°p-I-bm-bn-cp∂p Fgp-Ø-—≥
sNbvX-Xv.

]Xn-\©v ]Xn-\mdv \q‰m-≠p-Iƒ tIc-f-N-cn-{X-Øn¬ \n¿Æm-bI-
amb Hcp ImesØ AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Øp-∂p. 15˛mw \q‰m-t≠msS ChnsS
FØn-t®¿∂ t]m¿®p-Kokv i‡n tIc-fob Pohn-XsØ Iog-S-°n-
bXv Ncn-{X-]-c-ambn \nch[n am‰-ßƒ°v hgn Xpd-∂p-sIm-≠m-bn-cp-
∂p. AXns‚ XpS¿®sb-t∂mWw cm{„o-b-cw-KØpw kmwkvIm-cn-I-
cw-KØpw D≠mb Ch-cpsS CS-s]-S-ep-Iƒ Bbn-c-°-W-°n\v h¿j-
ß-fmbn \ne-\n-∂p-t]m∂ {_m“-Wm-[n-jvTnX kmaq-ly-L-S-\-bn¬
hn≈-ep-Iƒ D≠m°n.  ̀ qan-bnse tZh-∑mcpw cmPm-hns‚ hniz-kvX-
cp-am-bn-cp∂ {_m“-W¿°v ]gb ÿm\w \„-am-bn-Øp-S-ßn.  cm{„o-
bm-[n-Imcw hntZ-in-Iƒ°v ASn-b-d-sh® ̀ c-Wm-[n-Im-cn-Iƒ kzbw
Ai-‡-cm-sW∂v Xncn-®-dn-™p-Xp-S-ßn.  \ºq-Xncn kw_-‘wsIm≠p
iq{Z-cn¬ Hcp hn`mKØn\v e`n® B\p-Iq-ey-ßƒ ̂ e-{]-Z-ambn Ah¿
{]tbm-P-\-s∏-Sp-Øn. Aßs\ kmaq-ln-I-_-‘ßsf kw_‘n®v
A∂p-hsc \ne-\n-∂n-cp∂ k¶-ev]-ß-fn¬ hen-sbmcp Agn-®p-]Wn
Xs∂ \SØn. t_m[-\-co-Xn-Iƒ amdpIbpw s]cp-am-‰-®-´-ß-fn¬
\o°p-t]m-°p-Iƒ D≠mhpIbpw sNbvXp. kmln-Xy-cw-KØmsW-¶n¬
]m´n-s‚bpw aWn-{]-hm-f-Øn-s‚bpw ssIh-gn-Iƒ AXn¿h-c-ºp-Iƒ
t`Zn-®p Xp-S-ßnbncp∂p. \m´p-sam-gn-h-g-°-ßfpw \mtSm-Sn-kz-Xz-\n¿Ωn-
Xn-Ifpw A°m-esØ ÿm]-\-h-XvIrX cq]-ßƒs°-Xn-cm-bp≈
apt∂-‰-ßƒ AS-bm-f-s∏-SpØm≥ XpS-ßn-bn-cp-∂p. t£{X-ßƒ ]e-
t∏mgpw A[n-Imc tI{µ-ß-fmbn amdnb Ime-L-́ -Øn¬, AXp-sIm≠v
Xs∂ t£{X-tI-{µnXw F∂-Xn-t\-°mƒ hy‡n-tI-{µn-X-amb Hcp
Cuiz-ck¶-ev]Ønte°v P\-ßsf ASp-∏n-°pI F∂ Hcp ZuXyw
IqSn Fgp-Ø-—≥ \n¿∆-ln-°p-∂p.

Xpd∂ Imhp-I-fn¬ \n∂pw t£{X-kw-kv°m-c-Øn-te°v hgn
amdnb tIc-f-Ønse Bcm-[-\m-k-{º-Zm-b-Øn\v Hcp Xncn-®p-t]m°v
thW-sa∂v Fgp-Ø-—\v t_m≤y-ap-≠m-bn-cp-∂p.  ̀ c-Wm-[n-Im-cn-Iƒ
Iem-cq-]-ßƒt]mepw Xß-fpsS A[n-Im-c-Øns‚ \ymbo-I-c-W-Øn-
\mbn {]tbm-P-\-s∏-Sp-Ønb Hcp Ncn{Xw tIc-f-Øn-\p-≠v. Iem-cq-]-
ßsf Bi-b-{]-N-c-tWm-]m-[n-I-fm°n am‰p∂ kml-Ncyw IrjvW-
\m-́ w, cmam-bWw IqØv F∂o Iem-cq-]-ß-fpsS Imcy-Øn¬ hy‡-
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ambncp∂p.- Cusbmcp A¥-cm-f-L-́ -Øn-emWv Fgp-Ø-—≥ ae-bm-f-
Im-hy-cw-K-tØ°v IS-∂p-h-cp-∂Xv.
 {]Xn-tcm-[-w BJym-\-Øn¬

Hcp A[o-i-h¿§ LS-\-bpsS ̀ mK-ambn \ne-\n-evt°≠nhcn-Ibpw
AtX-k-abw B A[o-i-L-S-\sb hna¿i-\m-fl-I-ambn AS-bm-f-s∏-
Sp-Øp-Ibpw sNtø≠ Hcp kzXz-{]-Xnk‘n Fgp-Ø-—\v t\cn-tS-
≠nh-∂ncp-∂p.  BJym-Xmhv kzbw ]pdØmbn X∂n-ep≈ k¶o¿Æ-
kz-Xz-L-S-\sb adn-I-S-°m≥ klm-b-I-amb Hcp BJym-\-X-{¥-sa∂
\ne-bn¬ \ncp-]-{Z-Im-cn-bmb H∏w ̂ e-{]-Z-hp-amb Hcp BJymXmhns\
Is≠-Øp-I-bm-bn-cp∂p At±lw.

IY BJym\w sNøm≥ Infn-a-Isf kzoI-cn® Fgp-Ø-—≥
kvss{XW-`m-h-\-bp-sSbpw BJym-\-Øn-s‚bpw i‡nbpw kuµ-
cyhpw a\-�n-em°n. \mtSm-Sn-I-e-I-fnse Iogmf kv{Xo{]m-Xn-\n-[yhpw
\mtSm-Sn-Po-hn-X-Ønse kv{Xoi-‡nbpw Adn™p Xs∂-bmWv Fgp-
Ø-—≥ kvss{XW-̀ m-hsØ i‡-am-°p-∂Xpw BJym\Øn\v Xnc-
s™-Sp-°p∂Xpw. iq{Z[¿ΩamWv kv{Xo[¿Ω-sa∂v ]d-bp∂ Fgp-
Ø-—≥ kvss{XWm-Jym-\sØ kzoI-cn®v kvss{XW-`m-h-\sb
sIm≠v "thZ-k-Ωn-X-amb \m∑-d-t\-cmb cmam-bWw' BJym\w
sNøn°pI hgn i‡-amb kv{XoXz-t_m[w shfn-s∏-SpØp∂p. tIc-
f-Ønse ]mc-º-cy-Nn-{X-I-e-I-fn¬ {][m-\-ambn D]-tbm-Kn-°p∂
h¿Æ-ßƒ As©-Æ-am-Wv. ]©-h¿Æ-ss]-¶n-fn-s∏-ÆmWv Fgp-Ø-
—s‚ XØ.  {]Ir-Xn-_-‘-Øn-eqsS Ihn°v ssIh∂ \mtSm-Sn-em-
h-Wy-t_m-[-amWv Xs‚ Infnsb ]©-h¿Æ-X-Ø-bm°n am‰p-hm≥
Fgp-Ø-—s\ t{]cn-∏n-®-Xv. am{X-a-√, PmXn-hy-hÿ \ne-\n∂ kml-
N-cy-Øn¬, NmXp¿h¿Æy-hy-h-ÿ-b-\p-k-cn®v {_m“-W¿, £{Xn-b¿,
sshiy¿, iq{Z¿ F∂n-ß-s\-bmWv h¿Æ-ßƒ. CXn¬ Dƒs∏-Sm-
Øsc IqSn Dƒs∏-SpØn ]©-h¿ÆsØ krjvSn®v AXnse Infn-a-
Isf sIm≠v IYm-Jym\w sNøn® Ihn-bn¬ am\-hn-I-Xm-t_m-[hpw
{]Xn-tcm-[-a-t\m-̀ m-hhpw D≠v.
 {]Xn-tcm-[-Øns‚ Nn”-hy-h-lm-c-ßƒ

Hcp kaqlw Bibw hn\n-abw sNøp-∂Xv F√m-bvt∏mgpw ̀ mj-
bn-eqsSbmI-W-sa-∂n-√.  AXn\v BwKy-ßfpw Nn”-ßfpw F√mw
D]-tbm-Kn-°p∂p. GsXmcp kaq-l-Ønepw Ah-cpsS hymh-lmcnI
Pohn-X-Øns‚ ̀ mK-am-bn-h-cp∂ ̀ mj-bnse clky kqN-\-Iƒ {][m-
\-am-Wv. Fgp-Ø-—\pw ]e ]Z-ßfpw CØ-c-Øn¬ tImUp-I-fmbn
D]-tbm-K-s∏-Sp-Øp-∂p≠v. IqSmsX "KqV' sa∂ ]Zw Xs∂ Cßs\
khn-tij kµ¿ -̀ß-fn¬ {]tbm-Kn-°p-∂-Xmbn ImWmw.

""KqV-kvta-chpw ]q≠p ]d™p hnizm-an-{X≥
cmLh kXy-]-cm-{Ia hmcnt[! cma!
t]mIp-am-dn√n hgn-bm-cp-ta-bn-Xp-Imew
˛̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ -̨ ˛
XmS-I-̀ -b-¶cn hmWoSpw tZi-at√m
Ah-sf-t∏-Sn-®mcpw t\¿hgn \S-∏oe''4
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F∂v ]d™v Ahsf sIm√Ww F∂p ]d-bp∂ hnizm-an-{Xs‚
\n¿t±-i-a-\p-k-cn-®mWv cma≥ XmS-Isb h[n-°p-∂-Xv.  KqV-kvta-
chpw ]q≠p ]d-™p, hnizm-an-{X≥ F∂n-SØv XmS-Isb sIm√-
Wsa∂Xv Abm-fpsS e£y-am-bn-cp-∂p F∂v hcp∂p.  cma-e-£vWm-
Zn-Isf sIm≠p-h-cp-tºmƒ, tlmaw apS-°m≥ hcp∂ amcoN kp_m-
lp-amsc sIm√pI F∂ e£yw am{Xambn-cp∂p F∂m¬ XmS-Im-h-
\-Øn-te°v {]th-in-°p-tºm-gmWv Ahsf Ipdn®pw Ahsf sIm√-
W-sa∂pw ]d-bp-∂-Xv.  GtXm ]q¿∆-ssh-cmKyw Xo¿°m≥ Ct∏m-
gmWv BKXamb kabw F∂v a\-�n-tem¿Ø-Xns‚ {]Xn-^-
e\amWv B KqV-kvta-cw.  Xß-fm-{K-ln-°p-∂-Xp-t]mse {]h¿Øn-
°m≥ XS-�-am-Ip-∂Xv Ahƒ aqe-amWv F∂v [z\n-°pIbpw sNøp-
∂p.

""Ahsft∏Sn®mcpw t\¿hgn \S-∏oe''5

F∂v ]d-bp-∂n-SØv t\cmb hgn \n›-bn-°p-∂Xv Bcm-
sW∂Xn¬ A[n-Im-c-Øns‚ kzcw Db¿∂p tIƒ°p-∂p-ap-≠v.

""KqV-kvan-X-\mb IqS-ÿ-\o-iz-c≥
KqV-ÿ-\-hy-b-\mb ambm-a-b≥
IqsS \S-∂nXp ]mWvU-h-∑m-cp-ambv
KqV-am-sbm-∂p-≠-Xn-¶ep am\tk''6

KpV-am-bp≈ IrjvWs‚ Nncn-bnepw e£y-am¿∂ cl-kyhpw
AXv \nd-th-‰n-b-Xn-ep≈ kt¥m-jhpw D≠v. KqV-amb t\m -́Øn¬
Fgp-Ø-—≥ kwc-£n® A¿∞w \n�m-c-a-√.-

 A¿÷p-\≥ Pcm-k-‘s\ h[n-°p-∂n-SØv Ce-Io-dn-bn-Sp∂ ̀ mKw
cl-ky-tIm-Um-Wv.

""c≠mbv s]mfn-®p-a-dn-®n-Sp-hm-\-t∏mƒ
]®n-e-Iodn adn-®n-́ m-\¿÷p-\≥''7

F∂nßs\ ̀ mh-ß-fnepw ]Z-{]-tbm-K-ß-fnepw {]hr-Øn-bn-ep-
sa√mw ̀ mj-bv°p-≈n¬ _lp-apJ A¿∞-km-[yXIsf Hfn-∏n-°p-
∂p-≠v Fgp-Ø-—≥. Xs‚ \mSn-s‚bpw \m´m-cp-sSbpw Fgp-X-s∏-SmØ
Ncn{Xw Ipdn-°m≥ Ihn KqV-`mj D]-tbm-Kn-®p. ImcWw X\n°p
apI-fn¬ A[n-Im-c-Øns‚ ssIIƒ kzmX-{¥ysØ l\n-°p-sa∂v
Ihn kwi-bn-°p-∂p.  ̀ mjsb \ne-\n¿Øm\pw Iq´m-bva-bpsS kzX-
{¥hy-h-lm-c-Øn\mbn s]mcpƒsam-gn-Isf ImØp-sIm-≈m\pw Ihn
CXn-eqsS {ian-®p. tImUp-Ifpw Nn”-ßfpw D]-tbm-Kn-®p≈  KqV
ktµ-i-hn-\n-ab coXn \m´p-Iq-́ ßfn¬ \n∂v Ihn B¿÷n-s®-Sp-ØXv
ImhyØneqsS-bp≈ {]Xn-tcm-[-Øn-\m-bn-cp-∂p.

 Infn∏m´pI-fnse ̀ mj ]T-\-hn-j-bam°ptºmƒ Ah-bn-se -A-
Xo-X-[z-\n-Iƒ ]g-b-\m-́ p-]m-c-º-cy-Øns‚ ]Øm-b-Øn¬ \n∂v Is≠-
SpØ _Z¬ {]Xn-tcm[amWv F∂v Xncn-®-dn-tb-≠-Xp-≠v. ̀ mj {]Xn-
tcm-[-Øns‚ kqN-I-ß-fmbn amdp∂ ImgvN Fgp-Ø-—s‚ Infn-∏m-
´p-I-fn¬ kpe-̀ -am-Wv. cmam-b-W-tØ-°mƒ alm-̀ m-c-X-Ønse ̀ mj-
bn¬ BWv CØcw {]tbm-K-ßƒ°v anI® amXr-I-Iƒ D≈-Xv.
FgpXn X≈nb ̀ mjsb {]Xn-tcm-[-Øns‚ Bbp-[-am°n, P\-lr-Z-
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b-Øns‚ hnIm-c-Øns‚ ̀ mj-bm°n am‰nb Fgp-Ø-—≥, A[n-Im-c-
hy-h-ÿ-tbmSp≈ Xpd∂ bp≤w {]Jym-]n-°p-Ibpw AXn-\mbn AWn-
Isf Hcp-°p-I-bp-amWv sNbvX-Xv.
        ""_‘tam£-ß-fpsS t`Zw Is≠m-cp- ap\n

\s√mcp Xo¿∞-̀ q-X-bm-Inb bpap-\bn-
se√mcpw Ipfn-®qØp k‘ysb hµn-°p-tºmƒ
a’y-K-‘n-\n-bmb ssIhØ I\y-Isb
a’y-tI-X\ ic-ta‰p ]pevIn\m≥ ap\n
Znhy-Xo¿∞-Øn-t¶∂p Znhym¿°-\p-Zn-°p-tºmƒ
Znhy-\m-Inb ap\n ssIh¿Ø I\yI X≥
sIm¶-Iƒ ]pW¿∂nXp _men-I-Xm-\p-taXpw
i¶n-®o-eXp t\c-ao-izc aX-at√m''8

F∂n-ßs\ IW-°‰v ]cn-l-kn-°-W-sa-¶n¬ \mtSmSn∏m´p-I-fpsS
kz`mhw Xs∂ thWw. "hymtkm-ev]Øn' Xs∂ A∂sØ
kmwkvIm-cn-I-Po¿Æ-X-bn¬ Akz-ÿ-\mb Fgp-Ø-—s‚ Ihna\�v
hy‡-am-°n-Ø-cp-∂p. ""D]-cn-h¿§-Øns‚ XXz-kw-ln-X-Iƒ B[n-
]Xyw t\Sp-tºmgpw a‰v Bi-b-[m-c-Iƒ kaq-l-Øn¬ \n∂pw ]q¿Æ-
ambpw A{]-Xy-£-am-Ip-∂n-√. Cu Bi-b-[m-c-Iƒ Zriy-]-cn-[n-bv°-
∏pdw thjw amdn k©-cn-®p-sIm-≠n-cn°pw''9 hcn-bnepw hm°nepw
F√mw Fgp-Ø-—≥ CØ-c-Øn-ep≈ {]—∂ thj-ßƒ kzoI-cn-®n-
´p-≠v.  amth-en-°m-eØv Fß-s\-bm-bn-cpt∂m AXn\v t\¿hn]-co-X-
am-bmWv Ien-Im-esØ cm{„ob kmaq-ly-km-l-N-cy-ßƒ Ihn Ah-
X-cn-∏n-°p-∂Xv.

""NXn®p sImevIbpw s]mfn-]-d-Ibpw
hn[n® I¿Ω-ß-fh sNøm-bvIbpw
]nXr-{In-b-Ifpw hgnsb sNbvI-bn˛
√Xn-{I-an-®oSpw Kpcp-P-\-sØbpw
\nP-Ip-e-hnZy ]Tn-bv°-bn-√mcpw
{]P-Ifpw \∂mbv hcn-I-bn-√t√m
ZznP-∑m¿ ]qWp-\q¬ If-I-bn-s√mcp
`P\w a‰n√ Ir]-bp-an-√m¿°pw
\r]-∑m¿ \m´n-ep-≈-h-tcm-Sp-I´pw
Ih¿∂p-am¿÷n°pw shdpsX hnØhpw
Dcp-s´m-gn-™n-́ n-s√mcph\p-a¿∞w
]dnbv°pw It®m-S-Øn\pw If-ht{X
Ien-bp-K-Øn-ep-≈-h-ÿ-I-fnh
]e-hp-an-ßs\ ]d-bp∂p Rm\pw
s]mdp-Xn-bn-t√Xpah-\n-bn-en
]pd-s∏-SpI th≠-Xp-ssh-ImsX \mw''10

F∂p Ihn kl-tZ-h-s\-sIm≠v ]d-bn-°p-tºmƒ [m¿Ωn-I-tcmjw
aqew Fgp-Ø-—≥ Xs∂ t\cn v́ ]d-bp-I-bm-sW∂v tXm∂n-t∏m-Ipw.
NmXp¿h¿Æy-hy-h-ÿbnse Pohn-X-co-Xn-Isf hni-Zo-I-cn-®-Xn\v
tij-amWv Ihn Cßs\{]Xn-I-cn-°p-∂-Xv.  NXn-®p-sIm-√p-∂Xv P∑n-
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Io-gmf ASn-bmf _‘-ßƒ°n-S-bnepw cmP-`-cW\nb-a-hy-h-ÿ-
Iƒ°n-S-bnepw km[m-c-W-ambncp∂p. NXn-®p-sIm-√p-∂-Xns‚ IY-Iƒ
hS-°≥]m-́ p-I-fnepw \mtSm-Sn-∏m-́ p-I-fnepw ImWmw.  NXn-bm¬ h[y-
cm-b-h-cmWv ]e-bn-SØpw IogmfcpsS hoc-ssZ-h-ßƒ. NmXp¿h¿Æy-
hy-h-ÿ-bn¬ Hmtcm h¿Æ-Øn\p \n›-bn-®n-́ p≈ I¿Ω-ßƒ sNøm-
dn-s√-∂p-≈-Xn\pw Ncn{Xw km£yw hln-°p-∂p. {_m“-W¿ `P-
\hpw Ir]-bp-an-s√-¶nepw ]qWp-\q¬ If-I-bn-√. {_m“Wyw F∂Xv
I¿Ωw-sIm≠v kn≤n-°p-∂-Xm-Wv. {_m“-W¿ Xß-fpsS I¿Ωw-sN-
øp-I-bn-s√∂pw I¿Ω-Øn-e-√, P∑-Øm¬ ]qWp-\q-en-´m¬ {_m“-
W-\mbn F∂ [mc-W-bmWv {_m“W¿s°∂pw Ihn ]cn-l-kn-°p-
I-bm-Wv. cmPm-°-∑m¿ [q¿Ø-Sn®v Pohn-°p-Ibpw \m´n-ep-≈-h-tcmSv
I´pw Ih¿∂pw [\w t\SpIbmWv sNøp-∂-sX∂pw I®-h-S-°m-cm-
sW-¶n¬ Dcps´mgn™v H∂pw sNøn-s√-∂pw, a‰p-≈-h-cpsS [\w Ah¿
]dn-s®-Sp-°p-I-bm-sW∂pw I®-h-S-Ønepw If-hm-sW∂pw cq£-ambn
{]Xn-I-cn-°p-∂ Ihn {_m“-W-£-{Xnb sshiy-hn-̀ m-K-ßsf  Bt£-
]n-°p-∂p. P∑n-Ifpw hntZ-in-Ifpw XΩn-ep≈ I®-h-S-Øn-\n-S-bn¬ I„-
s∏-Sp∂ Xmgv∂-hn-̀ m-K-Øn\v bmsXm∂pw e`n-°p-∂n-s√∂v I≠-dn-bp∂
I-hn-bpsS tcmjhpw AXn-t\m-Sp≈ {]Xn-tcm-[hpw \nd™ Imhy-
ambn alm-̀ m-cXw Infn-∏m v́ amdp-∂p.

"k¶-S-ap≠v ]mcw kwkmcw \n\-®pta'11 F∂mWv {io alm-̀ m-c-
X-Øns‚ XpS-°-Øn¬ InfnaItfmSv Ihn G‰p-]-d-bp∂Xv.  AXv
ka-Im-enI Pohn-Xm-h-ÿ-Iƒ Ihn-bn-ep-W¿Øn-b Nn-¥-bn¬
\n∂mWv cq]-s∏-´Xv. `‡n-bn¬ hnc-‡nbpw ap‡nbpw hcp-Ibpw
H∏w Xs∂ Poh≥ ]c-t\mSv bp‡-am-hp-Ibpw sNøp∂ Bflo-bm-h-
ÿ-bn-te°v Hcp P\-Xsb ]cn-h¿Øn-∏n-°p-I-bmWv {io alm-`m-
cXIY-bpsS ̂ e-{ip-Xn-bmbn Fgp-Ø-—≥ ImWp-∂-Xv. "thZ-sams°
]Tn®p IqSm-bvI-bm¬' thZsØ AS-bm-f-s∏-Sp-Øm≥ Fgp-Ø-—≥
Xocp-am-\n-®-t∏mƒ Adnhv F∂ ]Z-amWv ⁄mhn-⁄m-\-ßƒ tN¿∂
Ah-ÿsb kqNn-∏n-°m≥ Fgp-Ø-—≥ D]-tbm-Kn-®-Xv. thZw
sNm√m\pw tIƒ°m\pw ]mSn-√mØ hn`m-K-Øn-te°v Xs∂-t]mse
Hcp henb kaq-lsØ am‰n \n¿Øn B[n-]-Xy-tØmSv Ie-ln-®p-
sIm≠v,

""`‡n ssIs°m≠p tI´p-sIm-≈p-hn≥ sNm√o-Sph
s\{Xbpw Npcp°n Rm≥ cma-am-lm-fly-sa√mw''12

F∂p-]-d-™p-sIm≠mWv Fgp-Ø-—≥ IY ]d-bm≥ XpS-ßp-∂-Xv.
thZ-im-kv{X-ßƒ°[n-Im-cn-b-√mØ Xm≥ thZw Npcp°n ]d-bp-

I-bm-sW∂pw thZ-Øns‚ s]mcp-f-dn-bmØ lo\-amb t_m[-tØm-
Sp-Iq-Sn-b-h¿°pth≠n-bmWv A≤ym-fl-cm-am-bWw Fgp-Xn-bn-cn-°p-∂-
sX∂pw Fgp-Ø-—≥ hy‡-ambn ]d-bp-∂p-≠v.13 thZw, ⁄m\w,
hn⁄m-\w, t⁄bw, hnt⁄bw F∂o hnj-b-ßsf Imhy-Øn-\-
IØv N¿® sNøp-I-hgn Adn-hns‚ A[o-i-{]-Xy-b-im-kv{XsØ {]Xn-
tcm-[n-°p∂p Ihn. Xm≥ Gs¥√mw ̀ mc-Xob Z¿i-\-ßƒ ]I¿∂p-
sIm-Sp-Ømepw Ah-bv°v B[mcw ̀ ‡n-bm-- sW∂v Ihn ]d-™p-h-
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bv°p-∂p.  AssZz-X-\mb ]cm-]-c-\mb, ]c-{_-“-amb Cuiz-cs\
Ipdn®v ]mSp-tºmgpw Cu temI-Po-hn-X-sØ-Ip-dn®v hymIp-e-\mWv At±-
lw. A-Xp-sIm-≠mWv Pohm-flmhpw ]c-am-flmhpw H∂mbn ssZzX-
`mhw shSn-™m¬ ]ns∂ PmXn-a-X-h¿§ h¿Æ-hy-Xym-k-ßƒ C√m-
Xn-cn-°p∂ AssZz-XsØ Ipdn®v Fgp-Ø-—≥ ]mSnbXv.  C°mWmb
{]]©w amb-bm-sW∂pw ambmtemIØn-emWv {_m“-tWylw \tc-
t{µym-lw, BtVymlw F∂ Bt{a-UnXw D≈q F∂pw Fgp-Ø-—-
\-dn-bmw.  CXv Ahn-Zy-bm-sW∂pw AhnZy \oßn-bm¬ tam£w {]m]n-
°m-sa∂pw ]d-bp∂ Fgp-Ø-—-\n¬ Hcp en_-d¬ lyqa-\n-Ãp-≠v.
AssZz-XsØ tXmfn-te-‰p∂ {_m“Wyw hy‡n-kp-J-ßƒ°mbn
hyh-lm-cn-I-k-Øsb AwKo-I-cn-°p-∂ sshcp-≤ysØ Fgp-Ø-—≥
tNmZyw sNøp-∂p.  hyh-ÿm-]nX kwkvIm-c-Øn-\-IØp \n∂p-sIm-
≠p-X-s∂ AXns\ sNdp-°p∂ Hcp kam-¥-c-kw-kvImcw P\-a-\-�p-
I-fpsS ]n≥_-e-tØmsS tIc-f-Øn¬ cq]w sIm≠n-cp-∂p.  BVy-
{_m-“-Ws‚ Iem-cq-]-ßƒ t£{X-Øn-\-IØv BSp-tºmƒ kam-
¥-c-ambn sXøhpw Xndbpw ]S-b-Wnbpw tImXm-Ωq-cn-bp-sa√mw
]pdØv Xnan¿Øm-Sn-bn-cp-∂p.  Ch-sb√mw tN¿∂v {]Xn-tcm-[-Øns‚
Iesb cq]-s∏-Sp-Ønbncp∂p. CØcw Hcp \m´p-{]-Xn-tcm-[-Øns‚
]mc-º-cy-Øn¬ \n∂v Du¿÷w t\Sn, {]Xn-tem-a-{]-h-W-X-I-tfmSv
kuay-ambn {]Xn-I-cn-®p-sIm-≠mWv Fgp-Ø-—≥ Xs‚ Imhy-c-N\
k^-e-am-°n-b-Xv.  AXp-hgn \h-am-\-hnI kaq-lsØ kr„n-°p-I-
bm-bn-cp∂p Fgp-Ø-—s‚ e£yw.\ne-hn-ep≈ kmaqly cm{„ob Np‰p-
]m-Sns\ AXn-Po-hn-°p∂Xn\v ̀ ‡nsb Iq´p-]n-Sn-°p-bmWv At±lw
sNbvX-Xv.
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